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Preface 

These notes cover the material I presented in a series of lectures at the 
Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta, India, in the winter of 1987-88. The 
invitation to lecture there left me free to select more or less any topic I fan
cied. It so happened that at the time I was interested in a particular problem 
that involved the question whether 11 could be embedded in a certain kind of 
Banach space. When I looked through the literature to supplement my rather 
superficial knowledge of 11-embeddability, I became very impressed with the 
beauty and depth of the work in this area, and so I decided to present a survey 
of this in my course. An extra reason why this choice of subject seemed 
appropriate to me, was that I knew my audience to have a strong background 
in measure theory. So they would especially appreciate the measure-theoretical 
work of D.H. Fremlin and M. Talagrand that I intended to use as a basis for a 
large part of my course. 

Before describing the contents of these notes let me first try to put the sub-
ject in perspective, historically as well as mathematically. . 

A desirable result in any structure theory is to show that the objects of study 
can be decomposed into "elementary" components that are more easily investi
gated. In the particular case of Banach spaces for instance, it would be nice to 
know if every Banach space contains an isomorphic copy of one of the elementary 
Banach spaces IP, l~<oo, or c0• Let us call this conjecture I. Actually this 
problem was open until 1974, when B. Tsirelson constructed a counterexample 
((95]). At around the same time another related conjecture was put to rest, this 
time by R.C. James and, independently, by J. Lindenstrauss. To motivate this, 
let us observe that 11 is the only one among the above-mentioned "elementary" 
spaces with a non-separable dual. So it is quite natural to conjecture that if a 
separable space has a non-separable dual then it must contain a copy of 11 (con
jecture II). In 1974 R.C. James constructed his famous counterexample to this 
conjecture, now known as the James tree space JT ((46]). This space JT is an 
ingenious variation of another famous space, also due to R.C. James but much 
older, the classical James space J([45]). This J has the remarkable property of 
being linearly isometric to its bidual, but not reflexive. In fact the canonical 
image of J in its bidual has codimension one. Whereas J consists of sequences, 
i.e. functions on N, essentially JT is obtained from J by substituting a tree for 
the "base space" N. Independently J. Lindenstrauss constructed a function 
space analogue of J, the James function space JF ([51]). This space also refuted 
conjecture II: it is separable with non-separable dual, but 11 (J.JF. Somewhat 
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later a third counterexample was built by J. Hagler, the space JH([34]). 
Returning to conjecture I (which is false), observe that among the elemen

tary spaces, the lP, 1 <p < oo, are the only reflexive ones. In fact they are even 
uniformly convex, a much stronger property than reflexivity. Tsirelson's exam
ple was reflexive, but not uniformly convex. So this still left open the possibil
ity that every uniformly convex space (hence every superreflexive space) would 
contain an isomorphic copy of some /P, l<p<oo. However, this was also 
disproved in the same year 1974, by T. Figiel and W.B. Johnson ([24)). Their 
counterexample was a uniformly convex modification of Tsirelson's space that 
contained no lP. 

Since Tsirelson's space is reflexive, it leaves intact the following weakening 
of conjecture I: every Banach space contains c0, 11 or an infinite-dimensional 
reflexive space (conjecture 1• ). In fact conjecture 1• is still open (see e.g. [39] 
for some recent work establishing the truth of conjecture 1• for a certain class 
of Banach spaces). In this connection we ought to mention also that conjecture 
1• has long been known to be correct for Banach spaces with unconditional 
bases, by another fundamental result due to R.C. James ([44)). This brings us 
naturally to yet another famous and still open problem, namely, whether every 
Banach space contains a subspace with an unconditional basis (we hesitate to call 
this a conjecture). Clearly, if this were true, then conjecture 1• would have a 
positive answer, by the above-mentioned result of R.C. James. Finally, coming 
back to the (false) conjecture II, observe that if conjecture 1• is correct, then 
so is the following conjecture II* (which is open, as far as we know): if each of 
the separable subspaces of a Banach space X has a non-separable dual, then X 
contains a copy of 11• 

What we hope to have made clear by the preceding remarks is that it is 
important in the larger framework of the structure theory of Banach spaces, to 
be able to decide whether a given Banach space does or does not contain an 
isomorphic copy of 11• Let us now describe the progress that has been made 
on this question since the negative results of 1974 (i.e. the subject of this 
book). 

The starting point of these developments was the famous Rosenthal 11-

theorem (also proved in 1974): every bounded sequence in every Banach space 
either has a weak Cauchy subsequence or a subsequence equivalent to the unit 
vector basis of 11 ([72)). An immediate corollary of this (and of the Eberlein
Smulian theorem) is that conjecture 1• is correct for weakly sequentially com
plete Banach spaces. In particular, when applied to the weakly sequentially 
complete space L 1 [O, 1] this corollary yields a new proof of a known result of 
M.I. Kadec and A. Pelczynski ([48]) that a subspace of /1[0,l] is either reflexive 
or contains a copy of 11• Rosenthal's /1-theorem also led to a host of new char
acterizations of Banach spaces (not) containing /1 (see Ch. 4). Most of these 
were proved by Rosenthal himself ([73]) and some in collaboration with E. 
Odell ([62]). Roughly, these results express that if a separable space Xis "not 
too non-reflexive", then X does not contain 11 (and conversely). Being "not too 
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non-reflexive" can be interpreted in several ways. It may be read as "card X = 
card x** ", but it can also take the form of various w • -convergence and w • -
density properties of bounded sets in x** that cannot be satisfied if x•• is too 
large in relation to X. 

The original proof of Rosenthal's theorem used combinatorial techniques 
mostly, with Ramsey's theorem figuring in the background (see [13]). Soon 
afterwards another and eventually more fruitful approach emerged. The basic 
idea was to look at elements of X and of x•• as functions on the dual ball 
B(X*), equipfed with its w* -topology. Clearly the elements of X are continu
ous on (B(X ),w*). One of Rosenthal's characterizations says that /1 <7-X iff 
B(X) is w* -sequentially dense in B(X**). So in this case the elements of x** 
are first class Baire functions on (B(X*),w*) (note that the topology of point
wise convergence on B(X*) corresponds to thew* -topology on X**). The con
verse is also true. This example suggests a more general type of question: given 
a topological space T (e.g. T=(B(X*),w")) and a uniformly bounded set of 
functions Z CC (T) ( e.g. Z = B (X)), under what conditions does the pointwise 
closure of Z in· RT consist of first class Baire functions? Or of universally 
measurable functions (i.e. functions measurable with respect to every Radon 
measure on 7)? When is Z sequentially dense in its closure, or sequentially 
relatively compact? It turns out that these and other similar questions can be 
nicely answered in this general context provided T is either compact, or a Pol
ish space. In the special case when T=(B(X*),w*) and Z =B(X) one so 
obtains measure-theoretical and topological characterizations of Banach spaces 
(not) containing /1• 

Rosenthal himself initiated this approach to the /1-embedding problem 
([73]). It was carried forward by J. Bourgain, D.H. Fremlin and M. Talagrand 
in their fundamental paper [8], and then further perfected by M. Talagrand in 
his memoir [92]. As we have just seen there are measure-theoretical and topo
logical questions at stake here that transcend the Banach space context and 
deserve to be studied in their own right. This we do in the first three chapters 
of these notes. Banach spaces do not appear until Chapter 4. There we apply 
the general theory to the specific case T = (B (X* ), w • ), Z = B (X), to obtain 
the various characterizations indicated above. 

In Chapter 5 and 6 we discuss a group of characterizations centered around 
the Pettis integral and due chiefly to K. Musial and R. Haydon. The most 
important ones are that X contains no copy of /1 iff (i) x• has the Radon
Nikodym property for the Pettis integral (this is called the weak Radon
Nikodym property), and iff (ii) x• has the Krein-Milman proferty for w • -
compact convex sets (i.e. every w • -compact convex subset of X is the norm 
closed convex hull of its extreme points). Both these characterizations should 
be set off against the well-known fact that X is Asplund (i.e. every separable 
subspace of X has a separable dual) iff (i) x• has the RNP (for the Bochner 
integral), and iff (ii) x• has the KMP (i.e. each norm closed convex subset of 
x• is the closed convex hull of its extreme points). Especially in the non
separable case the proofs of these characterizations are not so easy. Here we 
have chosen to include all technical details in the main text, rather that 
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relegating them to the Appendices, as we have done with some other technical
ities less central to our considerations 

Roughly then, the difference between Asplund spaces and spaces not con
taining /1 is that between the Bochner and the Pettis integral, or between the 
KMP and its restriction to w • -compact convex sets. That there really is a 
difference, is shown by any one of the spaces JT, JF and JH. We have chosen 
to present JT here (Chapter 8), because it seemed to fit in best with the results 
already proved, and because a very satisfactory treatment was already avail
able in [51]. 

Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to two major results about strong regularity, 
due to J. Bourgain and W. Schachermayer, respectively. The first one states 
that X fails to contain /1 iff x• is strongly regular (i.e. closed bounded convex 
sets in x• admit small combinations of slices). Although the notion of strong 
regularity was formally defined only recently, this result is already essentially 
contained in the unpublished lecture notes [6] by J. Bourgain. The second 
result by W. Schachermayer is quite recent and shows the relevance of strong 
regularity to the still unsolved problem whether the KMP implies the RNP: if 
X is strongly regular, then the KMP implies the RNP ([83]). When combined 
with J. Bourgain's result a new proof is obtained for the much older theorem 
of R.E. Huff and P.D. Morris ([42]) that for dual Banach spaces the KMP and 
RNP are equivalent. 

After this brief outline it should be pointed out that there are many more 
characterizations of spaces (not) containing /1• Some of them we have stated 
with only little comment in the Notes at the end of each chapter. Including 
and proving them all would have taken too much space and time. Finally, let 
us mention that almost all of chapters 1 to 6 (and much more!) can be found 
in M. Talagrand's superb memoir [92]. In fact this is compulsory reading for 
anyone who really wants to pursue this subject. But clearly, it can hardly be 
recommended as a first introduction. 

D. van Dulst 
October 1988 
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Preliminaries on Banach spaces 
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We have written these notes with a reader in mind who has taken the usual 
basic courses in functional analysis, topology and measure theory, but who 
possesses no special knowledge of any of these fields. Such a reader cannot be 
expected to know everything that will be needed. In particular there are some 
facts from measure theory and topology, not usually taught in standard 
courses, that play a role in our development. For the convenience of the 
reader we have collected these in several appendices, with full proofs. In the 
present chapter we review what, ideally, the reader should know about Banach 
spaces. In so doing we also establish our terminology and notation. For the 
most part the material is standard and can be found in the general references 
listed at the end of this chapter. Special results will be used only occasionally, 
so there is no need to worry if one is not familiar with some of them. We shall 
formulate them clearly, and indicate where proofs can be found. 

Let X be a real Banach space. We use the notation B(X) for the unit ball 
{xEX: llxll:s;;;l} and S(X) for the unit sphere {xEX: llxll=l}. The dual or 
conjugate space x• is the vector space of all continuous linear forms on X. We 
denote the value an element x• EX* takes at x EX by (x,x• ). x• is a Banach 
space when provided with the dual norm llx*II:= sup {(x,x•):xEB(X)} 
(x* EX*). Similarly, one defines the second dual or bidual x•• as (X*)*. More 
generally, the n th dual _x(n) is the dual of the (n - lY' dual x<n -I) (n = 1,2, ... ). 
El f X • x** x··· · • •• ••• · 1 ements o , , , · · · are wntten x ,x ,x , ... , respective y. 
Each x EX gives rise to an element 'ITxX EX** defined as follows: 

( • ) ( *> (x*EX*). X ,'ITxX := X,X 

It is easily verified that the map 'ITx: X➔X .. so defined is a linear isometry. If 
it is surjective, then Xis called reflexive. R.C. JAMES ([45]) has constructed a 
Banach space, called the James space J, which is linearly isometric to its bidual 
J .. without being reflexive. In fact the range of the canonical map 'ITJ has codi
mension 1 in J .. (see [E] for a detailed account). 

An elementary fact that we shall need is that the adjoint 'IT_;.: x••• ➔x• of 
the canonical embedding 'ITx acts as the inverse of 'IT]( on 'ITx· x•. In formula: 

'IT_i:-o'ITJ( = Ir (: = identity on X*). 

The proof is a simple application of the definitions of 'ITx and 'ITx· : for all 
x EX and x• EX* we have 
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(x,'1Ti,o'1T_x'X*) = ('1TxX,'1Tx'X*) = (x*,'1TxX) = (x,x•). 

We shall often identify X with the subspace '1TxX of x** without even mention
ing the map '1Tx. 

Two topologies different from the norm topology are of fundamental impor
tance. The weak topology on X, denoted a(X,X*), makes X into a locally con
vex topological vector space. By definition a base of 0-nbhds consists of all sets 
of the form 

V(0;xj, ... ,x;;t):= {xEX:l(x,x;)l<t, i=l, ... ,n}, 

where n EN, xi, ... ,x: EX* and t>0 are arbitrary. For a dual space x• we 
have, in addition to the weak topology a(X* ,x**), a second, generally weaker 
topology a(X* ,X), called the weak* topology. A 0-nbhd base is given by the 
sets 

V(0;x1, ... ,xn:t):= {x* EX*: l(x;,x*>l<t, i =l, ... ,n}. 

If X is reflexive then the weak and the weak* topologies on x* clearly coin
cide. Convergence in the weak -, resp. weak* topology is denoted bY, ~. 
respectively ~- Often when X is understood we denote a(X,X) and 
a(X*,X) by w, resp. w*. Observe that whenever dim X=oo, each weak 0-nbhd 

n 

V(0;xj, ... ,x;;t) contains the nontrivial subspace _n kerx;. In particular no 
1=1 

weak 0-nbhd is norm bounded, so a(X,X*) differs from the norm topology. 
Another consequence of this observation is that the weak closure of S (X), 
denoted w-cl S (X), contains the origin. It is easily seen that every element of 
x* is w-continuous on X. An important but slightly less trivial fact is that an 
element x** EX** is w* -continuous on x* iff it belongs to X (='1TxX), 

By a subspace of X we shall always mean a closed linear subspace. If Y is 
such a subspace, then the weak topology a(X,X*) induces on Y the weak 
topology a( Y, Y*). This is so because every y * E y* extends to an element of 
X, by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Another consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem is Goldstine's theorem ([C]):B(X) is w* -dense in B(X**). The latter set 
is w * -compact. In fact Alaoglu's theorem (which is essentially a corollary of 
Tychonoff's theorem ) says that the unit ball B(X*) of any dual space x• is 
w * -compact. In particular the sets { x *: llx * II =;;;;c}, c >0, are w * -closed, i.e. the 
dual norm 11-11 on x• is w* -1.s.c. (= w* -lower-semi-continuous). In fact this 
property characterizes dual norms: a norm on X* equivalent to the given 
(dual) norm on x*, is the dual of a (necessarily equivalent) norm on X iff it is 
w * -1.s.c. An important corollary of Goldstine's and Alaoglu's theorems is that 
Xis reflexive iff its unit ball B(X) is w-compact (use the fact that the w• -
topology on x** induces thew-topology on its subspace X). Equivalently, Xis 
reflexive iff every bounded set in Xis relatively w-compact. 
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A subset A CB(X*) is called a norming set if llxll= sup {l<x,x'>l:x• EA} 
for every x EX. If X is separable, then X has a norming sequence. Indeed, if 
(xn) is dense in S(X), and if for each n EN an x: EX• is selected so that 
(Xn,x:> = llx: II= 1 (Hahn-Banach theorem), then {x::n EN} is norming. Even 
for some non-separable Banach spaces norming sequences (x:) exist. E.g. if 
X=/ 00 (:= the bounded real functions on N, with the sup norm), take x~:= 
evaluation in n (n = 1,2, ... ). A set A ex (respectively, A ex*) is called total 
(resp. w • -total) if sp A (: = the linear span of A) is dense in X (resp. w • -dense 
in X*). Equivalently, this means that A separates the points of x• (resp. X), 
i.e. (x,xi) = (x,xi) for every xEA (resp. (x 1,x*) = (x2,x•) for every 
x• EA) implies xi =xi (resp. x 1 =x2 ). A norming set A CB(X) is clearly w• -
total. An important fact is that for separable X the topological space 
(B(X*),w*) is metrizable (besides being compact). Indeed, if (xn) is dense in 
B(X), then 

d( • *)· = ~ 2-n j(xn,x• -y*)j 
X y . ~ . • • 

n=I 1 + l<xn,X -y )j 

is easily seen to be a metric on x•. For nets (x:) ex• one verifies without 
difficulty that x: ~x• implies d(x:,x•)-O, so that the d-topology is weaker 
that thew• -topology. Since it is Hausdorff, and (B(X"),w*) is compact, the 
d-topology coincides with thew• -topology on B(X*). 

The next three results we mention are not so simple to prove. Nevertheless 
they are standard fare. The Eberlein-Smulian theorem ([El) says that a subset 
A C X is relatively w-compact (in X) iff every sequence in A has a w-convergent 
subsequence. Furthermore, by the Krein-Smulian theorem ([J]), a subspace Y of 
a dual Banach space x• is w• -closed iff YnB(X*) is w• -closed. As a corol
lary, we have that an element x** Ex•• belongs to X (equivalently, x•• is w• -
continuous) iff its restriction to B(X*) is w•-continuous (take Y= kerx .. ). 
Finally, let KCX be closed bounded and convex. Then an element x• EX* 
need not attain its sup on K, unless K is w-compact. But the x • Ex• that do, 
lie dense in x•. This is the Bishop-Phelps theorem ([Bl), ([17]). In particular, 
taking K = B ( X), the set of elements of x• that "attain their norm", is dense 
in x·. 

A sequence (xn) in Xis called a (Schauder) basis for X iff for every x EX 
00 

there exists a unique sequence (an) CIR such that x = ~ anxn (where this series 
n=I 

is supposed to converge in norm). Necessary and sufficient for a sequence 
(xn)CX to be a basis for X (see [G]), is that Xn*O (n = 1,2, ... ), [xnl:'=1 =X 
(where [xn]:'=I denotes the closed linear span of the sequence (xn)), and that 
there exists a constant M < oo so that 

n n+m 
II Ia;x;ll~MII I a;x;II for alln,m EN and alla1, ... ,an+m ER. 
i=I i=I 
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The minimal M with this property is called the basis constant. A basis is called 
monotone if M=l, and normalized if llxnll=l (n=l,2, ... ). Of course the 

00 

coefficients an in the expansions x = ~ anXn depend linearly on x. In fact 
r =I 

x-an(x) is a bounded linear functional, usually denoted by x:. Hence for 
every basis (xn) there is an associated sequence of coefficient functionals 
(x:)cx•, and we have 

00 

x = ~ (x,x:>xn (xEX). 
n=I 

A basis (xn) for Xis called boundedly complete if for every sequence an CIR, 
oo n 

-~ a;X; converges whenever(~ a;x;)~=I is bounded. In most sequence spaces, 
I =I I =I . 

such as lP, l~<oo, (to be discussed below) the unit vectors (en) form a nor
malized, monotone, boundedly complete basis. A typical basis that fails to be 
boundedly complete, is the standard basis in c0 (: = the null sequences, with 
the sup norm). A fact to be noted is that a Banach space X with a boundedly 
complete monotone basis (xn) is isometrically isomorphic to a dual space ([G], 
Prop. 1.b.4). In fact, if (x:) ex• is the associated sequence of coefficient func
tionals, and if Z: =[x:J, then it is not very hard to see that 

X3x ~('1Txx)lz EZ* 

maps X isometrically onto z•. 

Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let T:X-Y be a bounded linear map. We 
call T an isomorphism into ( or an embedding) if T is a linear homeomorphism 
onto TX, and an isometric isomorphism into ( or an isometric embedding) if, in 
addition, T preserves the norm. Y is called (isometrically) isomorphic to X if Y 
is the range of such an (isometric) isomorphism from X. Notation: x~Y (resp. 
X~Y). We call a linear map T:X-Y a quotient map if, in addition to being a 
continuous surjection, it maps int B(X) (:={x:llxll<l}) onto int B(Y). In this 
case Y~X/kerT. Of course by the open mapping theorem, if T:X-Y is a 
continuous surjection, then Y~XlkerT. The adjoint r•:y• -x• of a bounded 
linear T:X-Y is bounded, and also w • -w • -continuous (i.e. continuous for the 
respective w• -topologies on x• and Y*). In particular, since B(Y*) is w• -
compact by Alaoglu's theorem, it follows that r• B(Y*) is w• -compact. 
Observe that the second adjoint r•• :X .. -y•• is also w • -w • -continuous, and, 
moreover, satisfies T**lx=T(asusual, we identify Xand Ywith?TxXand'lTyY 
respectively). In fact, by Goldstine's theorem r•• is uniquely determined by 
these two properties. Let us also note the following duality: Tis an (isometric) 
embedding iff r• is a continuous surjection (a quotient map); Tis a continu
ous surjection (quotient map) iff r• is an (isometric) embedding. If Y is a sub
space of X and if one applies these observations to the identity embedding T 
from Y into X, and to the quotient map x-x I Y, one finds the canonical 
isometries 
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y* ~x· ;y.1, (XIY)* ~Y.1 ex·, y••-y.1.1 ex**. 

(Here the "annihilator" y.1 is the subspace {x* EX*:<y,x*)=O for every 
y E Y}, and y.1.1 =(Y.l ).1 .) It should be remarked here also that the canoni
cal isometric embeddings (X/Y)* =;,X*, y** =>X** are homeomorphisms (into) 
for the respective w • -topologies. A bounded linear map T:X ➔ Y is called 
(weakly) compact if TB(X) is relatively (weakly) compact in Y. It is well 
known that T:X➔Y is (w-)compact iff T*:Y* ➔x• is (w-)compact. For a 
proof, see e.g. [92). 

For any set f and l~p<oo, /P(f) is the space of real functions x on f such 
that }: lx(y)f<oo, with norm llxl~:= (}: lx(y)f)11P. / 00 (f) denotes the 

yEf . yEf 
space of all bounded real functions x on f, with llx 11 00 : = sup lx(y)I, and c0(f) 
is the subspace of / 00 (f) consisting of all x such that {yEf:lx(y)l>t} is finite 
for every t>O. We write /P ,/00 ,c0 instead of /P(N), / 00 (N), c0(N). Furthermore, 
IP,, denotes /P({l, ... ,n}). It is well known that c0(f)* ::=/1(f), and /P(f)*~/q(f) 

for 1 :,;;;p < oo and 1. + l. = 1. For K compact Hausdorff, C (K) is the space of 

all continuous reaf-valu~ functions f on K, with 11/11: = sip> l/]. We usually 

write C for C ([O, 1 ]). By the Riesz representation theorem C (K) • ::=M (K), the 
space all Radon(:= regular Borel-) measuresµ on K, with 11µ11: = lµl(K), where 
lµI denotes the variation of µ. An element of M (K) is multiplicative on C(K) 
iff it equals l>x (: = the Dirac measure at x) for some x EK. When (U,I,µ) is a 
measure space, U'(µ)=U'(U,I,µ), I~p<oo, is the space of µ-measurable 
functions f on U such that ii.ff dµ< oo, with II/lip:= (ii.ff dµ) 11P. L 00 (µ) is the 

space of µ-measurable, µ-essentially bounded functions on U, with norm 
lljll 00 : = ess sup l/]. When (U,I,µ) is the Lebesgue measure space [0,1) we 

!l 
write U' and L 00 for U'(µ) and L 00 (µ). U'(µ)* ::=Lq(µ) for l~p<oo and 

l. + l. = 1. (L 00 (µ))* consists of all finitely additive measures of bounded vari

ftion qthat vanish on the ideal of the µ-null sets ([D]). A subset <l>CL 1(µ) is 
called uniformly integrable if lim SUD fl/]dµ=0, i.e. if for every t:>0 there is a 

/.tE➔O /E'II> E 
8>0 such that µE<l> implies that [lf1dµ<£ for every fE<I>. The importance of 

uniform integrability derives from the fact that a set <I> CL 1 (µ) is relatively 
weakly compact iff it is bounded and uniformly integrable ([A], [D]). It is easily 
seen that <l>cL 1(µ) is bounded and uniformly integrable iff lim suD f 

X➔oo /E'II> {lfl'>X} 
l/]dµ=O. (Some authors use the term "equi-integrable" for this last property.) 
L 00 (µ) is not only a Banach space, but also a (commutative) c• -algebra. Hence 
by the Gelfand-Naimark theorem there exists a compact Hausdorff space fl (the 
maximal ideal space of L 00 (µ), or the Stone space of (U,µ)) such that L 00 (µ) is 
isometrically algebra isomorphic to C(tJ.) (see [I]). This representation of L 00 (µ) 
is sometimes convenient, especially when elements of L 00 (µ)* have to be con
sidered. These are finitely additive measures on U, but can also be regarded as 
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Radon measures on 11. In the case of / 00 =/ 00 (N) it is simpler to identify / 00 

directly with C(fl(N), where /3N is the Cech-Stone compactification of N. 

We now review some important properties of /1 that will be taken for 
granted elsewhere in these notes. First of all, 

every separable Banach space Xis (isometric to) a quotient of 11. 

For the proof one simply takes a dense sequence (xn) in B(X) and defines 
00 

T:l 1 ➔Xby T((an)):= ~ anxn ((a11 )E/1). Then clearly IITll~l. Since TB(/ 1) 
n=1 

contains all Xn, we have TB(/ 1)=B(X), so Tis a quotient map. The same 
proof shows that even if X is not separable, it is still a quotient of /1 (f) for 
suitably large r. Another well-known property of /1 is that 

weakly convergent sequences are norm convergent (equivalently: weak Cauchy 
sequences are norm Cauchy). 

Indeed, if for contradiction we assume that some sequence (x<n>)c/ 1 satisfies 
lix<n) II= I (n = 1,2, ... ) and x<11> ~O, then one can show by passing to a subse
quence and applying a standard perturbation argument (see [F] for details) 
that without loss of generality we may in addition assume that these x<n) have 
pairwise disjoint supports Sn:={kEN:x£'>=:;60}. Now if we definey=(yk)E/ 00 

00 

by Yk: = sign x£'> whenever k E Sn, and Yk = 0 if k fl U Sn, then 
n =I 

(x<n) ,y) = llx(n) II= I for all n EN, contradicting the assumption that x<n) ~O. 
This result immediately implies that the sequence (en) of unit vectors in /1 

has no w-Cauchy subsequence. On the other hand every bounded sequence 
(x<n>) in c0(f) has aw-Cauchy subsequence. To see this, note that the union of 
the supports of the x<n) is countable, so that a diagonal procedure will produce 
a subsequence that converges "pointwise". Recalling now that c0(f)* =/1 (f), it 
is easily seen that such a subsequence actually is w-Cauchy. In fact on 
bounded sets of c0(f), pointwise convergence is the same as weak convergence. 
Similarly, on bounded subsets of / 00 (f), w • -convergence equals pointwise con
vergence. In particular, we may conclude from these observations that 

/ 1 cannot be embedded in any c0(f). 

We shall call a bounded sequence (xn)CX an 11-sequence if there exists a 
constant c >0 such that 

n n 
c ~ lail~II ~a;x;II for all n EN and alla1, ... ,an Elll. 

i=I i=I 

Observe that in fact we then have, putting C: = sup llx; II, 
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n n n 
c I la;IE.;11 Ia;x;IIE.;C I la;I for alln EN and alla1, ... ,an ER. 

i=l i=l i=l 

n 

These inequalities say that the map T defined on sp(en}C/1 by T(I a;e;):= 
,=l 

n 
. I a;x; is an isomorphism. Therefore it extends uniquely to an embedding 
,=l 
T:/ 1➔X. We have now proved the non-trivial haH of the following statement: 

11 embeds in X iff X contains an 11 -sequence. 

An immediate consequence is that 

if Xis isomorphic to a quotient of Y, and 11 embeds in X, then 11 embeds in Y. 

Indeed, if T:Y➔Xis a continuous surjection, and if (xn) is an / 1-sequence in 
X, then any bounded "lifting" of (xn), i.e. every bounded seq~ence Cvn) CY 
such that Tyn=xn (n =1,2, ... ), will clearly be an / 1-sequence in Y. The above 
assertion obviously generalizes: /1(f) embeds in Y whenever / 1(f) embeds in 
X. 

A large part of these notes will be directly or indirectly concerned with the 
delicate question whether or not / 1 embeds in a given space X. There is also 
the related question whether / 1 can be embedded in X as a complemented sub
space (a subspace is called complemented if it is the range of a bounded linear 
projection). The answer to this last question is much easier and has been 
known for quite some time. It follows in a fairly straighforward way from the 
basic sequences techniques developed by C. Bessaga and A. Pelczynski. We 
refer the interested reader to (e.g.) the discussion in [C], in particular, to Th. 10 
on p. 48. 

We call a Banach space X injective (or a '?P1-space) if the Hahn-Banach 
extension theorem holds for bounded linear operators into X (rather than for 
bounded linear maps into R ), i.e. if for every Banach space Z and for every 
bounded linear 2perator T: Y ➔4 defined .on a_ subspace Y of Z, there exists a 
bounded linear T:Z➔X so that Tly= T and IITII = IITII. The simplest examples 
of injective Banach spaces are / 00 and L 00 (p) and, more generally, every C(K) 
with K compact and extremally disconnected (this means that the closure of 
every open subset of K is open). The proof that these C (K) are injective is 
essentially the same as that of the classical Hahn-Banach theorem, if one uses 
the fact that C (K), K compact, is order complete iff K is extremally discon
nected (a Banach lattice is order complete if each order bounded subset has a 
least upper bound). See [G] for details. 

At one point we shall need to know also that c•• =C[O, I)** is injective. 
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Probably the easiest way to see this is to appeal to Kakutani's theorems on 
abstract L,- spaces and abstract M-spaces (see e.g. [G]). Since C is an abstract 
M-space, c• is an abstract L 1-space, hence isometric to some concrete L 1 (µ). 
But then c**~L 00 (µ), and therefore injective. 

Recall that a point x of a convex set K is called extreme if K \ { x} is con
vex. The Krein-Milman theorem says that if K is a compact convex subset of a 
locally convex space (l.c.s.) then there is an abundance of extreme points. In 
fact K can be recovered from its extreme points by taking their dosed convex 
hull: K = co ext K. If K is n-dimensional, then we even have K = co ext K and, 
moreover, every point of K can be written as a convex combination of no more 
than n + 1 points (this is an old result of Caratheodory). There is a kind of 
converse to the Krein-Milman theorem, known as Mi/man's theorem. It says 
that ext K is the smallest among the closed subsets F of K with the property 
that coF=K. In other words, if coF=K (FCK closed), then ext KcF. The 
Krein-Milman theorem can be sharpened considerably if K is metrizable. A 
Radon probability measure µ on K is said to represent a point x EK if 
fldµ= j(x) for all fEA (K), where A (K) denotes the set of all affine continu-

ous functions on K. In this case one also calls x the barycenter ( or resultant) of 
µ. E.g. if x = ; x 1 + ; X2 (x 1,X2 EK), then x is represented by ; 8x, + ; 8x,. 
Clearly a point may have many representing measures. It is now an easy exer
cise to show that the following statement is equivalent to the Krein-Milman 
theorem: every x EK (K compact convex in a l.c.s.) is the barycenter of a 
measure µ supported by ext K. Choquet' s theorem strengthens this assertion 
considerably when K is metrizable: every__ x EK is represented by a Radon pro
bability supported by ext K (rather than ext K). There is also a version of this 
theorem for non-metrizable K, but we shall not need this (see [H]). 

Let~ be a a-algebra of subsets of set Q. A map F:~-x, X a Banach space, 
00 00 

is called a (vector) measure if F( U En)= ~ FEn whenever En E~ (n = 1,2, ... ) 
n=I n=I 

00 

and En nEm = 0 if n=:/=m. (The series ~ FEn is meant to converge in norm.) 
n=I 

If this equality is required only for finite disjoint unions, F is called a finitely 
additive (f.a.) vector measure. Suppose we are also given a nonnegative measure 
µ on ~- Then F is called µ-continuous, or absolutely continuous with respect to 
µ (notation: F<<µ) if lim FE =O. If Fis a vector measure (i.e. countably 

,W➔O 

additive), then Fis µ-continuous iff FE =O whenever µE =O (EE~)- A f.a. 
vector measure F is countably additive iff lim FEn =O for every sequence 

n➔OO 
00 

(En)C~ such that Ent0 (this means En+J CEn, n=l,2, ... , and n En=0). 
n=I 

An immediate consequence of this is that a f.a. F is c.a. ( = countably 
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additive) if Fis µ-continuous. 
·n 

The variation IFI of a /.a. Fis defined by IFl(E): = sup . I IIFE; II, where the ,=I 
sup is taken over all finite partitions { E 1, ••• , En} of E into· sets of I. If 
IFl(O)<oo, then Fis called a measure of bounded variation. IFI is always f.a., 
and is c.a. iff F is. 

A function /:O➔X is said to be weakly µ-measurable (or scalarly µ
measurable) if <J(-),x*> is µ-measurable for every x•Ex•. A more restrictive 
notion is that of strong- or Bochner µ-measurability. By definition / is strongly 
µ-measurable if there exists a sequence (f,,) of X-valued simple functions so 
that lim f,, = f µ a.e. One can show that j:O➔X is strongly µ-measurable iff / 

n➔OO 

is µ-essentially separably valued (i.e. f (0 \ N) is separable for some µ-null set 
N) and Borel measurable (i.e. r 1 Bis µ-measurable for every Borel set B CX). 
The famous Pettis measurability theorem says that for µ-essentially separably 
valued/, strong and weak measurability are the same. 

n 

For simple functions /=;;1x;'XE; (x;EX, E;EI) the Bochner integral 
n 

(B)Vdµ is defined to be ;;1x;µE;. Clearly the triangle inequality implies that 

for each such/, 

ll(B)/fdµII =E;; /II/lidµ=: 11/111, 
g g 

so the map f➔(B) Vdµ EX is a contraction. If one now completes the space 

of simple functions equipped with the norm 11-1'1, one arrives at the space 
Li,(µ) of X-valued Bochner integrable functions. The Bochner integral (B)lz{dµ 

of /ELl,(µ) is defined by extending the above contraction to the completion 
Li,(µ). More concretely, for /EL}(µ) one chooses a sequence (f,,) of simple 
functions so that JII/-f,, lldµ➔0 and defines (B)Vdµ: = n~ (B)/f,,dµ (this 

limit exists and is independent of the choice of (f,,)). The inequality 

ll(B) f JdµII =E;; /llflldµ = 11/1'1 persists for /ELl,(µ). 
g g 

A strongly measurable /belongs to Li,(µ) iff Jllflldµ< oo. 

If /EL}(µ) then the formula 

FE : = (B) f fdµ: = (B) f XE-fdµ 
E g 

is easily seen to define a µ-continuous vector measure of bounded variation (in 
fact IFl(E)= Jllflldµ, E EI). X is said to have the RNP (= Radon Nikodym 

property) with respect to (O,I,µ) if, conversely, every µ-continuous X-valued 
measure F of bounded variation is of this form. The integrand / is then called 
the RN derivative of F. X has the RNP if it has the RNP with respect to every 
finite measure space. It is known that X has the RNP iff X has the RNP with 
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respect to the Lebesgue measure space [0,1]. For details on vector measures 
and much more information the reader should look at [D]. Much is known 
about spaces with the RNP. They have been characterized in terms of mar
tingales and their geometry is known in great detail (see [B], [D], [17]). Let us 
mention, by way of example, that X has the RNP iff every uniformly bounded 
X-valued martingale defined on the Lebesgue measure space [O, 1 ], converges 
a.e. Since R has the RNP by the classical Radon Nikodym theorem, in partic
ular every uniformly bounded real-valued martingale on [O, 1] converges a.e. 
This is the well-known martingale convergence theorem. 

Vector measures are an important tool in the study of operators on function 
spaces. E.g. if T:L 00 (µ.)-X is a bounded linear operator, then FE:= TXE EX 
(E E ~) defines a f.a. vector measure. Since T is determined by its values on 
the characteristic functions XE, the f.a measure Fin fact represents T. Various 
properties of Fare reflected in those of T and vice versa (see [D], Ch. VI). We 
mention here one result of this type of analysis because we shall need it in 
Chapter 4. Let T be as above. Then either T is weakly compact, or T acts as 
an isomorphism on some subspace of L 00 (µ.) isometric to / 00 • Since / 00 is non
separable, the last possibility is excluded if X is separable. Hence: every 
bounded T:L 00 (µ.)-X is weakly compact if Xis separable. In particular, since 
100 is itself an L 00 (µ.)-space, every separable quotient of 100 is reflexive ([D]). 
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Chapter I 

Fremlin's subsequences theorem 

1bis chapter is devoted to a remarkable result of Fremlin's that expresses a 
certain dichotomy for sequences of measurable functions: a sequence of real
valued measurable functions on a perfect measure space (n, I,µ,) either has a 
"good" subsequence or a "bad" one ( or both). Here "good" means "µ, a.e. con
vergent" and "bad" stands for "all pointwise cluster points are non
measurable". At the heart of the proof of this theorem are certain facts on 
measures of free filters on 1\1 (considered as subsets of {O, Ir) which we shall 
develop first. For elementary background information on filters and on perfect 
measure spaces the reader should consult Appendices A and F. 

Although more generality is possible we shall consider filters on 1\1 only. 
Every subset A C 1\1 may be identified with the point XA E {O, I }N. Hence a 
filter cg: on 1\1 identifies with the subset {XA :A E ~ of {O, I }N. We shall make 
these identifications without notational distinction, so A and cg: will be con
sidered as points, respectively subsets of {O, 1 }N whenever this is convenient. 
Points of {O, 1 }N will generally be denoted as (£n), where £n = 0 or 1. On 
{0, Ir we put the (completed) product measure µ,: = ( ~ 81 + ~ 8or (8x is 

the Dirac measure at x). We are interested in the µ,-measure of certain filters'[ 
Before we state a result on this, let us make some preliminary remarks. Con
sider the map q,:{O, 1 }N ➔ {O, Ir defined by 

l/>(£1,£2, ... ):=(l-£1, l-£2, ... ). 

The following facts will be needed. 

REMARK 1.1 
(i) If> and 4>- 1 are measurable and preserve µ,-measure. 
(ii) If> maps a subset A c 1\1 to its complement 1\1 \A. Hence q>('ff) n cg:= 0 

whenever cg: is a filter on 1\1. cg: is an ultrafilter iff q>('ff) U cg:= {O, 1 r. These 
facts are direct consequences of the elementary properties of filters dis
cussed in Appendix F. 

(iii) If cg: is free, then 1\1 \ { n} E cg: for every n E 1\1, so 1\1 \ F E cg: for every finite 
F C 1\1. Hence if£'= (£'n) differs from£= (£n) in only finitely many coor
dinates, then £ E cg: iff £' E '[ Formulated in probabilistic terms this means 
that cg: ( and also its complement) is a tail event, i.e. for each k E 1\1 cg: has 

. 00 

the form cg:= {0, 1 }k X Gk, where Gk C IT {O, I}. □ 
n=k+I 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let cg: be a free filter on 1\1. Then 
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(i) µ,. 6J = 0, 
(ii) µ° 6JE {0, l}, 
(iii) µ• 6J = 1 whenever 6J is an ultrafilter. 

PROOF Let us first recall that a measurable tail event has µ-measure 0 or 1. 
The same is true for the inner and outer measures of the (generally non
measurable) tail events 6J and its complement, since it is easily verified that 

µ. 6J = sup {µ B : B C 6J a measurable tail event} 

and, by complementation (or directly) 

µ* 6J = inf{µ B : B ::J 6J a measurable tail event}. 

Soµ* </I,µ,. 6J E {0, 1} and in particular (ii) is proved. 
To prove (i), note that by Remark 1.1 (ii) we have .p(6J) n 6J= 0. Since q> is 

measure-preserving, 

l = µ{0, 1 }"' ~ µ,. .p(6J) + µ. 6J= 2µ. <if. 

So µ. 6J ~ ~, henceµ. 6J = 0 since we have just proved that µ. 6J E {0, I}. 

Finally, in the case of an ultrafilter we have lf>(uJ) U 6J= {0, 1r by Remark 
1.1 (ii) and this implies 

1 = µ{O, 1 }"' ~ µ* <f,(_6J) + µ* 6J= 2µ* 'if. 

Thereforeµ* GJ~ ~ and soµ* uJ= 1, by (ii). □ 

COROLLARY 1.3 A free filter is measurable if! µ* GJ = 0 and non-measurable iff 
µ* 6J = 1. Free ultrafilters are always non-measurable. 

PROOF: obvious. □ 

REMARK 1.4 It is well known that the map [0, 1) ➔ {0, 1 }N that sends t E [0, 1) 
to the sequence of its dyadic coefficients establishes an isomorphism between 
the measure spaces [0, 1) (with the Lebesgue measure) and {0, 1 }N (with the 
complete measure µ). Each free ultrafilter 6J c {O, l r then corresponds to a 
non-Lebesgue measurable subset of [0,1). There are 2c such sets because the 
cardinality of /3 N \ N is 2c and the free ultrafilters 6J on N are in 1-1 
correspondenE_e,BN with the points t E /31'1 \ N, via the map 
6J➔ t: = n {A : A E §} (see e.g. [30)). □ 

For the proof of Fremlin's theorem we need a refinement of Prop. 1.2 (iii). 
Leto <a<l and let /La be the completed product measure (a ~1 + (1-a)~o)N 
on {0, I }N. By the same argument sketched above for the special case a= ~ 
one shows that µ: </I, /La• 6J E {0, 1} for any O<a < 1 when 6J is free. It can also 
be proved that /La• 6J = 0 but we shall not need this here. Part (iii) of Prop. 1.2 
also generalizes:µ: 6J= 1 when 6Jis a free ultrafilter. We do need this last fact, 
but only for a = i-k, k EN, which simplifies the proof somewhat. 
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PROPOSITION 1.5 Let '!f be a free ultrafilter on N and let a= 2-k for some 
k EN. Thenµ: '!f= 1. 

PROOF. Let us put K:= {O, I}"' and let us denote the points of Kk by (~)f=i, 
where ~ = (t~ ). Consider the map 1" : Kk - K defined by 

k 

1"((~)): = <j:g) £~) 

, or alternatively, 

It is easy to verify that 1"(/) = µa. Let us also observe that 1"(§k) C §: Hence 

µ: '!f = <1"lf q;~ <1"lf <1"<§k)) ~ Qi)' §k 

(for the last inequality see the trivial half of the proof of Prop. A.7). Since 
µ* '!f = 1 by Prop. 1.2 (iii), it is now an easy exercise (cf. Cor. C. 3) to show 
that (µk)* 61 = 1 also. This completes the proof. □ 

One final point needs to be explained before we can state Fremlin's theorem. 
Let (,I, be a set of functions defined on a set O and taking their values in a 
topological space T. Then (,I, can be identified with a subset of pl. The topol
ogy Tp of pointwise convergence (or the pointwise topology, for short) on (,I, is by 
definition the topology that (,I, inherits from T'1 when the latter space is 
equipped with the product topology. A Tp·c/uster point f of (,I, is an element of 
T'1 satisfying f E (,I, \ {/} ( closure in pl). A cluster point of a sequence (f,,) is a 
cluster point of the set {In : n EN}. 

THEOREM I.~ Let (0, ~, µ) be a perfect probabili!,l space and let (f,,) be a 
sequence of R-valued measurable functions on O (R: = R U { oo, - oo }). Then 
either 
(i) (f,,) has aµ a.e. convergent subsequence or 
(ii) (f,,) has a subsequence all of whose Tp-c/uster points are non-measurable 

(hence in particular this subsequence is Tp-discrete). 

We shall first look at the special case of the Rademacher sequence (rn) on [0, 
1 ], with the Lebesgue measure A. Here the situation is simpler and in fact 
motivates the proof of Th. 1.6. Basically the general case is handled by reduc
ing it to a situation that displays the essential features of the Rademacher sys
tem. 

Let us recall that rn(t): = sgn sin2n7T t (O.;;;;t,;;;;; 1; n EN). Clearly (rn) has no A 
a.e. convergent subsequence, by Lebesgue's theorem and the fact that 
llrn - rm 11 1 = l whenever n=/=m. Therefore, if the theorem is to be true, (rn) 
should have no measurable Tp•cluster points. This we now show. 

Suppose r is a cluster point of (rn). Then clearly r + : = max(r, 0) 
(resp.,-:= max(-r, 0)) is a cluster point of (r;t) (resp. (r;;)). We shall show 
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that 

7'..* {r+ = l} = A*{r- = l} = 1, 

which proves that r is non-measurable. For reasons of symmetry it suffices to 
show that A• {r+ = l} = 1. For this we consider the (measurable) map 

(0, l] 3 t ➔ 1/,(t): = (r; (t)) E {0, 1 t. 
The independence of the r; easily implies that 1/;A = µ : = ( ~ 80 + ~ 81 r. By 

Remark F.8 (iii) the Tp-cluster point r+ can be represented as r+ = Tp-liqi r;, 

where 'F is a free ultrafilter on N. Now r+ = lim r; implies r+ E Tp-
§'" 

cl {r; : n EA} for each A E '?f, and therefore 

r + (t) E {r; (t): n EA} for every A E 'F and every t E[0, l ]. 

Consequently 

r+(t) = l whenever {n EN: r;(t)= l} E §: 

Regarding 'Fas a subset of {O, I }N again, this can be restated as follows in 
terms of 1[;: 

r + (t) = 1 whenever 1/,(t) E 'F 

or 

{r+ = l} :J 1[;- 1 §: 

Let us observe now that A• (1[;- 1 <:J) = µ• 'Fby Prop. A. 7, since 1/;A =µand A is 
perfect. We now conclude that 

A• {r+ = I} ;;;;,, A0 (1[;- 1 '!}_) = µ* <!f= I, 

where the last equality follows from Prop. 1.2 (iii) 

We are now fully prepared for the 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6 First of all we may assume that µ has no atoms. 
Indeed, every fn is constant on every atom and there are at most countably 
many atoms, so if we can show that the fn restricted to the (perfect!) atomless 
part of Q have the required subsequence then at most a diagonal procedure (in 
case (i)) is needed to produce the right subsequence on the full space n. 

Secondly, we may assume the fn are valued in [0,1], since iR" is 
homeomorphic to [0,1]. Furthermore, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, 

w 

we may suppose that fn ➔fin L 2(µ). Replacing ifn) by (In- f), we then have 
w 

fn ➔ 0. (Note that the "new" fn are now valued in (-1,1]). Passing to a further 
w w 

subsequence let us also suppose that J; ➔ g in L 2(µ). Then necessarily J; ➔ g. 
w 

There are now two cases to be considered. If g = 0 (µ a.e.), then lfn I ➔ 0. 
This easily implies llfn II 1 ➔ 0, and so by standard reasoning (In) has a µ a.e. 
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convergent subsequence in this case. If on the other hand g:;60 (note that g~O 
µ, a.e.) then, as we shall show below, (f,,) has a subsequence without any 
measurable cluster points. 

Let k EN (k will be fixed in a moment). By passing to yet another subse
quence we may suppose that 

<xu;;.i-•1) and <xu..:-2-•}) 

both converge weakly in L 2(µ,), say to gk and g' k, respectively. Since 

J: ,s:;;;; xu;;.i-'} +2-k and 1n ,s:;;;; xu..:-2-•1 +rk 

for all n E 1\1, it follows by passing to the weak limit as n-HX> that 

g ,s:;;;; gk +rk and g ,s:;;;;g'k + rk µ a.e. (1) 

Now let us fix k so large that A :={g>2-k+ 1 } has positive µ,-measure. Then 
(1) implies 

gk, g' k > Tk on A, µ,(A )>0. 

We now restrict all functions to A ( and normalize the restriction P.A of µ, to A 
for convenience) and show that the restricted functions J,, have a subsequence 
with no µ,A-measurable cluster point on A (then neither do the original func
tions have a µ,-measurable cluster point). 

To simplify the notation, let us put 

n · -A 11. • - P.A a· - 2-k and g · - g g'· - g' f, · -J, 
~L - , ,... • - 11µ,A II , . - . - k~' • - k~' n. - n~. 

Then 
w w 

Xif.;;.a} ➔ g, Xif...:-a} ➔ g' in L 2(µ,), g, g' > a on~-

We have now reached a situation roughly resembling that in the special case 
discussed earlier (the functions Xif.;;.a} and xu..:-a} should be compared to 
r;; and r;;, respectively). We could try to proceed as in the s~ecial case and 
use the functions Xu;;.a} to produce a map vi from~ to {O, 1} . The problem 
is that the sets Xn: = {f,, ~a} are not independent and therefore 1/iµ, will fail to 

w 

be a product measure. However, the fact that Xif.;;.a} ➔ g and g >a on ~ 
enables us to remedy this situation by passing to a subsequence of subsets 
Un C Xn = {f,, ~a} which is independent. Specifically, we construct induc
tively a subsequence (nk) of 1\1 and sets Uk E ~ so that 
(i) Uk C Xn, (k = 1, 2, ... ) , 
(ii) P(Uk I U1, ... , Uk-1) = a (k=l, 2, ... ). 
(Here P denotes conditional probability. Explicitly (ii) means that for each A 
in the a-algebra ~k - l generated by U 1 , •.• , Uk - 1 we have 
µ,(Uk nA)=aµ,A.) 

w 

For the choice of n 1 and U 1 , observe that xu ;;.0 l ➔ g implies 
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µXn ➔ Jgdµ > a. Now choose n1 so that µXn, > a and then select U1 C Xn,, 

U1 E ~ with µ U1 = a (remember that µ has no atoms). Suppose now that 
n 1 < ... < nk - I and U 1, ••• , Uk - I have been properly constructed. Let A be 

w 

any atom of the (finite) ~-algebra ~k-l • Then Xu;,;;.a) ➔g implies 

µ(Xn n A)= Jxu;.;;.aJ• Judµ➔ JgXAdµ = Jgdµ > aµA. 

Therefore we may choose nk > nk - I so that 

µ(Xn, n A)> aµA for every atom A of ~k - I· 

Finally, for each such A let UA C Xn, n A, UA E ~ be such that µ(UA) = aµA. 
Then the union of the UA 's is clearly a correct choice for Uk. This completes 
the induction. 

We now pass to the subsequence (f,,,). For simplicity of notation we relabel 
the f,,, and Xn, as f,, and Xn. Then we have Un C Xn (n = 1, 2, ... ). We are now 
ready to finish the proof by showing that a -rP-limit f of (f,,) along any free 
ultrafilter ~ satisfies µ*~a}= 1. Since the same argument can be used after 
one more passage to a subsequence (use the sets {.fn:o;;;;;-a}) to show that both 
µ*~a}= l andµ* {f:o;;;;;-a} = I, the conclusion is that f is non-measurable. 

We use the sets Un to define 

U 3 t ➔ if;(t): = (xu, (t)) E {0, 1 r. 
The important thing to notice is that the independence condition 
P ( Uk I U 1, ... , Uk -1) = a means precisely that if;µ = µ0 

(: = (a81 + (l -a)80)N). Let t EU be such that { n EN: t E Un} E <if. Then the 
larger set { n E N : t E Xn} = { n E N : f,,(t)~a} also belongs to ~ so f (t)~a. 
Considering~ as a subset of {O, Ir again, this means that 

f(t)~a whenever if;(t) E ~ 

or 

{f~ a} ::J 1¥-1 '[ 

The same argument we used in the special case (this time relying on Prop. 1.5) 
now yields 

µ•~a}~ µ*(if;-1 qJ) = µ: ~= 1. □ 

NOTES Theorem 1.6 was first proved in [26]. The proof presented here follows 
M. TALAGRAND'S memoir [92]. The preliminary material on measurability of 
filters was developed by M. TALAGRAND in [91] (in greater generality). In that 
paper he also proves that the condition in Fremlin's theorem that the measure 
space be perfect, is essential (cf. the notes to Ch. 5). 
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Chapter II 

Stable sets of measurable functions 

Let (Q, ~.µ)be a complete finite measure space and let M(µ) denote the set 
of all µ-measurable real-valued function on Q. In this chapter we shall intro
duce and study µ-stable subsets of M(µ). These are sets that satisfy an explicit 
criterion that implies their relative Tp-compactness in M(µ). The converse 
implication is not true (cf. Th. 2.7), although in some sense µ-stability is close 
to· relative Tp-compactness in M(µ), as is illustrated by Propositions 2.4 and 
2.5. Let us emphasize that we regard M(µ) as a subset of Ra, so no 
identification ofµ a.e. equal functions is made. Also all subsets Z of M(µ) to 
be considered in this chapter will be assumed to be Tp-bounded, i.e. relatively 
compact in R0 . When we say that Z is relatively Tp-compact in M(µ), we mean 
that Tp-cl Z CM(µ). 

Before we can give the definition of µ-stability we must take a closer look at 
what it means for a subset Z CM(µ) not to be relatively Tp-compact (in M(µ)) 
i.e. to have a non-measurable Tp-cluster point. Let us observe first that if 
A f:I_ ~. then there exists a BE~ such that µB > 0 and 

µ· (A n B) = µB andµ. (A n B) = 0. (1) 

Indeed, choose E, F E ~ so that E C A C F and µE = µ. A < µ* A = µF. 
Then (1) is satisfied with B := F\E. 

Next we prove a simple characterization of non-measurable functions that is 
the key to the definition of µ-stability. 

LEMMA 2.1 Let f: Q - R be non-measurable. Then there exist numbers a < /3 
and a BE~ with µB > 0 such that 

µ* (B n {/<a})=µ* (B n {f>/3}) = µB. (2) 

PRooF Choose y E IR so that {f,;;;; y} f:/. ~- Then select E E ~ so that 

E:::, {f,s;;;y} and µE = µ• {f,s;;;y} (>0). 

Then 

µ*(En {f>y}) =µ*(En( u {f>y+l.})) >0 
n=I n 

and therefore there exists an n E N so that with /3: = y + _!_ we have 
n 

µ*(En {f>/3}) >0. Now choose FE~ so that 
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F :::i En {j>/3} and µF =µ*(En {j>,8}). 

Then B:= En F satisfies µB>0 since B :::i En {j>/3}. It is now easily seen 
from the definitions of E and F that for any a such that y<a<,8 we have (2). 
Indeed, µ. (B n ~a})~ µ. (B n {j>y})~ µ.(En {j>y}) = o and 
µ. (B n {f~/3})~ µ. (F\ (En {j>/3})) = 0. □ 

Suppose now that a subset Z C M(µ) has a non-measurable 'Tp-cluster point 
h. By the lemma we may choose numbers a<,8 and an A EI, µA >0 so that 
the sets 

U:= {h<a} nA and V:= (h>/3} nA 

satisfyµ* U = µ* V=µA. It is now a consequence of h being in the 'Tp-closure of 
Z that 

'vk, 1 EN Uk X V1 C LJ {j<a }k X {j> ,8}1. (3) 
JEZ 

Let us note now that by Corollary C. 3 we have µZ +t ( Uk X V1) = (µA f +t (for 
convenience we now write µk instead of µk for the product measure). So (3) 
implies 

'vk,lEN µZ+1 U(({j<atX{f>/3f)nAk+1)=(µAf+ 1. (4) 
JEZ 

DEFINITION 2.2 Let Z CM(µ) be 'Tp-bounded. A set A EI with µA >0 for 
which there are numbers a</3 such that (4) holds is called a critical set (for Z). 
Z is called µ-stable (or stable when µ is understood) if there exists no critical 
set for Z. More explicitly, Z is µ-stable if for all A EI, µA >0 and for all 
a</3 there exist k, 1 EN such that 

µZ+1 U (({j<atX{f>,8}1) nAk+1)<(µA)k+ 1. □ 
JEZ 

The above argument shows that the existence of a non-measurable 'Tp-cluster 
point of Z implies the existence of a critical set. Thus stable sets Z CM(µ) are 
relatively 'Tp-compact in M(µ). Note also that subsets of stable sets and 'Tp
closures of stable sets Z CM(µ) are stable again (the union appearing in (4) is 
the same whether taken over Z or over the 'Tp-closure of Z.) 

It is not in general true that relatively 'Tp-compact subsets Z CM(µ) are 
stable. We shall show in Prop. 2.4 however that stable = relatively 'Tp-compact 
for countable Zif the measure space is reasonable, i.e. perfect. The further res
triction that µ is a Radon measure on a compact Hausdorff space T and that 
Z C C(T) allows an even sharper conclusion (Prop. 2.5). The final result of 
this section (Theorem 2.7) shows that in a sense stable sets are "small", namely 
totally bounded for the (pseudo-metric) topology of convergence in measure. 
This suggests that generally relatively 'Tp-compact sets are too "big" to be 
stable. An example will be discussed in the Notes of a later chapter. 
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We begin our discussion with a lemma that will be instrumental in produc
ing non-measurable cluster points. 

LEMMA 2.3 Let (0, ~. µ.) be a perfect atomless probability space and let if,,) be a 
sequence of µ.-measurable functions. Let us also suppose that for each k E N we 
are given a P.k-measurable subset Gk C Ok with P.k Gk = 1. Then there exists a 
collection { U, : , El} of disjoint subsets of O and a partition I = 11 U I 2, 

J 1 n ]z = 0 of I so that 
(i) 'v'k EN 'v',1, •.. , 'k El distinct [t; E Ui,(i = l, ... , k)~ t =(t 1, .•. , tk)EGk] 
(ii) µ.°(U U,) = µ.°(U U,) = 1, 

/ 1 / 2 

(iii) 'v',EJ 'v'n EN fn is constant on U,. 

PROOF 
a) We first assume that '2=[0, l] andµ. is an atomless Borel measure on [0,1]. 
In this special case we show that we may take each U, to be a singleton (so 
that (iii) becomes redundant). Denoting U U, and U U, by U1 and U2 respec-

1, / 2 

tively, we then have two disjoint subsets U1, U2 C [0, I] withµ.* U1 = µ.• U2 = I 
such that t =(t1, ••• ,tk)EGk for any choice of finitely many distinct 
t1, ... ,tkE U:= U1 U U2. 

Let {Ba: a<c.,1} be an enumeration of the Borel subsets of [0,1] with posi
tive measure such that Ba =Ba+ 1 whenever a is even. ( c.,1 denotes the first 
uncountable ordinal; note that we are using the continuum hypothesis here, 
since the cardinality of the enumerated set is c.) We may assume that each Gk 
is invariant for all permutations of the coordinates. (If necessary replace Gk by 
G'k:= n {(ta(l), ... , ta(k)):(t 1, ••• , tk)EGk}, where the intersection is over 

a 
all permutations a of {I, ... ,k}. Note that G'k C Gk and that P.kG'k=l also.) 
For t=(t 1, ••• , tp) E[0,lf and u= (u 1, ••• , uk) E[0,I]'<,p,kEN, we use the 
following notation: 

tou: =(ti, ... , tp, u1, ... , uk)E [0, If +k_ 

Now for all k,pEN and every tE[0,lf we set 

Gt:= {uE [0,I]'<: tou E Gp+k}-

Next we define inductively points ta E[0, I] for all a<c.,1 so that the follow
ing conditions are satisfied: 
(iv) ta E Ba, 
(v) ta =/=tit if a=/=a', 
(vi) for every p EN and for every t E [0, If whose coordinates are distinct and 

belong to {ta:a<c.,1} we have 
(vi)1 t E Gp, 
(vih for all kEN Gt is measurable and P.k(Gk)= I. 

The argument needed to properly define t0 E Bon G1 so that (vi)2 is 
satisfied is a special case of that used in the induction step, so we omit it. Sup
pose now that for some ao<c.,1 the ta, a<ao, have been defined so that (iv) 
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and (v) are satisfied and (vi)1 and (vi)z hold for allpEN and all tE[O,lf' 
whose (distinct) coordinates belong to {ta:a<ao}. Now fix such pEN and 
tE[O,lf' and define 

A1 : = {xE[O, l]: tox EGp+I and'vkEN GioX is measurable andµkGkoX = 1 }. 

We claim that A1 is measurable and µA. 1 = 1. For this it suffices to prove that 
for each fixed k EN 

A1,k: = {x E[O, l]: toxEGp +t and G}t is measurablewithµkG}t = 1} 

is measurable and µA,,k = 1. But for all choices of x E[O, l] and of 
u =(u 1, ••• , uk)E[O,lf' we have that 

UE GkoX iff XoUE Gk+I 

and 

t oX E Gp + 1 iff XE G\. 

Since by the induction hypothesis G\ and Gi + 1 are measurable with 
µ(G\) = µk+ 1 Gi+ 1 = 1, it now follows from Fubini's theorem that A1,k is 

00 

measurable with µA. 1 k = 1. Therefore also A, = n A, k is measurable with 
' k=I ' 

µA. 1 = 1. So far we have considered a fixed t E [O, 1 f' with distinct coordinates 
in {ta:a<ao}. Since there are only countably many such t's, also n A, has 

I 

measure 1. We now pick ta. E(nA1)nBa. and distinct from the countably 
I 

many ta,a<ao already selected, which is possible becauseµ is atomless. The 
ta, a..;;;ao clearly satisfy (iv) and (v). The fact that (vi)1 and (vi)i are satisfied 
for every pEN and for every tE[O, lf' with distinct coordinates in {ta: a..;;;ao} 
is clear from the construction and from the assumption that the Gk are permu
tation invariant. This completes the construction of the ta, a<w1• 

We now put 

U1 :={ta: a odd}, U2: ={ta: a even} and U: = U1 U U2. 

Since ta E Ba and Ba =Ba+I for a even, both U1 and U2 meet every Ba, so 
µ* U 1 = µ* U 2 = 1. It is clear that for every k EN and distinct t 1, ••• , tk E U we 
have (t 1, ••• ,tk)EGk. 

b) Let us now consider the general case of a perfect atomless probability 
space (12,~,µ). By shrinking Gk a bit if necessary we may suppose that each Gk 
belongs to the <J-algebra ~k generated by the product sets 
A I X · · · XAk C Qk, with A;E~(i = 1, ... ,k). Fix kEN. If D denotes any 
countable collection of such product sets, and ~(D) is the a-algebra generated 
by D, then U ~(D) (union over all D) is a <J-algebra. It therefore coincides with 

D 
~k- Hence Gk E~(D) for some D. Repeating this argument for each k EN, the 
conclusion follows that there is a countable set {An:nEN}C~ so that each Gk 
belongs to ~t where ~o is the <J-algebra generated by the An, n = 1,2, .... By 
suitably enlarging the set { An :n EN}, but keeping it countable, we may in 
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addition assume 
(a) that Zi has no atoms and 
(b) that the An separate points that are separated by the fn (i.e. if 

fn(t1)=l=fn(t2) for some n EN, then there is an Am with t1 EAm, t2 ElAm)-
oo 

Now define 4>:0 ➔ [0, I] by <[>: = I 3-nXA and for each kEI\I let 
n =I " 

<t/' : O" ➔ [O, 1 f" be the product map. Obviously each q>k is measurable with 
respect to Ik(k = 1,2, ... ). In fact more is true. The special nature of q> easily 
implies that 4>- 1 ~([0,1]) = Zi and similarly (<l>k)- 1 ~([0,lf') = }";~. 
(k = 1,2, ... ) (~([0, If') denotes the a-algebra of the Borel subsets of [0, If'.) Let 
us denote the (/>-image of µ, by P. Then q>k l = ~. It follows from the preceding 
observation and from (a) that P, hence also ~, has no atoms. Furthermore 
there exists for each k a Borel set G'k C[0,lf' with (¢)- 1 G'k = Gk, so 
~G'k = µ,kGk = I. 

By what we have proved under a) for the space ([O, l],P) there are two dis
joint sets U'1,U'2 C[0,l] with p*U'1 =P*U'2=1 so that t'= (t'1, ... ,t'k) 

E G' k for every choice of finitely many distinct t' 1, •.• , t' k E U': = U' 1 U U' 2• 

If {u',:,E/i} and {u',:,E/2} are enumerations of U'1 and U'2, respectively, 
with I I n I 2 = 0, let us define 

U, : = q> - Ju', for , E / : = I I U J 2· 

Oearly these sets satisfy the requirements of the lemma, where (ii) follows 
from Prop. A.7 and (iii) from (b) above (note that q> separates points that are 
separated by the fn). □ 

We now apply Lemma 2.3 to show that for sequences on perfect measure 
spaces stability is the same as relative Tp-compactness. 

PROPOSITION 2.4 Let (0,}";,µ,) be a perfect probability space and suppose (j,,) is a 
relatively Tp-compact sequence in M(µ,). Then (j,,) is µ,-stable. 

PROOF. Suppose not. Then there exist an A E }"; with µA >0 and numbers 
a <P so that 

Vk, l E 1\1 µ,k+ 1(Hk,1 n Ak+1) = (µAf +1, 

where 
00 

Hk,1:= U {fn<atX{fn>P}1 (k,l=l,2, ... ). 
n=I 

(Observe that the Hk,I are measurable since (j,,) is countable; in the uncount
able case they may not be and Lemma 2.3 is useless.) It is important to notice 
at this point that the critical set A is necessarily atomless, since for any atom 
B CA the sets Hk,I are clearly disjoint from Bk+1 while µ,k+ 1 Bk+1>0. 

We now apply Lemma 2.3 to the measure space (A,IA,µA) (note that µA is 
perfect by Prop. A. 2), with 
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G2k:=Hk,k nA2k, G2k+1 =A2k+I (k=I,2, ... ). 

Let the U., tEl =II U Ji be as in Lemma 2.3. The conclusion is that when
ever F 1,F2 CA are sets of k points each (kEI\I arbitrary), the points of F; 
being chosen from distinct U, with tEl; (i = 1,2), then there is a function fp,,F, 
in the sequence (f,,) such that 

fF,,F, < a on F I and fF,,F, > /3 on F 2. 

By Lemma 2.3 (iii) these inequalities hold not just on F; (i = 1,2), but on the 
unions of the U, from which the points of F; were chosen. If we partially order 
the set of pairs (F1,F2) by (F1,F2) ~ (F'1,F'2) iff F1 CF'1 and F2 CF'2, then 
(fp,,F,) is a net. It is now clear from the above that the net <JF,,F,), hence the 
sequence (In), has a Tp-cluster point f satisfying 

f ~a on U U, and pp on U U,. 
I, I, 

f is non-measurable by (ii) of Lemma 2.3, contradicting the relative Tp
compactness of (In) in M(}l.). □ 

We now specialize further and consider a compact Radon measure space 
(T, ~,µ). If Z CM(}l.) consists of continuous functions, then the sets 
U {j<a}kX{j>/3}1 are open, hence measurable for the Radon extension 

/EZ 
µk +1,R of µk +I discussed in Appendix C. This fact can be used to prove the 
following result. 

PROPOSITION 2.5 Let T be compact Hausdorff,µ a Radon measure on T, and let 
Z C C(T) be Tp •bounded. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) Z is relatively Tp•compact in M(}l.), 
(ii) every countable subset of Z is µ-stable, 
(iii) every countable subset of Z is relatively Tp•compact in M(µ). 

PROOF. 
(i) ~ (iii) is trivial and (iii) ~ (ii) is a consequence of Prop. 2.4 (recall that µ 
is perfect by Prop. A.4 ). We now prove (ii)~ (i). 

Suppose for contradiction that the Tp-closure of Z contains a non
measurable h. Then by Lemma 2.1 there exist an A E~ with µA >0 and 
numbers a</3 such that the sets 

U:={h<a} nA and V:={h>P}nA 

satisfy µ* U = µ* V = µA. This implies by Cor. C.3 that 'I k, IE 1\1 µ'le+ l,R 

(Uk X V1) = (µAf +1. Note also that 

Uk X V1 C LJ {j<a }k X {j> /3}1 (k,/ = 1,2, ... ), 
JEZ 

by the definition of U and V and the fact that h E Tp-cl Z. The sets 
Nz{j<a t X {j>/3}1 being open, hence µk+,,R-measurable, we therefore have 
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P.k +1,R (( U {j<a t x {f >/3}1) n A k +1) = (µ.A f +i (k,l = 1,2 · · · ). 
JEZ 

By regularity, for each pair k,l e N there exists a a-compact set Ck,1 contained 
in N/lf<a}kX{f>/3}1)nAk+1 satisfying P.k+l,R Ck,l = (µ.Af +1. Since the 

f eZ are continuous there is a countable subset Zk,l CZ such that 

Ck,1 C LJ ({f<atX{f>/3}1 nAk+l) (k,1=1,2, ... ). 
JEZ.,, 

The set on the right is clearly in the product a-algebra ~k +I· Putting 
Z': = U Zk,1 and observing that Z' is countable, we conclude that 

k,IEN 

Vk,leN P.k+l( u {j<at X {j>/3}1) n Ak+1) = (µ.Af +1. 
JEZ' 

This means that the countable subset Z' CZ is not stable, contradicting the 
assumption. □ 

We now come to the main result of this section: stable sets are relatively 
compact in M(µ,) for the (pseudo-metric) topology Tm of convergence in meas
ure. This remarkable result is true without any assumption on the measure 
space. The proof uses a tool that is explained in the next lemma. 

LEMMA 2.6. Let (O,~,µ,) be a probability space and let r be any subset of "i.. If f 
is a weak L 2(µ,)-c/uster point of {XA :A ef} and if B: = {j>O}, then 

VkeN ,,,z u (A n Bf= (µ,Bf. 
AEf 

PROOF. Fix keN. Observe that the function.fk) on gk defined by 
k 

fk>(t 1, ••• , tk): = _II f(t;) (t 1, ••• , tkeO) 
I =I 

is a weak cluster point in L 2(µ,k) of the set {XA• :A ef}. (This is because the 
k 

functions g of the form g(t 1, ••• , tk) = _II g;(t;) (t 1, ••• , tkeO) with 
I =I 

g1, ••• , gkeL2(µ,) are total in L 2(µ,k).) Since obviously ifk>>O} = Bk we see 
now that it suffices to prove the lemma for k = 1. 

For this let Ce"i. with Cc B and µ,C>O be arbitrary. Then 
f:{dµ,= /lxcdµ,>0. Also f:{dµ, is in the closure of {JXA ·xcdµ,:Aef}, so 

µ,(A n C) > 0 for some A er. Thus U (A nB) intersects every C CB with 
AEf 

µ,C>O. This proves the assertion. □ 

THEOREM 2.7 Let (O,~,µ,) be a probability space and let Z CM(µ,) be µ,-stable. 
Then the identity mcp_., (Z,".£.?➔ (Z,Tm) is continuous. In particular Z is totally 
bounded for Tm (and Z' = Z m Tm-compact). 
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PROOF Suppose not. Then there is a net ifa.)a.el in Z that converges to some 
gEZ pointwise, but not for "m· Passing to a subnet if necessary, we may then 
assume that for some A>0 

J lta. -gl I\ Idµ, ;a, A for all c.;E/. 

One more passage to a subnet now yields either 

6 ifa. -g)+ I\ Idµ, ;a, i Aor 6 (fa. -g)- I\ Idµ, ;a, i A for all a El. 

Let us suppose we are in the first case and let us pass to a further subnet in 
order to achieve that ((/0 -g)+ I\ l)a.el converges weakly in L 2(µ,), say to 
h EL2(µ,). Then of course 

1 6 hdµ, ;a, 2 >. > 0. 

Now let us fix a >0 so that µ,{h>3a}>0. Next let us choose a set A EI 
with µA >0 and a cER so that 

A C{h>3a} and A C{c -a=e;;;g<c}. (5) 

We claim that A is a critical set, contradicting the stability of Z. We prove 
this in two steps. 

STEP 1. First we show that 

every w-cluster point of :X'.(f.;;.c+a} is ;a, aon A. (6) 

For the proof of this, let BCA, BEI with µ,B>0 be arbitrary. Since w
~ (f0 -g)+ I\ 1 =hand Jhdµ, > 3aµ,B it follows that there is an ao El so that 

J ifa. -g)+ I\ Idµ,> 3aµ,B for all a;.,ao. (7) 

Let us observe next that we have 

µ({f0 ;a,g+2a} nB) ;a, aµ,B for a;.,ao. (8) 

Indeed, this follows from (7): 

3aµ,B<f(f0 -g)+ /\Idµ,= j (f0 -g)+ /\Idµ,+ 
B (f.;;.g 2a}nB 

+ j (f0 -g)+ /\Idµ, 
(f.<g 2a}nB 

=e;;;µ({f0 ;.,g+2a}nB) + 2aµ,B (a;a,ao). 

Since c-a=e;;;g on B by (5), (8) implies that for a;.,ao, 

JX(f.;;.c+a}dµ, = µ({fa. ;.,c +a} nB) ;a, µ({/0 ;.,g +2a} nB) ;a, aµ,B = Jadµ. 

The conclusion (6) is now immediate, since B CA was arbitrary. 
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STEP 2. We now fix k,/eN and prove that 

P.t+1 U ({fE;;;c}kX~c +a}') n Ak+1 = (p.Af +1_ (9) 
/eZ 

This shows that A is critical for Z, contradicting the stability assumption. Fix 
s =(s1, .•. , sk) eAk and put 

Z': = {f eZ: /(s;)E;;; c for i = 1, ... , k }. (10) 

Since by (5) we have g(s;)< c for i = 1, ... , k, the set Z' is a Tp•neighborhood 
of g relative to Z and therefore fa e Z' for sufficiently large ael. It follows 
now from the preceding lemma and from (6) that 

µ.j U(~c+a}1 nA1)=(p.A)'. (11) 
/eZ' 

What we have proved now is the following: let W denote the union appearing 
in (9). Then for each s =(s 1, ••• , sk)eAk the section 

W, :={(ti, ... , t,)eA' :(s1, ... , Sk,lt, ••. , t,)eW} 

satisfies µ.j W, = (p.A)1 (this is (11). Clearly this implies (9). □ 

NOTES The notion of µ.-stability has its origins in work of D.H. FREMLIN and 
M. T ALAGRAND (128], [91 ]). As far as we know it was first systematically stu
died by M. TALAGRAND in [92], although it seems that in the background D.H. 
Fremlin has contributed much in the form of unpublished notes (see the refer
ences in [921). Much effort is spent in [92] to prove results under assumptions 
weaker that the continuum hypothesis. We have taken as much from [92] as we 
need for a thorough discussion of the /1 embedding theorems (this is our main 
concern), with total disregard for such subtleties as weakening the continuum 
hypothesis. 
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Chapter Ill 

Topologically stable sets of continuous functions 

Everywhere in this chapter (unless mention is made of the contrary) Tis 
either a compact or a Polish space and Z CC(T) a (uniformly) bounded set of 
continuous functions. We know what it means for Z to be µ-stable, for a 
Radon measureµ on T. We may also consider sets that are µ-stable for every 
Radon measure µ. It turns out that for sets Z of continuous functions this 
notion of "joint" stability has a topological formulation: topological stability. 
The main theorems of this section express a certain dichotomy: if Z is topolog
ically stable then Z is "nice", i.e. relatively compact in many different senses; 
if not, then Z contains an / 1-sequence, which implies various forms of non
compactness. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A closed set LC T, L=f:. 0 is called topologically critical (t
critical) for Zif there exist numbers a</3 such that 

'r/k,IEN ( LJ {j<a}k X {j>/3}1)n Lk+l is dense in Lk+1. (1) 
feZ 

Z is called topologically stable (I-stable) if no !-critical sets exist. _ □ 
Observe that subsets of !-stable sets are I-stable again and that Z: = Tp-cl Z 

(taken in C(T)) is t-stable if Z is. 
It is easy to see that !-stability implies joint stability for all Radon measures. 

The converse will be proved later (cf. Cor. 3.6). 

LEMMA 3.2. If Z is I-stable then it is µ-stable for every Radon measure µ on T. 

PROOF. Suppose for contradiction that A EI, µA >0, is a critical set for some 
Radon measureµ, so that some numbers a</3: 

'r/k,IEN µ'ic+1 U (({f<a}kX{f>/3}1)nAk+1)=(µA)k+1. (2) 
feZ 

Since µA= sup {µK:KCA compact}, we may suppose that A is compact. Let 
us further assume, as we clearly may, that A is self supported. Observe that 
then also A k+ 1 is self supported, relative to /Lk + 1 for all k, IE N. But now (2) 
implies that 

'r/k,I EN U (({j<a t X {j>/3}1 n A k +1) is dense in A k +1. 
feZ 

So A is I-critical for Z, contradicting the hypothesis. □ 
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The plan for the rest of this chapter is now as follows. We first study sets Z 
that are not !-stable. The main result here will be that such Z contain /1-

sequences, and are not relatively Tp-compact in M(p,), hence not µ-stable, and 
not even totally bounded in L 1(p,), for certain Radon measures on T (cf. Th. 
2.7). We then prove the main result fort-stable sets Z: each sequence in Z has 
a Tp-convergent subsequence. From this other nice properties will follow. The 
last part of this chapter is devoted to another compactness result: for Polish T 
the space '!B1 (T) of bounded first class Baire functions on Tis "angelic" for the 
pointwise topology (see Def. 3.12). 

§ 1. THE NON /-STABLE CASE. 

An essential tool in the study of non !-stable sets is the following notion of 
independence. 

DEFINITION 3.3. 
(i) A (finite or infinite) sequence of pairs (An,Bn) of subsets of a set Q (no 

topology) is called independent if for each pair of finite disjoint subsets 
P,Q CN we have 

UJ An] n LQ Bn] ¥= 0. 

(ii) A (finite or infinite) sequence of functions (j,,) on Q is called independent on 
A (where A is a subset of Q) if there exist numbers a</3 such that the 
sequence of pairs ( {In <a} n A, {in> /3} n A) is independent. In case we 
want to specify a and /3 we say that (j,,) is (a,/3)-independent on A. If A is 
not mentioned, independence means independence on n. Clearly indepen-
dence on A implies independence. D 

Ex.AMPLE. Let (rn) be the sequence of the Rademacher functions on [O, l]= T. 
Put An:={rn=l}, Bn:=~rn=-1}. Then (An,Bn) is independent in the sense 
of (i). Taking e.g. a= - 2 , /3= ~ we see that (rn) is an independent sequence 

in the sense of (ii). D 

PROPOSITION 3.4 If Z is not I-stable, then Z contains an independent sequence. 

PROOF. Let LC T be a !-critical set and let a</3 be such that (I) is satisfied. 
The key to the inductive proof below is the following reformulation of (1): 

For every n EN and for every n-tuple U 1, .•. , Un of non-empty open } 
subsets of L there exists an JEZ that on each U; (i = 1, ... , n) attains (3) 
values <a and values >/3. 

To see that (3) follows from (I) it suffices to observe that (given n EN and 
U1, ... , Un) we clearly have 
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U1X · · · X UnXU1X · · · XUn n [u {j<aYX{f>/Jt] =fa0. 
feZ 

Obviously also (3) implies (I). The easy proof is left to the reader. 
The construction of the independent sequence is now easy. For n = 1 take 

U1=L. Then by (3) there is an f 1 EZ such that U 1n{f1<a}=fa0 and 
U 1 n {f 1 > /3} =fa 0 . Suppose f 1, ... , f,, have been selected so that (/;)7 = 1 is 
(a,/3)-independent on L. To choose f,, + 1 we apply (3) to the 2n-tuple of non
empty open subsets Up nL, where 

Up:= [nl/k<a}] n [nl/k>/3}] foreveryPC{l, ... ,n}. 
keP kfl_P 

(Observe that Up n L=fa 0 by the induction hypothesis.) Let f,, + 1 E Z be as in 
(3) for these UpnL. Then both {f,,+ 1<a} and {f,,+ 1>/3} meet each UpnL, 
i.e. (j;)7 Ii1 is (a,/3)-independent on L. This completes the induction and the 
proof. □ 

PROPOSITION 3.5. 
(i) if (f,,) is a (uniformly) bounded independent sequence of function on any set 

~ (no topology), then (f,,) is an 11-sequence for the sup norm. 
(ii) if T is Polish or compact and Z CC (T) is not !-stable, then there exists a 

Radon measure µ on T such that L 1 (µ) is isometric to L 1 : = L 1 [O, 1] (nota
tion: L 1 (µ) ~ L 1) and so that Z is not totally bounded in L 1 (µ). 

PRooF. (i): Let a</3 be such that (f,,) is (a,/3)-independent. Since the 
sequence (f,,) is bounded, it will be an /1-sequence if we can show that for 
every finite sequence a 1, .•• , ak we have 

k I k 
II~ a;f;II ;a.2 (/3-a) ~ la;I- (4) 

i =l i=l 

We distinguish two cases. 

CASE 1: (a+ /3) ~ a; ;a. 0. 
;.,;,k 

Putting P:={i~k:a;;a.O} and Q:={i~k:a;<O} we then have by the 
(a,/3)-independence of (f,,) that 

CQ {f;<a}) n CQ {f;>/3}] =fa0. 

For any t in this intersection, 

k ~ k ~ k 
~a;f;(t);a.fJ~a;+a~a;= ~a;+ ~la;j;a. 
i=l ieP ieQ 2 i=I 2 i=l 

I k 
;;;.2 (/3-a) ~ la;!, proving (4). 

CASE2: (a+/3) ~ a;<O. 
;.,;,k 

i =I 
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If we replace the a; by -a; we are in case I and it follows that for some 
SET, 

k l k 
- I a;f;(s)~2 (P-a) I la;!, again proving (4). 

i=l i=I 

(ii): Let us first assume that T is compact. By Prop. 3.4 Z contains a sequence 
(f,,) which is (a,,8)-independent for some a<,8. Let us observe that the sets 
{f,,~a}U{f,,~,8} (n =1,2, ... ) satisfy the finite intersection property. Hence 

00 

K:= n ({f,,~a}U{f,,~,8})* 0 (and compact). 
n=I 

h 
We now define a map K➔ {O, 1 r with components hn by 

{
o if f,,(t)~a. 

hn(t): = I if f,,(t)~ ,8. (n = 1,2, ... ) 

Since each hn is continuous and (by the independence of (f,,)) hK is deyse in 
{ 0, 1 r, h is a surjection. Letting .,, denote the product measure ( ; 80 + 2 81 )"' 

on {O, Ir, we know from Prop. B. I that there is a Radon probability µ. on K 
(which may be regarded as a Radon measure on 7) such that h µ.=.,, and with 
the additional property that L 1(p.) ~ L 1(-,,) ~ L 1 (L 1 denotes (L 1[0, l],A); the 
isometry L 1 (P)~ L I is standard). Since for m*n the set 
Kn {f,,~a} n ifm~,8} is the preimage under h of {(t:k)E{0,I}"':t:n=0 and 
£m = 1 }, we have µ.{f,, ~a} n ifm ~,8} = !- It immediately follows that 

IIJ,,-/m111 ~ ! (P-a), so that (f,,) is not totally bounded in L 1(p.). Neither is Z. 

In the case that T is Polish only minor modifications are needed. We again 
choose an independent sequence in Z as in Prop. 3.4, but with a little more 
care. At each step in the induction process we determine a closed set An CT so 
that (for some complete metric) An intersects each of the Up with 

PC { I, ... , n} in a non-empty set of diameter < J_ (simply intersect each Up 
n 

with a suitable ball). We then proceed with the sets Up nAn (rather than Up) 
to define the next f,, + 1• Returning to the present proof, we now define 

00 

K:= n ({f,,<a}U{f,,>,8} nAn). 
n=I 

Then K is closed and non-empty and for each n EN can be covered by finitely 

many _!_-balls. Hence K is compact and the preceding proof can be repeated 
n 

to produce a measure µ. on K with the required properties. This µ. can then be 
regarded as a Radon measure on T. □ 

CoROLLARY 3.6. If Z CC (T) fails to be I-stable, then there exists a Radon pro
bability µ. on T with L 1 (p.) ~ L 1, and sequence (f,,) CZ such that (f,,) is not 
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relatively Tp-compact in M(p.). (In particular Z is not jointly stable for all Radon 
measures.) 

PROOF. By the proof of Prop. 3.5 (ii) there exists a Radon measureµ. on Tso 
that L 1 (p.) ~ L 1 , and a sequence (f,,) in Z so that (f,,) is not totally bounded in 
L 1(p.). Theorem 2.7 now implies that (f,,) is not µ.-stable. Hence by Prop. 2.4 
(f,,) is not relatively -rp-compact in M (p.) since µ. is perfect by Prop. A.4. Alter
natively, one might use Fremlin's theorem 1.6 for the last conclusion: since (f,,) 
is not L 1 (p.)-totally bounded, some subsequence has no µ. a.e. convergent 
subsequence (by Lebesgue's theorem) and therefore all the Tp-cluster points of 
some further subsequence lie outside M(p.). □ 

§ 2. THE I-STABLE CASE. 

Before we can treat this case some preliminaries must be dealt with. For any 
topological space T we denote by ~ 1 (T) the set of first class Baire functions 
(see Appendix E) and by ~,(T) the set of all functions f on T having the pro
perty that for each closed L CT the restriction /L off to L has a point of con
tinuity. A classical result of Baire (see Th. E.l) states that ~ 1 (T) C ~,(T) 
whenever T has the property that every one of its closed subsets is of the 2nd 

category in itself ( example: compact, or complete metric 1). If T Polish, so in 
particular if Tis compact metric, then ~ 1 (T) = ~,(T). 

From now on we restore the convention that T always denotes a Polish or a 
compact space. 

Here is a characterization of ~,(T) with some "stability flavor". 

LEMMA 3.7. The following are equivalent for a function f on T. 
(i) f E ~,(T), 
(ii) for every non-empty closed LC T and for all numbers a</3 the sets 

L n ff <a} and L n ff> /3} are not both dense in L. 

PROOF. 
(i) ~ (ii): if L n ff <a} = L n {/> /3} = L then fL has no continuity point. 
(ii)~ (i): let LCTbe an arbitrary closed set and let ((an,Pn)) be an enumera
tion of all pairs of rationals (a,/3) with a</3. For each n el\! consider the sets 

An:= Lnff<an} and Bn := Lnff>Pn}· 

Observe that each L,, : = An n Bn is nowhere dense in L. (If U CLn, U rela
tively open in L, then U = An n U = Bn n U, so .iu has no continuity point, 
contrary to the assumption.) Now it follows from Baire's category theorem 

00 00 

that n (L \L,,)= L \ U Ln =: G is a dense G3 in L. It is clear that fL is 
n=l n=l 

continuous in every point of G ( every discontinuity point of fL must be in 
some L,,). □ 
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The next lemma makes clear how (ii) above relates to stability. 

LEMMA 3.8. If ZCC(T) is t-stable, then Z is relatively Tp-compact in ~r(T) 
( = ~1 (T) if T Polish). 

PROOF. Suppose for contradiction that h is in the Tp-closure of Z, but 
h fl~r(T). Then by Lemma 3.7 there are a closed subset LC T and numbers 
a</J such that 

Ln{h<a} =Ln{h>/J} =L 

But this clearly implies that 

Vk,leN U(({f<a}kX{f>/J}') nLk+t) is dense in Lk+1, 
/eZ 

contradicting the t-stability of Z. D 

We now prove a rather general result that will be helpful again when we dis
cuss the fact that ~ 1 (T) is Tp-angelic for Polish T. The result says that for T 
Polish, and (f,,) a sequence that is relatively Tp•compact in ~(T) (= the Borel 
functions on 7), every pointwise cluster point of (f,,) in ~T) is the Tp-Iimit of 
a subsequence. Observe that for t-stable Z c C (T), pointwise cluster points are 
automatically in ~(T) by the above lemma, so that for t-stable sequences in 
C(T) (T Polish), the Tp-closure coincides with the Tp-sequential closure. 

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let T be Polish and let D C~(T) be countable and relatively 
Tp-compact in ~(T). Then every Tp-c/uster point of D in ~(T) is the limit of a 
subsequence of D. 

PROOF. Let fe~(T) be a Tp-cluster point of D =(f,,). We may assume f=O, 
and f,, ;;.,o, considering ([f,, - jl) instead of (f,,). 

STEP 1. We show in this step that it is enough to prove the assertion under the 
following extra assumption: 

D is at-stable sequence in C(T). (5) 

Let us consider the-map 

T 3 t ~ F(t): = (f,,(t))eRN. 

Put S: =FT. Since Fis Borel by Lemma D. 11 (i), Sis analytic (Prop. D. 12). 
Let en (n = 1,2, ... ) be the nth coordinate function on S cRN. Then enoF = f,, 
(n=l,2, ... ). Let us now note the trivial fact that the map g➔goF is a 
homeomorphic embedding of Rs into RT (for the product topologies). The 
following consequences are immediate: 
(i) the Tp-cluster points of (f,,) are precisely the functions of the form goF, 

where geRs is a Tp-cluster point of (en); 
(ii) the Tp-convergence of a subsequence (f,,.) is equivalent to the Tp-
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. convergence of the corresponding subsequence (en,) on S. 
Let us also recall (Cor. D. 13) that 

(iii) a function g on S belongs to lffi(S) iff goFElffi(T). 
The fact that S is analytic means there is a Polish space R and a continuous 

surjection G : R ➔ S. Notice that the functions enoG are continuous on R and 
that the above statements (i), (ii) and (iii) also hold with T, F and (f,,) replaced 
by R, G and (enoG), respectively. Finally let us observe that (enoG) CC(R) is 
t-stable by Cor. 3.6, since all its Tp-cluster points are Borel by (i), (iii) and the 
assumption. We have now proved that assumption (5) is justified. 

STEP 2. Let §'be the Frechet filter on D, i.e. the filter generated by the count
able basis consisting of the sets Fn: = {fi :k-;a. n}, or any other filter on D with 
a countable basis and 0 among its Tp-cluster points. we now prove the follow
ing claim: for every closed subset LC T and for every t:>0 there is a filter §'' => §' 
with a countable basis and also having O as a Tp •cluster point, and a non-empty 
open UCL such that every Tp -cluster point g of§'' satisfies g ~t: on U. 

To prove this let (tn) be a dense sequence in T. Fix LC T closed, and t:>0. 
Since (f,,) is !-stable, L is not !-critical for (f,,), so there exists a k-tuple of 
non-empty open subsets U 1, ... , Uk of L such that no f,, takes values 

< ; and >t: on each U; (i = 1, ... , k ). In formula: 

00 ( 

U1X · · · X UkXU1X · · · X ukn(LJ{f,,<-tX{f,,>t:t)= 0 
n=I 2 

(see the proof of Prop. 3.4). Now choose p so large that {t 1, ... , tp} 
n U; i= 0 for i = I, ... , k. It follows that for each f,, we have the following 
implication: 

[v'l~j~ f,,(tj)<;] ~ [3l~i~k f,,~t: on U;]. (6) 

Observe now that 

V:= {g: g(tj)<; forj=l, ... ,p} 

is a Tp-nbhd of 0. (6) says that VnD is covered by the finitely many sets 
V; nD, i = 1, ... , k, where V;: = {g:g~t: on U; }. Since 0 is a Tp·cluster point 
of 'J, we have 0EFn V for each FE§' (the bar denotes Tp-closure of course). 
The filter property (F2) now implies that for some i0 ~k we have 0EFn V;0 for 
every FE6J. In particular Fn V;0 i= 0 for all FE6J. Now let §'' be the filter 
generated by the sets F n V;0 with FE 6J. Clearly §'' has a countable basis again, 
§''=>'J, and, by construction, has 0 among its Tp-clu~er points. Finally, every 
Tp-cluster point g of §'' satisfies g~t: on U;0 , since g E V;0 = V;0 • 

STEP 3. The rest of the proof consists in a clever exploitation of what we have 
proved in step 2. By transfinite induction we shall construct for some count
able ordinal ao a strictly decreasing transfinite sequence (La)a..;a., of closed 
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subsets La CT with La. = 0 and an increasing sequence of filters (~a)a<a. on 
D, each with a countable basis, each having O among its cluster points, and so 
that all cluster points of <?fa are ie.; E on T \ La(E>O given ). The result of this 
exhaustion argument is a filter ~a. :J ~ with a countable basis and cluster point 0, 
and having the property that all of its cluster points are ,e;;;E on T (since La. = 0 ). 

For the proof let us start with ~: = ~ and Lo: = T. Assume now that 
(La)a</J and ('?t)a</J have been properly defined for some countable /J. If 
P=a+ 1 we apply the argument of step 2 with~= <?fa and L = La and find a 
non-empty open UCLa and a filter ~a+I =>~a with cluster point O and all its 
cluster points ie.;E on U (hence on UU(T\La), since cluster points of ~a+I are 
cluster points of <?fa). Now put La+ 1 : = La \ U. If P is a limit ordinal, choose 
an increasing sequence of ordinals an so that P= sup an. For each n EN let 

k 
(.Fl)f = 1 be a decreasing countable basis for ~a. and put Fk : = n fl. Clearly 

n=I 
the filter ~ generated by (Fn):i=i contains each ~a, a<P, has a countable 
basis, has O among its cluster points, and each cluster point of ~/J, being a clus
ter point of each <?fa, a<P, is ie.;E on T\ n La. It remains to put 

a</J 
Lp := n La. 

a</J 
To conclude the proof let us observe that the Polish space T has a countable 

basis and therefore no uncountable transfinite sequence of strictly decreasing 
closed sets exists. Thus La = 0 for some countable a. Let ao be the first such 
ordinal. 

STEP 4. We now repeatedly apply the result of step 3 for each E of the form 

E=..!., finding an increasing sequence (!/f,,) of filters with countable bases, such 
n 

that each !/f,, has O among its cluster points and so that all cluster points of !/f,, 

are :s;;;;..!. on T (n = 1,2, ... ). Again denoting by (.Fl)f =I a decreasing countable 
n 

basis of !/f,, (n = 1,2, ... ), let us choose a subsequence fn ) of (f,,) such 
k • 

fn. E n Fl (k = 1,2, ... ) Then each cluster point of (f,, ) is a cluster point of 
n=I • 

every !/f,, and therefore ,e;;;..!. on T for every n. Hence O is the only cluster point 
n 

of (f,,.) and therefore (f,,.) converges to O pointwise on T. So the proof is 
finished. □ 

We are now able to complete our analysis of t-stable sets Z c C (T): 

PROPOSITION 3.10 As always let T be either compact or Polish and let Z CC(T) 
be t-stable. Then every sequence (f,,) in Z has a Tp-convergent subsequence. In 
fact every Tp-cluster point of (f,,) is the Tp-limit of a subsequence. 

PROOF. By the observation preceding Prop. 3.9 all we have to do is reduce the 
compact case to the Polish one. Let (f,,) be a sequence in Zand let us assume 
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that Tis compact. Consider the map F: T ➔RN defined by F(t): = (fn(t))if=t 
(t ET) and put S: = FT. Then S is compact metric, hence Polish. The argu
ment in step 1 of the previous proof shows that it suffices to show that every 
Tp-cluster point of the sequence (en) of coordinate functions on Sis the Tp-limit 
of a subsequence, since f,, =enoF. Again by the observation preceding Prop. 3.9 
all we have to do is show that (en) is !-stable. For contradiction suppose that 
L CS is !-critical (hence compact) for (en) and let a</3 be as in (1). By an easy 
application of Zorn's lemma there a minimal compact Mc T with FM = L, i.e. 
such that M' CM, M' compact implies FM' CL. We claim that Mis t-critical 

~ ~ 
for (In), contradicting the fact that (In) is t-stable. Indeed, for any k-tuple of 
non-empty open sets U1, ••• , Uk CM we have by the minimality of M that 
each FU; contains a non-empty open subset V; CL (i = 1, ... , k). Since we 
are assuming that Lis !-critical for (en). some en takes values <a and >/3 on 
each V; (see (3)). This implies that the corresponding f,, = enoF takes values 
<a and >/3 on each u;. Because U1, ••• , Uk were arbitrary we have now 
proved that Mis t-critical for (In), a contradiction. D 

It is now time to summarize our results. 

THEOREM 3.11. Let ZCC(T) be bounded (T compact or Polish). Consider the 
following properties: 
(i) Z does not contain an 11 -sequence, 
(ii) Z does not contain an independent sequence, 
(iii) each sequence in Z has a pointwise convergent subsequence, 
(iv) Z is relatively Tp-compact in ~r(T) (=~1(T) if T Polish), 
(v) for each Radon measure µ on T, Z is relatively Tp-compact in M(µ.) (i.e. all 

1-cluster points of Zin RT are universally measurable), 
(vi) Jor each Radon measureµ on T, Z is µ-stable, 
( vii) for each Radon measure µ on T such that L 1 (µ.) ~ L 1, Z is totally bounded 

in L 1 (µ.), 
(viii)Z is I-stable. 

The properties (ii) - (viii) are equivalent. If T is compact, then also (i) is 
equivalent to (ii)-(viii). In the Polish case this is not generally true, but (i) 
implies the other properties. 

PROOF. 
(viii) => (iii): Prop. 3.10. 

(iii) => (i) (for compact T): bounded sequences in C(T) are Tp-Cauchy iff they 
are weakly Cauchy, by Lebesgue's theorem. Since the unit vectors in / 1 obvi
ously have no weakly Cauchy subsequence, Z cannot contain an /1-sequence. 
To see that this implication fails in general for Polish T, take T =N and let Z 
be any independent {-1, + 1 }-valued sequence on N. Then (In) is an /1-

sequence by Prop. 3.5 (i) and clearly has a Tp-convergent subsequence (use a 
diagonal procedure). 
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(i) ~ (ii): Prop. 3.5 (i). 

(ii) ~ (viii): Prop. 3.4. 

(viii) ~ (iv): Lemma 3.8. 

(iv)~ (v): it clearly suffices to show that 'ifi,(1)CM(µ.) for every Radon meas
ure µ. Suppose f f/.M(µ.) for some µ. Then there exist an A E~,., µA >0, and 
numbers a</3 such that 

µ*{{f <a} nA) = µ*({j>/3} nA) = µA, by Lemma 2.1. 

By shrinking A a bit if necessary (use the regularity of µ) we may suppose that 
A is compact and self-supported. But then {j<a}nA and {j>/3}nA are both 
dense in A, so Lemma 3.7 shows that /f/.'!£,(1). 

(v) ~ (viii): Cor. 3.6. 

(viii) ~ (vi): Lemma 3.2. 

(vi) ~ (vii): Th. 2.7. 

(vii) ~ (viii): Prop. 3.5 (ii). D 

§ 3.'/£1 (1) IS ANGELIC FOR POLISH T. 

For the remainder of this chapter T will be Polish. We shall prove that 
'/£1 (1) is angelic for the pointwise topology. Prop. 3.9 is only a partial result in 
this direction. 

DEFINITION 3.12. A topological space (T, T) is called angelic if every relatively 
countably compact subset A c T is 
(i) relatively _compact in T and 
(ii) every t EA is the limit of a sequence in A. □ 

The most familiar example of an angelic space is a metric space. But the 
metric spaces do not exhaust the class of angelic spaces. A generally non
metrizable example is that of a normed space with its weak topology (no 
proof). Without proof we mention the following facts (which we shall not 
need): 
I. Subspaces of angelic spaces are angelic. 
II. If (T, T) is angelic and T' is finer that T and regular, then (T, T') is angelic. 
III. If (T, T) is angelic then for subsets A c T, 

(rel.) countably compact=(rel.) sequentially compact =(rel.) compact. 

We now prove the main result in this§. 



THEOREM 3.13. Let T be Polish. Then ~ 1 (T) is angelic for the topology "r 

PROOF. 
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1) Let zc~1(T) be relatively countably -,,-compact (we drop the convention 
that Z is uniformly bounded). Suppose for ~ntradiction that Z is not rela
tively compact. Then the pointwise closure Z (taken in RT) contains some 
/fl.~1(T) (it should be observed that Z is pointwise bounded, so that it is rela
tively compact in RT). Recall that ~ 1 (T) = ~,(T). By Lemma 3.7 there is a 
closed LC T and there are numbers a</3 such that 
Ln{f<a} =Ln{f>/3} =L. Let (Un) be an open basis for Land for ~ch 
nEN choose points tn,tn'EUn such thatf(tn)<a and/(tn')>/3. Since JEZ a 
diagonal procedure will produce a sequence ([k)CZ such that 

lim Jic(tn) = f(tn) and lim Jic(tn')= f(tn') for allnEN. 
k➔<XJ k➔<XJ 

Now by the relative countable compactness of Z the sequence ([k) has a -r,
cluster point gE~1(T). Obviously g must coincide with f in all points 
tn, tn' (n = 1,2, ... ). Therefore g(tn) = f(tn)<a and g(tn') = f(tn')>/3 for all 
n EN. This implies that gL has no continuity point, contradicting the fact that 
g E ~I (T) = ~,(T). 

2) We now prove the second defining property of angelic ~paces: if Z c ~1 (T) 
is relatively (countably) compact in Z and JEZ, then/ is the -r,-limit of.! 
sequence in Z. Since ~ 1(T)C~(T) it suffices by Prop. 3.9 to show that JED 
for some countable subset D CZ. We may assume without loss of generality 
that f =0. Let us fix m EN and let us consider the map 

Fm: ~1(T) ➔ ~1(Tm) 

defined by Fm(g)(t1, ... , tm) = lg(t1)l+ ... +lg(tm)I (gE~1(T)) Note that rm is 
Polish again. Oearly Fm is continuous for the respective pointwise topologies, 
so since Fm0=0, 0 is a -r,-cluster point of FmZ. Let E denote the set of all 
functions in ~ 1(Tm) that are cluster points of countable subsets of FmZ. We 
now fix t:>0 and construct inductively a countable ordinal ao and a strictly 
decreasing transfinite sequence (L': )a._a,, of subsets of rm with L::! = 0 and for 
each a~ao an FmfaEE such that Fmfa<t: on La \La+I. 

Let us start with L'{/ : = rm. If D' is a countable dense subset of rm then 
surely, since 0 is a cluster point of FmZ, there is an Fmf0 EE such that 
Fmfo = 0 on D'. Since Fmfo E~1 (Tm)= ~,(Tm) it has a continuity point. It 
follows that Fmfo <t: on some non-empty open UC rm. Put L 1: = T \ U. 

Suppose now that La+I and Fmfa have been properly constructed for all 
a</3, where /3 is some countable ordinal. If P=a+ l let D' be dense in La+I 
and as before choose Fmfa+I EE so that Fmfa+I = 0 on D'. Since Fmfa+I 
E~1(Tm) = ~,(Tm) its restriction (Fmfa+1)IL.+, has a continuity point. Again 
this implies that Fmfa+I <t: on some non-empty open UCLa+I· Put 
La+2 :=La+I \ U. If /3 is a limit ordinal we put Lp:= n La and argue the 

a<{J 
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same way with a countable dense set D'CLp to define Fmf/3 and Lp+J· Now 
since Tm is Polish we must have La = 0 for some countable a. Letting o:o be 
the first such ordinal, the construction is finished. 

Considering the union of the countably many countable subsets of FmZ of 
which the respective Fmfa, a<ao, are cluster points, we find a countable set 
D(m,t) CZ with the property that for each m-tuple t =(t 1, ••• , tm)ETm there 
is an/ED(m,f.) with (Fm/)(t)<f., implying that 

lf (t;)l<f. for i = 1, ... , m. 

Observe now that m EN and £.>0 were arbitrary. Let us form D(m, k) for all 
00 1 

m,kEN. Then D:= U D(m,-k)CZ is countable and has the property that 
m,k=I 

for all k,mEN and every (1 1, ... , tm)ETm there exists an /ED such that 

lf(t;)I< i for i = 1, ... , m. This means that O is in the Tp-closure of D and 

the proof in finished. □ 

NOTES Many of the ideas underlying the results in this chapter can be traced 
back to H.P. ROSENTHAL ([72], [73]). Subsequent perfection of them by (among 
others) J. BOURGAIN, D.H. FREMLIN and M. TALAGRAND ([8]) culminated in 
the main Theorem 3.11. The fact that 'iB1 (T) is angelic for Polish T was also 
proved in [8]. Although some theorems remain difficult, many of the original 
proofs were considerably simplified by M. T ALA GRAND in his memoir [92]. 
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Chapter IV 

Some characterizations of B-spaces not containing / 1 

We shall now characterize in many ways those Banach spaces in which / 1 

cannot be embedded. It turns out that once the right framework is chosen 
these characterizations are relatively simple corollaries of the theory developed 
in the preceding chapters. 

We first consider separable spaces. 

THEOREM 4.1. For a separable Banach space X the following are equivalent. 
( 1) X contains no subspace isomorphic to 11, 

(2) X is w • -sequentially dense in x••, 
(3) card x•• = card ~ 
( 4) every bounded sequence in X has a weak Cauchy subsequence, 
(5) every bounded sequence in x•• has a weak* convergent subsequence, 
(6) every bounded subset of Xis weakly sequentially dense in its weak closure, 
(1) every bounded subset of x•• is weak * ser.'!._ntially dense in its w • closure, 
(8) x• contains no subspace isomorphic to L : = L 1 (0, 11 
(9) x• contains no subspace isomorphic to /1 (f) for any uncountable r, 
(10) C: = C[O, 1] is not isomorphic to a quotient of~ 
( 11) x• contains no subspace isomorphic to c•. 

PROOF All these equivalences are fairly simple consequences of the deep results 
proved in chapter 3 once the right framework is chosen. Let T be the unit ball 
of x•, equipped with its w• -topology. Then T is compact by Alaoglu's 
theorem, and also Polish since X is assumed to be separable. We now regard 
the elements of x•• as (bounded) functions on T. i.e. we identify x•• with a 
subspace of RT. Notice that under this identification the w• -topology of x•• 
corresponds to the topology Tp of pointwise convergence on T. Furthermore 
the elements of X are in C(T), so in particular norm bounded sets in X 
correspond to uniformly bounded subsets Z CC (T). In the proof that follows 
we shall repeatedly switch from one point of view to the other without saying 
so or indicating it by cumbersome notation. 

(1) ~ (4): this is the equivalence (i) ~ (iii) of Theorem 3.11, applied to every 
bounded set in X. 

(I) => (7): by Goldstine's theorem the w• -closure of the unit ball B(X) is 
B(X0*). Regarding the elements of x•• as functions on T, this implies that 
every x** ex•• is in the -r,-closure of a bounded set, say Z, in C(T). Now by 
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the assumption (1) and the equivalence (i) ¢'> (iv) of Th. 3.11, Z is relatively 
-rp-compact in ~r(T). Also lffir(T) = 'IB1 (T) since T is Polish. Thus x** C ~ 1 (T). 
Now Th. 3. 13 comes in: (~1 (T), -rp) is angelic, so every relatively Tp-compact 
subset of % (T) is sequentially dense in its closure. This applies in particular to 
bounded subsets of x••, since these are relatively w • -compact in x•• (Alao
glu), hence a fortiori relatively Tp-compact in lffi1 (T). 

(7) ~ (6): trivial, since thew• -topology on x•• induces the weak topology on 
X (regarded as canonically embedded in X**). 

(7) ~ (5): a bounded sequence (x:•)cx•• either has a constant subsequence 
(in which case the assertion is trivial), or a weak *-cluster point (by Alaoglu's 
theorem). In the second case (7) yields a subsequence w • -convergent to this 
cluster point. 

(5) ~ (4): trivial (cf. the proof of (7) ~ (6)). 

00 

(7) ~ (2): follows from Golstine's theorem since x•• = U nB(X**). 
n=I 

(2) ~ (3): first observe that any separable X has cardinality c (unless X = {O} 
of course). Now let (xn)be dense in X. Since X is w • -sequentially dense in 
x••, so is (xn)· Thus there are no more elements in x•• than there are subse
quences of (xn)• Therefore card x•• =c. 

(7) ~ (9): suppose for contradiction that /1 (f) is isomorphic to a subspace of 
x•, for some uncountable r. Then the adjoint T of the isomorphic embedding 
/ 1 (f)➔x• is a w• -w• -continuous bounded surjection from x•• onto 
/ 00 (f):::/ 1(f)*. Hence r- 1(B(/00 (f))) is w• -closed. By the open mappinf 
theorem, for suitably large a the w • -compact set K: = r
(B (/00 (f))) n aB(X**) satisfies TK=B(/00 (f)). Now the unit ball B(c0(f)) is 
w• -dense (Goldstine) but not w• -sequentially dense in B(/00 (f)), since clearly 
every w• -cluster point of a sequence in c0(f) must have countable support in 
r. It follows now that (Tlx)- 1(B(c0(f)) is bounded in x•• but not w• -
sequentially dense in its w • -closure, since this closure in w • -compact and 
therefore is mapped onto B(/ 00 (f)). 

(9) ~ (11): it suffices to observe that the set { 8x :x E[O, l]} of Dirac measure 
spans a subspace of c• isomorphic to / 1([0, l]). 

(11) ~ (10): clear. 

(1) ~ (8): Suppose for contradiction that L I c x•. Then L 00 is isomorphic to 
a quotient of x••. Let T:X** ➔L 00 be a w • -w • -continuous surjection. Using 
Goldstine's theorem again, as well as the open mapping theorem, we see that 
there exists an M>O so that the w• -closure of the set W:=MT(wB(X)) 
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contains B(L 00 ), where .,,:x-x•• denotes the canonical embedding. It now 
suffices to prove that W contains an / 1-sequence (j,,), since any preimage under 
To'lT of such a sequence in MB(X) will then be an / 1-sequence in X, contradict
ing the assumption (1). We shall in fact construct an independent sequence in 
W (this is enough by Prop. 3.5 (i)). All that matters for this construction is the 
fact that w• cl W:JB(L 00 ). We start the induction with any f 1 EW such that 

A {f 1 > i } >0 and A {11 < - i } >0. Clearly such f 1 is available in W by w • -

density ( e.g. approximate xio-H - xi+, 11 closely with respect to the L 1 -

functions xio, + 1 and xi+, 11 ). Suppose now that f 1, ••• , in E W have been con

structed so that for each PC { 1, ... , n }, 

A(( n Ad n ( n Bk))>0; where 
p Q 

I I 
Ak:={.[k>2 }, Bk:={.[k<- 2 }, Q:={l, ... , n} \P. 

Put Tp:=(n Ak)n(n Bk)- Since A.Tp>0 we may choose 
p Q 

I 
Up, WpCTp,UpnWp=0 sothatA.Up=A.Wp= 2 ATp 

for every P C {l, ... , n}. Now consider the function cf, EL 00 defined as 

+ 1 if IE U Up, 
p 

cf,(_t) = - 1 if t E U Wp, 
p 

0 elsewhere. 

A sufficiently close w • -approximation in + 1 E W to cf, with respect to the 
finitely many functions xup, xwp EL I will then satisfy 

1 1 
A({.fn+1>2}nTp)>0, A({.fn+1 <-2}nTp)>0 'v'PC{l, ... 'n}. 

It is now clear that for each subset P' C { 1, ... , n +I} we have 

A(( n An)n( n Bn))>0, where Q'={l, ... , n + l} \P'. 
P' Q' 

This completes the inductive definition of the independent sequence. 

What we have shown so far is: 

4 - 5 

t t 
8 - 1 - 7 - 6 

1 ~ 
10 - 11 - 9 2 - 3 

It remains to show that (3), (6), (8) and (10) fail to hold whenever (1) fails, i.e. 
for every separable X containing a copy of / 1 • 
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,{I)=? -,(3): let YCX, Y~/ 1• Since y**~(/1)** canonically embeds in x••, it 
suffices to show card (/1 ) .. >c. This is easy. Recall first that every separable 
Banach space, so in particular C, is a quotient of / 1• Thus c• embeds in (/ 1 )*. 
Now c• contains a subspace isometric to / 1([0, I]) (namely the closed span of 
the Dirac measures). Thus / 1([0,l]) embeds in (/1)*, so (/ 1)** maRs onto 
/ 00 ([0,l])~/1([0,l])*. Since card / 00 ([0,1])=2c, it follows that card(/ )**-;;.2c. 
(It is easily seen that card (/1 )** = 2c .) 

,{I)=? ,(6): assume YcX, Y~/ 1• Since the weak topology o(X,X*) induces 
o(Y, Y*), it suffices to produce a b1>Unded set B C/1 that is not weakly sequen
tially dense in its w-closure. Recall that in /1 weakly convergent sequences are 
norm convergent. Now take B={xE/1:llxll=l}. Then 0Ew-cl B (this holds in 
any infinite-dimensional Banach space, since every weak 0-nbhd contains a 
non-trivial subspace), but O is not the weak limit of a sequence of unit vectors. 

-,(1) =? -,(10): this proof is based on a result of Pelczynski ([65]) that says that 
whenever a separable space W contains a copy U of C then U contains a sub
space V ( depending on W) that is isomorphic to C and complemented in W. 
We shall not prove this result here, as the tools needed to do this are wholly 
unrelated to the subject matter of these notes. If we assume it we can finish the 
proof quickly. Again let Y c X, Y ~11• Since every separable space is a quo
tient of 11, there is a surjection T: Y ➔C. Let us embed C isometrically in /00 

(or in any ~ther injective space). Then the surj~tion T: Y ➔C can be extended 

to a map T:X➔l00 • X being separable, W:=TX is separable and of course 
contains C. So by Pelczynski's result quoted above, there is a subspace V CC 
isomorphic to C and complegiented in W. If P denotes any bounded projec
tion from W onto V, then PoT is the desired surjection of X onto V(~C). 

,(I) ~ ,(8): if /1 embeds in X, then by the preding proof there is a surjection 
of X onto C. But then c* embeds in x•, so it remains to observe that L I can 
be identified (isometrically) with the subspace of c* consisting of the >..
continuous Radon measures. □ 

Some of the above equivalences are true also for non-separable X. Most of 
them fail in the general case, however. In the next result we compare (I) to the 
other properties in the non-separable case. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be a (not necessarily separable) Banach space. Then 
(i) (I) tj (4) tj 8 tj (11). 
(ii) (I) is implied by each of (2), (5), (6), (7) and (9), but the converse implica

tions are false in general, except possibly (I) =? (6). 
(iii) (I) =? (3), (3) =? (I) and (JO) ~ (I) are generally false, but (I) =? (JO) is 

true. 

PROOF. (i) If Xis non-separable then T:=B(X*) with the w•-topology is not 
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Polish, but it is still compact. So the equivalence (i) tj (iii) in Th. 3.11 and 
therefore (1) tj ( 4) remains true. 

We shall now show (1) => (8) => (11) => (1). The proof we gave of (1) => (8) 
did not use separability, so remains valid in the non-separable case. (8) => (11) 
is clear, since c• contains L 1 isometrically. We now show that (11) => (I). 

Suppose for contradiction that Y ex, Y -::::::./ 1• Since C is separable, there is a 
surjection T: Y ➔C. Let '7T be the canonical ~mbedding of C in C ... Since c** 
is injectiv~ there is a bounded linear map T:X➔c•• which extends T, more 
precisely TIY. = '1ToT. Let '7TJ : c• ➔c••• be the canonical embedding. We now 
claim that T o'7T1 embeds c• in x•. 

T 'TT1 x· c· .. -E------ c· 

X - c•~ 
u ---z____ ____ 
y T c ... ----... c** 

Th~ proof depends on the following two facts. 
(a) TB(X) contains a multiple r'TTB ( C), r >0. This is clear since Tis a surjec

tion, hence open. 
(b) '7T • o'7T1 = le•. This is generally true when C is replaced by any Banach 

space. 
)~Tow observe that fqr p.EC* we have_ 

IIT 'TT1JJ,II= sup l<x,T 'TT1P.>I= sup l<Tx,'TT1P.>I 
xeB(X) xeB{X) 

(a) (b) 
~r sup J(?IJ','7T1JJ,)J = r sup i(y,'7T•'7T1JJ,)J= rllµ.11 

yeB(C) yeB(C) 

(ii) Suppose that we have (5), (6) or (7) for some non-separable X and that (I) 
fails, so that there exists YeX, Y-::::::./ 1• The fact to be noticed is that y•• can 
be identified with the w • -closed subspace Y .LL ex•• and that the w • -topology 
on x•• induces on y.1.1 the topolo~ that corresponds (under the map that 
identifies Y .1.1 with y**) with the w -topology of y••. Since each of (5), (6) 
and (7) fails for Y (by Th. 4.1, since Y is separable), it therefore also fails for 
X. Contradiction. 

(2) => (I): this implication requires a little argument. Let YeX be any sub
space. We shall prove that (2) holds for Y also. Talcing Y separable, we then 
infer from Th. 4.1 that Y contains no copy of / 1• So neither does X, since Y is 
arbitrary. 

To prove the claim, let us identify y•• with the subspace y.1.1 ex•• and let 
y**Ey.1.1_ By our assumption (2),y**=w•-lim Xn with (xn)eX. Then actu
ally y**=w*-limyn with 0-'n)eY, as we now show. Let us suppose for simpli
city that llY .. II= 1. It suffices to prove that 

d(B(Y), co {xn,Xn +1, ••• }) = 0 for every n EN. (*) 
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Indeed, once (*) is proved we can choose elements Yn EB(Y) and 
bnEco{xn,Xn+I,···} (n =1,2, ... ) so that l[yn-bnll➔O. Observe thaty**=w*-fun 
Xn implies y .. =w* -lim bn. Since l[yn-bnll➔O we then conclude y•• =w• -fun 
Yn· 

Let us suppose now that(*) fails, so that for some N EN 

d(B(Y), K)>O, where K=co{xN,XN+1, ... }. 

The Hahn-Banach theorem then supplies an x• EX• such that 

supx* < inf x* = inf (xn,x*). 
B(T) K n~N 

Since l[y •• 11 = I Goldstine's theorem implies that (x • ,y ••) ~ sup x •. Hence 
B(T) 

(x.,y .. > < inf (xn,x•). But this last inequality contradicts the fact that 
n~N •• • fun J =w - Xn. 

(9) =} (1): this is due to the possibility of "lifting" /1(f). If Y CX, Y c::::/ 1, then 
there is a surjection T:x•➔(l 1 )*. By Th. 4.1 (1 1)* contains a copy of / 1(f), f 
uncountable. If (ey),,Er denotes the transfinite "sequence" in (/1 )* correspond
ing to the unit vectors in / 1(f), then clearly any bounded set of elements 
x; EX• with Tx; =ey (yEf) spans a copy of /1(f) in x•. 

Finally, the falsity of each of (1) =} (2), (5), (7), (9) can be shown with a sin
gle example, namely X=c0(f), f =[0, I]. Since every separable subspace of 
c0(f) is contained in a copy of c0 , and c0 has no subspaces isomorphic to /1, 

(1) holds for c0(f). To see that (2) fails, note that w• -limits of sequences in 
c0(f) all vanish off a countable subset off. These elements therefore fail to fill 
up c0(f)**~/00 (f). The same argument shows that B(c0(f)) is not w•
sequentially dense in its w • -closure B (/ 00 (f)), i.e. (7) fails. To see the failure of 
(5), observe that on bounded sets in / 00 (f)=c0(f)**, w• -convergence means 
pointwise convergence on f.Then the Rademacher functions (rn) constitute an 
example of a sequence in / 00 (f) without pointwise ( = w • -) convergent subse
quence. Finally, since c0(f)* ~ /1 (f), (9) fails. 

(iii) To see that (3) =} (I) fails, consider an X of the form X=ZEB/1, where Z 
is a reflexive space of large cardinality ( e.g. Z = /2 (f) for large f). On the other 
hand simple calculations show that card / 00 (f)=2cardr> card f= card c0(f) 
whenever card f~c. So (1) =} (3) also fails. 

It is clear from what we have proved earlier that (1) =} (10) ((1) =} (8) and 
(8) =} (11) =} (10)). On the other hand it is known that every separable quo
tient of / 00 must be reflexive (cf. Ch. 0). Hence C is not isomorphic to a quo
tient of / 00 =(/1 )*, although /1 is a subspace of / 00 (any independent bounded 
sequence of functions on N spans a copy of /1 in / 00 ). So (10) =} (1) fails. 
□ 
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REMARK 4.3. It is interesting to note that c0(f), whatever r, is not a coun
terexample for (1) ~ (6). The proof of this assertion is an elementary exercise 
we leave to the reader. D 

NOTES Many people have had a hand in the results of this chapter. The earli
est contributions were made by A. PELCZYNSKI. In [64] he proved the 
equivalence of ( 1) with (8), (9), ( 10) and ( 11) in the separable case, albeit under 
a special assumption (we do not spell it out here, as it turned out to be 
irrelevant). A few years later J. HAGLER ([33]) was able to remove this special 
condition, and also to extend (8) and (11) to the non-separable case. 
Although, as we have seen, (1) ~ (9) is false in the absence of separability, J. 
Hagler did prove the following non-separable version of (1) ~ (9): if x• con
tains a copy of /1(f) and if the cardi.:nality of r is larger than the dimension of 
X [: = the least cardinal number of a set whose closed linear span is X], then 
X contains a copy of / 1. This should be compared to the example X=c0(f) we 
gave to disprove (1) ~ (9) in general: dim c0(f)= card r, so Hagler's condi
tion fails here. 

A big jump ahead was made when H.P. ROSENTHAL proved his famous /1-

theorem ([72)) (extended by L. DOR to the complex case a little later in [151): 
every bounded sequence in an arbitrary Banach space either has a w-Cauchy 
subsequence or an / 1-subsequence. This implies (1) ~ (4). Observe that, con
versely, Rosenthal's theorem follows when in Theorem 3.11 we apply the 
equivalence (i) ~ (iii) to a countable set Z CC(T). The approach of H.P. 
ROSENTHAL in (72] was rather combinatorial in nature, involving essentially 
Ramsey's theorem. A detailed account of the "Ramsey" approach to the /1 

problem can be found in [13]. Shortly after [72] the measure-topological 
approach via first class Baire functions (initiated by H.P. Rosenthal himself) 
began to emerge in [73), [62] and [74). In [62] the characterizations (2), (3) and 
(5) were derived for separable X, and in [74) also (6) and (7) made their 
appearance. In fact (6) and (7) are partly due to J. BOURGAIN, D.H. FREMLIN 
and M. T ALAGRAND ([8]). Motivated by some open questions in [73], they ini
tiated a deep study of the various function spaces involved in the /1 problem, 
especially with regard to compactness properties. We have already mentioned 
their result that ~ 1 (T) is angelic for Polish T (Theorem 3. 13). 

The characterization (7) prompted H.P. ROSENTHAL ([73]) to ask the follow
ing question. Suppose B(X*) is not w• -sequentially compact, does this imply 
that X constans a copy of / 1(f) for uncountable f? By (7) ~ (8) this is true if 
x~y• for separable Y. The answer is negative in general. J. Hagler and E. 
ODELL ([36]) have constructed an X with non-w • -sequentially compact dual 
ball in which even /1 does not embed. For more on this, see [36], [35] and 
Chapter 13 in [13]. 

The list of equivalences in Theorem 4.1 is far from complete. We mention 
here a few possible additions. 

(12) For every x•• EX.. and for every w• -compact subset A ex• the 
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restriction x •• IA has a point of w • -continuity. 

The equivalence (I)~ (12) was first explicitly stated by E. and P. SAAB in 
[80). In our setup it is an immediate consequence of (iv) ~ (i) in Th. 3. 11. No 
separability is required. In the same paper [80) several other equivalences were 
deduced. We state two of them without further comment. Explaining them 
would take us too far afield and, in any case, would be rather pointless without 
recourse to the parallel results on Asplund spaces (cf. e.g. [60), [18]) to com
pare them with. 

(13) All bounded sets in x• are w • -dentable in (X*, w) (i.e. all bounded sets in 
x• admit w • -slices that are abitrarity "small" in the sense of the weak topol
ogy). 

(14) All bounded sets in x• are w • -scalarly dentable (i.e. for every bounded 
set A c x• and for every x .. Ex•• there is a w • -slice of A on which x.. has 
arbitrarily small oscillation). 

The next equivalent property comes directly from (v) in Theorem 3. 11. We 
shall come back to it in Chapter 6, where a different proof will be given. 

(15) The identity map (B(X0 ),w*) ➔x• is universally scalarly measurable (i.e. 
for every Radon measure on (B(X*),w*) every x•• ex•• is µ-measurable). 

There are also several characterizations related to the Dunford-Pettis pro
perty that we have neglected to mention in the main text. The first is due to E. 
Odell (see [73)) 

(16) Every Dunford-Pettis operator from X into any other Banach space Y is 
compact. 

[A Dunford-Pettis operator is an operator that sends w-Cauchy sequences to 
norm Cauchy sequences] Note that (16) follows immediately from (4). In [22) 
G. EMMANUELE manipulates this result of E. Odell to show that (1) is also 
equivalent to each of the following two properties. 

(17) For every Banach space Y with the Dunford-Pettis property every opera
tor T: Y ➔x• is Dunford-Pettis. 

[Y has the Dunford-Pettis property iff for every space Z every w-compact 
T: Y ➔Z is a Dunford-Pettis operator]. Observe that (17) => (8), since L I has 
the Dunford-Pettis property (see [14]), and an isomorphic embedding of L 1 

into any space is clearly not a Dunford-Pettis operator. A weaker version of 
(17) had earlier been proved by H. FAKHOURY to be equivalent to (1) (see 
[74)). 
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(18) Every subset Kcx• such that litn s,up J<xn,x*>I = 0 for every w-null 
n➔oo x EK 

sequence (xn)CX, is necessarily relatively compact. 

We end the list with three characterizations whose special nature sets them 
apart from the others (this also shows up in the proofs, which we omit). Espe
cially the first one, due to B. MAUREY ([53], see also [75]) is a beauty. It is true 
only for separable X. 

(19) /1 embeds in a separable space X iff x•• contains an element x .. :f:O so 
that llx** +xii= llx•• -xii for all xEX. 

Whereas (18) characterizes the compact subsets of x• in terms of whether /1 

embeds in X or not, the next result, due to R.G. BILYEU and P.W. LEWIS {[4]), 
is about compact subsets of X. We say that uniform Gateaux differentiability 
characterizes compactness in Y provided a set KC Y is relatively compact iff 

there exists an x E Y so that litn llx + ty II - llx II exists uniformly for y EK. 
t➔O t 

Now the result is as follows: 

(20) /1 embeds in X iff there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace Y ex 
and an equivalent norm Ill· Ill on Y so that uniform Gateaux differentiability 
characterizes compactness in ( Y, Ill · Ill). 

For the final characterization we need some notation. For Banach spaces X 
and Y we denote by Cwb(X, Y) the space of all (not necessarily linear) func
tions f from X to Y such that for each bounded subset B of X the restriction 
J1B is continuous from (B,w) to (Y, 11·11). Also let CwscCX, Y) denote the set of 
function f :X-Y that are sequentially continuous from (X,w) to (Y, 11·11). 
Clearly Cwb(X, Y)CCwsc(X, Y). R.M. ARON, J. DIESTEL and A.K. RA.TAPPA 
([2]) proved: 

(21) /1 embeds in X iff Cwb(X, Y)=f:Cwsc(X, Y) for every Banach space Y. 

[There is a strong dichotomy here: J. FERRERA, J. GOMEZ GIL and J.G. LLA
VONA showed earlier in [23] that if /1 (J.X then Cwb(X, Y) = Cwsc(X, Y) for 
all Y.] 
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Chapter V 

The Pettis integral and the weak Radon-Nikodym property 

This chapter should be viewed as a short intermezzo in preparation for 
Chapter 6. There we shall prove several more characterizations of spaces not 
containing 11 • All of these involve the Pettis integral, and in this chapter we 
develop the necessary background needed to understand them. 

§ 1. ELEMENTARY FACTS ABOUT 1HE PETTIS INTEGRAL. 

Let (O,I,µ) be a probability space, X a Banach space and let a map q,:O➔X 
be given. 

DEFINITION 5.1. We say that 
(i) q> is scalarly measurable if ( q>,x •) is measurable for every x • Ex•. 
(ii) q> is scalarly L 1 if (q>,x*) EL 1(µ) for every x• EX*. 
(iii) q> is scalarly bounded if (q>,x*) EVY)(µ) for every x• EX*. In the case of a 

function q,:O➔x• into a dual space we say that q> is (i) w • -
scalarly measurable, (ii) w • -scalarly L 1, (iii) w • -scalarly bounded if (x, q>) 
(rather than (q>,x .. )) satisfies the respective conditions above for every 
xEX(='ITX). □ 

Given a q,:O➔X which is scalarly L 1, let us consider the map 

x• 3x• ~(q>,x•) ERn or L 1(µ). 

It is elementary to check that S, regarded as a map into L 1 (µ) has a closed 
graph, so that it is bounded by the closed graph theorem. Let us observe also 
that S, when considered as a map into R!l, is continuous for the w • -topolo&Y 
on x• and the topology of pointwise convergence on 0. Using the w -
compactness of B(X*), we see therefore that the set 

Z4- := {(q,,x*): llx*ll..;;I}, 

being the S-image of B(X*), is 
(i) a Tp-compact set of measurable functions (cR!l) and 
(ii) a bounded set in L 1 (µ). 

We shall usually not specify whether Z4- is considered as a subset of R!l or 
of L 1(µ). It should be clear from the context. 

The adjoint s• =: T maps L 00 (µ) into x•• and is defined by the formula 
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(x• ,Tf) = £f<<1>,x*)dµ, (fEL 00 (p.), x• EX*). (l) 

T is called the Dunford operator associated with <f,, and we occasionally denote 
it by T,p, 

L 00 (fl)3f 
T=s• 

TfE x•• 

L 1(fl) 3(</>,x•) 
s 

x•E x• 

Q </> X 

DEFINITION 5.2. A scalarly L 1 fonction <f,:g➔x is called-Pettis inter,-able if its 
associated Dunford operator T maps L 00 (fl) into X (rather than X *). In that 
case T<xe), where EEL, is called the Pettis integral of <f, over E. Notation: 
T<xe) = (P)J<f,dµ,. □ 

REMARK 5.3. Clearly T(L 00 (µ,))CX is equivalent to TX£EX for every EEL 
(since T is bounded). The (P)-integral (P)J<f,dµ,, if it exists, is the "weak" 

integral of <f, over E. It is the unique element of X th~t satisfies 

((P)£<f,dµ,,x•)= £<<1>,x*)dµ, 'vx•Ex• 

(take/=XEin(l)). D 

We shall see many (P)-integrable functions in the course of this chapter. 
Here is a simple example of a scalarly L I function that is not (P)-integrable. 

ExAMPLE 5.4. Let <f,:[0, 1] ➔ c0 be defined by 

<f,(t): = (nX(o.l-1(t))~=l (t E[0, 11). 
n 

00 

For every x• =(~n)El1(:::::c~) we have that (<f,,x*)= L n~nX(o,l-1EL1(A) 
n=I n 

(A=Lebesgu1e measure). H~wever, the element T,p(X[o, 11 )Ec~• ~1 00 that maps 

(~n)=x• to £<<1>,x*)dA = n~l~n is not w•-continuous. In fact it is given by the 
I 

element (1, 1, 1, ... ) E 100 \ c0 , so (P)£<f,dA does not exist. D 

Several facts about the (P)-integral are immediate consequences of the cri
terion formulated in the next proposition. 

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let <f,:g ➔ X scalarly L 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) <f, is (P)-integrable, 
(ii) the canonical map R11 ::JZ,p ➔ Z,pCL 1 (fl) that sends each function in Z,p to 

its equivalence class in L 1 (fl), is pointwise-to-weak continuous. 
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PROOF. For the purpose of this proof, let us regard Z,t, as a subset of R0 , and 
let us give the name i to the canonical map that sends each ( ct,,x •) E Z 4> to its 
equivalence class in L 1(p.). Then S:x• ➔L 1 (p.), restricted to B(X•), decom
poses as follows: 

S: (B(X*),w• 

llJ tjJ . 
X i((q,,x°)) 

As we already observed x• ➔(ct,,x"> maps thew• -compact set B(X*) con
tinuously onto the Tp-compact set Z,t,, and therefore it is a quotient map (in 
the topological sense). This implies that i is Tp-to-w-continuous iff Slscx'> is 
w• -to-w-continuous. This last condition implies that for every fEL 00 (p.) the 
null space kerTf intersects B(X•) in a w• -closed set. By the Krein-Smulian 
theorem then kerTf is w• -closed, i.e. TfEX. So TL 00 (p.)CX. Conversely 
TL 00 (p.)CX is equivalent to S being w• -to-w-continuous, so it implies thew•-
to-w continuity of Slscx")• D 

Before stating some consequences of Prop. 5.5 let us introduce, given a 
ct,:O➔X that is scalarly L 1, a new function 4> that is related to the variation of 
the (P)-integral. Observe that all elements ( ct,,x •) E Z 4> satisfy I ( ct,,x •) I ~ 114>11 
and that 114>11 is a finite function. However, in general 114>11 is not measurable. 
This is not a serious problem. We claim that there exists a measurable function 
4>:0➔R + satisfying the following three properties: 
(i) cl» ~ 114>11 everywhere on O (so cl» is finite), 
(ii) 1<4>,x*>I ~cl»µ a.e. for every x• EB(X"), 
(iii) if (ii) holds for some other measurable function cl»' instead of cl», then 

4> ~ cl»' µ.a.e. 
To define cl», simply select a sequence (x:)cB(X*) such that 

Jl<4>,x:)ldµ➔ sup{Jl<ct,,x")ldµ:llx"ll~l} (note that this sup is finite since Z,t, 

is L 1-bounded) and put cl»:=s~pl(4>,x:>I- Then JcI»dµ;;;ii. supql<4>,x*>I 

dµ:llx*ll~l}. The proof that this cl» satisfies the requirements is now straight
forward. (Put in abstract terms, we have established the existence of a least 
upper bound for Z,t,I ~ in the Riesz space M(p.)I ~• where ~ denotes 
identification of µ a.e. equal functions.) 

Here are some consequences of Prop. 5.5. 

PROPOSITION 5.6. Let 4>:'2 ➔ X be (P)-integrable. Then 
(i) (/> is equi-scalarly L 1, i.e. Z,t, is bounded and uniformly integrable as a subset 

of Ll(p.), 
(ii) S is weakly compact, 
(iii) T is weakly compact, 
(iv) the X-valued set function Fon I defined by F(E): = TX£ = (P) k(/>dµ is a 

measure (i.e. countably additive). Furthermore, Fis µ-continuous and has a-
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finite variation IFI-

PRooF. By Prop. 5.5 (ii) and the -rp-compactness of Z+ CR11 , the set 
Z+ CL 1(p.) is weakly compact (hence bounded). It is well known that the rela
tively weakly compact sets in L 1 (p.) are precisely the bounded and uniformly 
integrable ones. This proves (i), and also (ii), since Z+ CL1(JJ,) is the S-image 
of B(X0

). (iii) follows from (ii) since adjoints of weakly compact maps are 
weakly compact (and conversely). 

For the proof of (iv), observe first that E - T<x.£) is certainly finitely addi
tive. The countable additivity is then equivalent to the assertion that En t 0 
implies FEn = TXE. -o (En EI; En i 0 means (En) decreasing and 

00 

n En = 0 ). But this is clear from the obvious µ-continuity of F: 
n=I 

IIFEII = IITXEII = SUD (TX,E,X 0
) = SUD ( (q,,x 0 )dµ-o 

llx'llt;;J llx'llt;;J 'J;; 

as µE-o, by the uniform integrability of Z+. 
Recall that the variation !Fl of the X-valued measure F:I-x is the non-

n 

negative set function defined by IFl(E): = sup . I IIFE; II (E EI), where the sup 
,=I 

is taken over all finite partitions { E 1, ••• , En} of E with E; EI, i = 1, ... , n. 
It is well known and easy to prove that the countable additivity of F implies 
that of IFI• To show that !Fl is a-finite, observe that for all E EI and 
x• EB(X0

) we have 

l<FE, x 0 )l,s;;; £l<'l>,x 0 )ldµ~ £~dµ, (2) 

where ~ is the (finite!) function defined prior to Prop. 5.6. Putting 
On:={n-l~~<n}, n =1,2, ... , it follows from (2) that IFl(On) E;;;nµOn, so 
that !Fl is a-finite. □ 

It is not true in general that T = T + is compact for a (P)-integrable q, 
(equivalently, the range {(P) kq,dµ:E EI} of the Pettis integral need not be 

relatively compact). A mild condition on the measure space, however, is 
enough to guarantee this. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. Let (O,I,µ) be perfect and q,:o-x Pettis-integrable. Then 
T = T + is compact. 

PROOF. We show that S is compact, or equivalently that Z+ is compact in 
L 1(p.). We first need to reduce to the case where Z+ is L 00 -bounded. For this 
recall that ~ is finite, so that µ{~;;.,n }-O as n-oo. Z+ being bounded and 
uniformly integrable (Prop. 5.6) it follows that lim (q,,x 0 )X{4'-"n} = 0 in L 1-

n-+oo 

sense, uniformly for x• EB(X0
). Hence it suffices to prove that for each n EN 

the set Z+·X{<ll"-n} := {(q,,x 0 )X{4',s;;n} :x• EB(X*)} is compact in L 1(JJ,). But 
now Theorem 1.6 can be used: the -rp-compactness of Z+ implies that of 
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Z+·X{ll><n}, so by Fremlin's theorem each sequence in Z+·X{ll><n} has aµ. a.e. 
convergent subsequence. But since Z+·X{ll><n} is LO()-bounded, every such 
subsequence is also L 1-convergent, by Lebesgue's theorem. D 

§ 2. THE WEAK RAl>ON-NIKODYM PROPERTY. 

We have seen that each Pettis integrable function c[dl➔X gives rise to an 
X-valued measure F: FE:=(P)Jcf,dµ. (EEI). We are now going to consider 

the converse problem (for a fixed complete probability space (O,I,µ.)): which 
X-valued measures are Pettis integrals? Prop. 5.6 shows that the question is 
meaningful only for µ.-continuous measures of a-finite variation. 

DEFINITION 5.8. A Banach space Xis said to have the weak Radon-Nikodym 
property (WRNP) with respect to a given complete probability space (O,I,µ.) if 
every µ.-continuous measure F:I➔X of a-finite variation has a (P)-integrable 
"derivative" cf,, i.e. a (P)-integrable ct,:O➔X satisfying 

FE = (P) ! cpdµ. (E E I). 

We say that X has the WRNP if it has the WRNP with respect to every com
plete probability space. 

If X is a dual space y•, we shall use the term w • -derivative for every w • -
scalarly measurable function ct,:O➔ y• that satisfies 

(y, FE)=! (y, cf,)dµ. (YE Y,E EI). 0 

There is really no need to consider measures of a-finite variation. Measures 
of bounded variation suffice. 

LEMMA 5.9. Each of the following two properties is equivalent to the WRNP for 
X 
(i) every X-valued measure Fon every complete probability space (O,I,µ.) for 

which there exists a constant M <oo so that IIFEll~MµE for all E EI (this 
implies F «µ.) has a (P)-integrable derivative. 

(ii) for every complete probability space (O,I,µ.) every bounded linear operator 
T:L 1 (µ.)➔X satisfies TIL '°(Ji)= T ♦ for a Pettis integrable cf,:O➔X 

PROOF. Suppose that (i) holds and that F:I➔X is a µ.-continuous measure of 
a-finite variation. As we have remarked earlier IFI is then also a measure, i.e. 

0() 

countably additive. Let us write O as a disjoint union U On with IFl(On)< oo, 
n=l 

n = 1,2, .... On each On the restriction of IFI is then µ.-continuous, since µE = 0 
implies IFIE=O for ECOn, EEI (this condition is equivalent to µ.-continuity 
for finite non-negative measures). It now follows from the classical Radon-
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Nikodym theorem that there exists a measurable h :O➔R + satisfying 

IFI (E) = £ hdµ (EE~). 

Now put O'n:= {n-1,s;;;h<n} (n =1,2, ... ). Then the restriction Fn of F to 
O'n satisfies IIFnEll~nµE (EE~,ECO'n), and therefore by our assumption 
has a (P)-integrable derivative <l>n :O'n➔X. We claim that the function cp:O➔X 
defined by <t>Jo,.: =<t>n is a (P)-integrable derivative of F. 

Let us first show that <t> is scalarly L 1• Fix x• EX* and put 
o+ :={(<1>,x*);;;.O}, o- := {(<t>,x')<O}. Then 

£1<<1>,x*>Jdµ= j. (cp,x')dµ+ j. (cp,-x*)dµ. 

Since 

and similarly 

j. (cp,-x*)dµ= -(F(O-),x*)<oo, 

we conclude that Jl<<t>,x*)ldµ<oo. The fact that <t> is a (P)-integrable deriva

tive of F now follows easily: for every EE~ and every x• EX* we have 
00 00 

(F(E),x*> = n;I (F(E nO'n),x*) = n;I EJ!l'. (cp,x· )dµ= £ (cp,x· )dµ, 

where the last ~uality comes from Lebesgue's theorem (recall that we already 
know that <cp,x > EL 1(µ)). 

Finally, to see that (ii) is equivalent to (i), observe that there is a 1-1 
correspondence between the bounded linear operators T:L 1 (µ)➔X and X
valued measures F:~➔X satisfying the condition IIFE II ,s;;;M µE (EE};) for 
some M < oo: simply put FE: = TX£ when T is given, and when F is given, 

n n 
observe that T defined on the simple functions by T( ~ a; XE):= ~ a; FE; is 

i=I I i=I 

bounded, so extends uniquely to a bounded operator on L 1(µ) (with norm 
IITll~M). The existence of a (P)-integrable derivative <t> for every F:~➔X 
with IIFEll~MµE (EE~) for some M<oo is then clearly equivalent to the 
statement that for every bounded T :L 1 (µ)➔X the restriction Tl£~(}') is a Dun
ford operator T if>. 

Let us note also that in this case (1) in§ 1 extends to 

(Tf,x 0
) = [f(cp,x 0 )dµ (JEL 1(µ), x• EX*). (3) 

(The condition IIFE II ,s;;;M µE (EE~) is equivalent, VIa (3), with 
Z.pCMB(L 00 (µ)), as one readily verifies.) □ 
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REMARK 5.10. If F =(P)f <t,1 dp. then a function c/>i :Sl➔X is Pettis integrable 
with the same Pettis integral F iff q,1 and c/>i are scalarly equivalent, i.e. 

• • f • • (<f,1 ,x ) = (c/>i,x ) p. a.e. or every x EX . 

This does not in general imply that q,1 =cJ>i p. a.e., because the exceptional 
null set is allowed to vary with x•. However, if x• contains a total sequence 
(x:), then we must have q,1 = c/>i p. a.e.: if (q,1,x:)=(cJ>i,x:) off a null set Nn 

00 

(n =1,2, ... ) and if N= U Nn, then p.N=0 and off N we have that 
n =1 

(q,1 ,x:) = (<1>2,x:) for all n EN, hence q,1 =cJ>i. Such a total sequence exists 
whenever Xis separable, but also for some non-separable spaces such as / 00 

(take x: = en, the nth unit vector of / 1 ). D 

ExAMPLE 5.11. Let {e1:tE[0,l]} be the standard orthonormal basis for the 
non-separable Hilbert space /2([0, 1)). Consider the map 
[0, 1] 3 t ~ e1 E /2 ([0, 1 ]). Then q, is everywhere non-zero, but scalarly 
e<Juivalent to the 0-function, since for every 
x El2([0,l])* =/2([0,l]),(q,,x•) =0 off a countable set (we are using Lebes
gue measure). In particular <f, is scalarly measurable, and scalarly L 1• Its Pettis 
integral exists and is identically 0. ( <P is not Bochner - or strongly measurable, 
since its range is non-separable!) D 

REMARK 5.12. Let X be separable and let F :"'2.➔X be a measure satisfying 
IIFEll:s;;;;Mp.E for all E E"'i.. If q,:Sl➔X is a (P)-integrable derivative of F then 
<Pis valued p. a.e. in MB(X). To see this, let (x:) be a sequence of unit vectors 
in x• that norms X, i.e. such that 

llx 11 = !~ (x,x:) for every x EX 

Such a sequence clearly exists by the separability of X. Now the complement 
of MB(X) is covered by the sets {x:>M}, so if q, is not p. a.e. valued in 
MB(X) then p.({(q,,x:0 )>M})>0 for some n 0 EN. Putting 
E: = { (q,,x:.) > M}, we then have 

IIF(E)ll ;;i, (FE,x:.) = £ <<P,x:. )dp.> Mp.E, 

contradicting our assumption. Note also that Example 5.11 shows that this is 
false in general for non-separable X. 

By the Pettis measurability theorem <f,, being scalarly measurable and separ
ably valued, is strongly- or Bochner-measurable. In particular ll<PII is measur
able, and also J ll<Plldp.:,;;;; M p.Sl< oo, so <P is Bochner integrable. But then 

(B) f q,dp. = (P) f q,dp. (E E"'i.), so what we have shown is that if Xis separable, 

then the WRNP implies the (generally stronger) RNP: every µ.-continuous vec
tor measure F:"'2.➔X satisfying IIFEll..;;;Mp.E (EE"'i.) for some M<oo, has a 
Bochner integrable derivative. It can be shown that also for W CG (=weakly 
compactly generated) spaces the RNP and the WRNP coincide. D 
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Further on it will become clear that there exist spaces with the WRNP that 
fail the RNP. E.g. the dual of the James tree space JT is such a space. A typi
cal example of a space that fails the WRNP is / 00 • In fact we shall prove later 
that every dual space failing the WRNP must have /00 as a quotient. 

ExAMPLE 5.13. /00 fails the WRNP. 
1 1 

Letµ be the usual completed product measure (2 80 +2 81)"' on fl:={O,l}N, 

and~:=~,.. Consider the / 00 -valued measure F defined by 

FE:=(j Endµ)':=1 (EE~), 
E 

where En denotes the n th coordinate function on fl. (Note that IIFEll~µE 
(EE~) and that obviously Fis finitely additive. Hence Fis countably addi
tive.) We now show that F has no (P)-integrable derivative. Suppose for con
tradiction that cJ> is such a (P)-integrable derivative. Letting cJ>n be the n th com
ponent of cJ>, and e: the nth unit vector in /1 (better: .,,/1 ), the formula 

(FE, e:) = j<cJ>,e:)dµ (EE~) 
E 

must hold. This gives 

j Endµ= j cJ>ndµ (EE~, n EN), 
E E 

hence En = cJ>n µ a.e. for every n EN. It follows that cJ> is µ a.e. equal to the 
identity embedding of {O, 1 r into /00 We may as well assume from now on 
that cJ> actually equals this identity embedding. We claim that cJ> is not scalarly 
measurable (ct> is of course w• -scalarly measurable). To see this it is convenient 
to regard /00 as C(IJN). Fix any p E/31'1 \ N and consider the Dirac measure 
8P E C(/3N)* = (/ 00 )*. We shall prove that (cJ>,8p) is not µ-measurable. 

Every t Ell is a sequence (t:n(t)) of zeros and ones. Put 
E,:={nEN:t:n(t)=l}. Now cJ>(t) is this same sequence {t:n(t)). But considered 
as an element of C(/31'1), it equals XE,, the (unique) continuous extension of XE, 

from N to {3N. Now XE,= Xi,, where E1 is the closure of E, in /3N, so we have 

<cJ>(t),8p> = XE,(p) = Xi,(p). 

This means that 

(t Efl) 

Note now that '?f:._= {E CN :p EE} is~ free ultrafilter on N. (This is because 
for every EC N, EU 1\1 \ E = {3N and En 1\1 \ E = 0 .) If we now identify the 
points t Efl with the corresponding subsets E, CN (as in Ch. I), then what we 
have proved is that { ( cJ>, 8P) = 1} = 'I But we know from Prop. 1.2 that µ, '?f = 0 
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and µ,*6J= 1. The conclusion is therefore that (cf>,8p) is not µ,-measurable. □ 

NOTES The material on the Pettis integral in this chapter is well known and 
can be found e.g. in [14] and [92]. The elegant and useful criterion of Prop. 5.5 
appears in [92]. In connection with Prop. 5.7 (which is due to C. STEGALL, see 
[28]), let us mention the following remarkable result proved in [28]: for every 
infinite set r there exists a probability space (!l,I,µ,) and a uniformly bounded 
Pettis integrable c[>:!l➔/00 (f) such that the Dunford operator T</> is not com
pact. Combining this with Prop. 5.7 one sees that this probability space 
(!l,I,µ,) cannot be perfect. But since perfectness in needed only once in the 
proof of Prop. 5.7, namely for the application of Fremlin's theorem, we may 
then conclude indirectly that Fremlin's theorem fails in general for non-perfect 
spaces. This was first proved by M. TALAGRAND in [91], in response to a ques
tion of D.H. FREMLIN ([26]). For a discussion of the question under what con
ditions (other than perfectness of the measure space) the range of a Pettis 
integral is compact, see [56]. 

The WRNP was first introduced and studied by K. MusIAL in [55]. The 
assertions of Lemma 5.9 are due to him, as well as the observation that the 
RNP coincides with the WRNP for weakly compactly generated spaces (hence 
in particular for separable spaces). A martingale characterization of the WRNP 
can be found in [56]. N. GH0USS0UB and E. SAAB have shown in [29] that for 
Banach lattices the WRNP and the RNP are identical, and also that the same 
is true for dual spaces x• that are embeddable as complemented subspaces of 
Banach lattices. Let us observe that Remark 5.10 and the observations in 
Remark 5.12 show that the WRNP implies the RNP, for a given X, iff every 
Pettis integrable X-valued function is scalarly equivalent to a Bochner ( = 
strongly) measurable function. This assertion also goes back to K. MUSIAL 
([55]). Later on in Chapters 7 and 8 we shall see that the dual 1r• of the 
James tree space JT has the WRNP but fails the RNP. Hence there must exist 
a JT* -valued function that is Pettis integrable but not scalarly equivalent to a 
strongly measurable function. An explicit example of such a function is given 
in [51]. 

Another noteworthy fact is that X possesses the WRNP iff it has the WRNP 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure space [0,1]. For a proof, see [92] or [57]. 
The analoguous assertion for the RNP is also true, and well known. The paper 
[41] contains some alternative proofs of elementary facts about the Pettis 
integral that may be enlightening. 

Finally, Example 5.13 is due to C. RYLL-NARDZEWSKI (see [55]), although 
the fact on which it is based, viz. that the identity embedding {O, 1}"' ➔100 is 
not scalarly measurable, goes back to W. SIERPINKI ([89], see also [85]). 
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Chapter VI 

Characterizations of spaces not containing /1 related to 

the Pettis integral 

Our aim in this chapter is to give some dual characterizations of spaces not 
containing / 1• One way or another Pettis integration is involved in all of them. 
The principal ones are: 
(I) / 1 ~ X iff x• has the WRNP, 
(II) 11 ~ X iff every w • -compact convex subset of x• is the norm-closed convex 

hull of its extreme points. 
Both· (I) and (II) are fairly easy to prove for separable X, but the non

separable case presents serious difficulties. We concentrate on (I) first, and 
begin with a proof for separable X. From this it will become apparent what 
extra difficulties there are in the non-separable case. A summary analysis of 
them will then motivate our further strategy. 

Now even for the separable case we need some tools. The first is the so
called lifting theorem. It says that for every complete finite measure space 
(D,~,µ) one can select from each equivalence class in L 00 (µ) a bounded 
measurable function in a consistent manner, i.e. so that the resulting map from 
L 00 (µ) to M(µ) is a linear, multiplicative, positive isometry that preserves the 
constants. In the formulation that follows not all properties are independent; 
some of them we state for emphasis only. For a discussion and a proof, see 
Appendix G. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. (lifting theorem) 
Let (D,~,µ) be a complete finite measure space. Then there exists a map 
p:L 00 (µ)➔M(µ) (called a lifting on L 00 (µ)) satisfying the following properties for 
every fEL 00 (µ): 
(i) p(f)= f µ a.e., 
(ii) llp(f)II = lljll 00 (II· II denotes the sup norm), 
(iii) p(l) = 1, 
(iv) po µ a.e. => p(f)~O everywhere, 
(v) pis an algebra isomorphism into, i.e. p is linear and multiplicative. □ 

Condition (iv) and the linearity of p of course imply that whenever f ~g µ 
a.e., then p(f),r;;;;p(g) everywhere, sop preserves order. 

We now show that for x• -valued measures the existence of w• -scalarly 
measurable derivatives is no problem even without separability. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (D,~,µ) be a complete probability space, X a Banach 
space, and F:~➔x• a measure satisfying IIFEll,r;;;;MµE (EE~) for some 
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M < oo. Then F has a w • -scalarly measurable and uniformly bounded derivative 
ip:O➔x•, i.e. 

(x, FE) = j (x, q>)dµ. (EE~, x EX). (1) 
E 

PROOF. Let T:L 1 (µ.)➔x• be the bounded operator associated to F (cf. the 
proof of Lemma 5.9 (ii)). We shall construct q> with the required properties and 
so that 

(x, Tf) = /f<x,ip)dµ. (JEL1(µ.), x EX) 
n 

((1) is a particular case of this, taking/ =X£). For each fixed x EX the map 

L 1(µ.)3f--(x, Tj) ER 

is a bounded linear functional on L 1 (µ. ), so it defines an element 'Px EL 00 (µ.): 

j fl/>xdµ. = (x, Tj) (fEL 1(µ.), x EX). (2) 
n 

Let us observe that lll/>xll 00 = suo l<x,Tf)l~IITll·llxll. If p is a lifting on 
11/11, t;;;J 

L 00 (µ.), then for each t EO the map 

X3x~p(l/>x)(t)ER 

is linear and bounded (with norm ~ II TII), so it defines an element q>(t) Ex•: 

(x, 1/>(t)) = p(l/>x) (t) (t EO, x EX). (3) 

This defines q>. Note that q> is uniformly bounded by IITII, and, obviously, w• -
scalarly measurable. Combining (2) and (3) yields 

(x,Tj) = j fl/>xdµ.= j fp(l/>x)dµ.= f f(x,ip)dµ. (JEL 1(µ.),x EX), 
n n n 

so that q> has the required properties. D 

We are now ready to prove (I) for separable X. 

PROPOSITION 6.3. For separable X the following are equivalent: 
(i) 11 <7- X, 
(ii) x• has the WRNP. 

PROOF. (i) ~ (ii): Suppose / 1 <7-X and let F:~➔x• be a measure satisfying 
IIFEII ~Mµ.E(EE~) for some M<oo, where (O,~,µ.) is any complete proba
bility space. Then by Prop. 6.2 F has a uniformly bounded w • -scalarly measur
able derivative q>: 

(x, FE) = j (x,ip)dµ. (EE~, x EX). (4) 
E 
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All that needs to be done now is to show that </> is scalarly measurable and 
that 

(FE,x""> = f <<1>,x"")dp. (EEI,x•• EX**). (5) 
E 

Fix x •• Ex••. By Theorem 4.1, (I) <=> (2), there is a (bounded) sequence 
(xn)eX so that w• -Iim Xn = x••. Now let n➔oo in the relation 

n--+OO 

(Xn, FE) = f (Xn, </>)dp. (n Ef\l, E EI). 
E 

This gives (5), by Lebesgue's theorem and the uniform boundedness of</>. 

(ii) => (i): Suppose now that /1 ex. We shall show there exists a measure 
F:I➔x• with no Pettis integrable derivative. For this it is enough to construct 
(for some complete probability space (O,I,µ)) a bounded w • -scalarly measur
able function 4>:0➔x• that is not scalarly measurable. Indeed, every such</> is 
thew• -derivative of a measure F:I➔x•. To see this, define S:X➔L00 (p.) by 
Sx: = (x,</>) (x EX). Since </> is bounded so is S, hence the adjoint s• res
tricted to L 1(p.) defines a bounded linear map T:L 1 (p.)➔x•. Putting 
FE:= TXE (E EI), it is clear that Fis a measure and satisfies 

(x, FE) = f (x,</>)dµ (x EX, E EI), (6) 
E 

i.e. </> is a w • -derivative of F. Suppose now that F has a Pettis integrable 
derivative if!, i.e. 

(FE, x**> = f (if!, x .. )dµ (x** EX**, EEI). (7) 
E 

Comparison of (6) and (7) shows that 

· (x,</>) = (x,i/1) µa.e. for every x EX 

Hence </>=if! p. a.e. by the separability of X (cf. Remark 5.10). But then </> is 
scalarly measurable, a contradiction. 

Now for the existence of a w * -scalarly measurable bounded function that is 
not scalarly measurable, let T:/1 ➔X be an embedding. Then the adjoint 
r• :x• ➔100 is a w • -w • continuous surjection. Observe that the compact space 
K:={o,1r can be identified, topologically, with a subset of (/00 ,w*). We may 
assume without loss of generality that Ker• B(X*) (simply multiply T with a 
constant if necessary). Now if µ is the usual product measure on K and 
L eB(X") is aw• -compact set satisfyin~ T* L=K, then by Prop. B.l there is a 
w• -Radon propability.,, on L so that T P=p.. We may of course regard.,, as a 
w*-Radon probability on B(X*>. Now recall that in Example 5.13 (see also the 
Notes of Ch. 5) we have proved that the identity embedding 4>:K➔/00 is not 
scalarly measurable. This means that for some y•• E(/00 )* the function 
y •• o</> = y •• IK is not µ.-measurable. But then T 0 y .. IL = y •• o</>oT* IL fails to be 
P-measurable, by Prop. A7, since (B(X*),P) is perfect (by Prop. A4). What we 
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have proved now is that the (bounded) identity embedding (B(X*),v)-4x• 
(which is obviously w• -scalarly measurable), is not scalarly measurable (since 
(T**y**)oi is not v-measurable). 

[Note: we could have used the equivalence (i) ~ (v) of Th. 3.11 for the last 
part of the proof, but the argument given here is more direct.] □ 

Implicit in the above proof is the following fact. 

COROLLARY 6.4. Let X be separable. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) x• has the WRNP, 
(ii) for every complete probability space (0,L,µ) every w• -scalarly measurable 

lj>:D➔x• is scalarly measurable. 

[Note: in the proof above we showed the equivalence of (i) and (ii) with '1> 
bounded. The extension of (ii) to non-bounded '1> is immediate if one writes 
(/>= lim !J>·X{ll</>11..;n} and observes that 11'1>11 = sup l<xn,'1>>1, with (xn) dense in 

n➔oo nEN 

B(X), so that 11'1>11 is measurable if '1> in w• -scalarly measurable.] 

Now let us consider where the proof of Prop. 6.3 may break down if X is not 
necessarily separable. Suppose 11 (/.X and the measure F:L➔x• satisfies 
IIFEll.;;;;MµE (EEL) for some M<oo (where (0,L,µ) is some complete proba
bility space). Using Prop. 6.2 we may still find a w• -scalarly measurable uni
formly bounded derivative (j>:D➔x•: 

(x, FE)= j (x,lj>)dµ (EEL, x EX). (8) 
E 

For simplicity let us suppose that '1> is B(X*)-valued, so that(/>µ is supported in 
B(X*). But now the extended formula 

(FE,x**> = j<!J>,x**)dµ (EEL,x**EX**) (9) 
E 

may not even make sense. Indeed, x •• is no longer the w • -limit of a sequence 
(xn)CX, so that x** o'1> may fail to be µ-measurable. 

Now let us assume for the moment that 
'1> is w• -Borel measurable and the (w* -Borel) image measure v: =(/>µ } (IO) 
on B(X*) is w• -Radon. 
[It should be noted that (10) holds automatically if Xis separable, in virtue of 
the following well-known facts: 
(i) v is a w • -Baire measure. This is so because the a-algebra of the w • -Baire 

sets is generated by X( = the collection of linear w • -continuous functions 
on x• ). We do not prove this here. 

(ii) the w• -Baire subsets of B(X*) coincide with the w• -Borel subsets of 
B(X*), since B(X*) is w• -metrizable. 

(iii) every w • -Borel measure on B ( x•) is w • -Radon, again by the metrizability 
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of (B(X*), w*).] 
Now, assuming (10), Theorem 3.11, (i) <=> (v) (applied with T=(B(X*),w*) 

and Z=B(X)) comes to the rescue. Indeed, every x•• E B(X"*) is in the ,,.,. 
closure of B(X), by Golstine's theorem, so by (v) of Th. 3.11 x•• is .,,. 
measurable, and therefore (x•• ,cf>) is µ-measurable, since (ll,I,µ) is assumed to 
be complete. 

Having now given sense to the formula (9), under assumption (10), the next 
problem is whether it is satisfied. One moment's thought shows that this ques
tion is equivalent to asking whether the (now scalarly measurable) cf> is (P)
integrable. Indeed, suppose it is. If G(E): =(P) Jcf>dµ (E EI), then (9), and 

therefore also (8), hold with G replacing F. Since also (8) holds as written, it 
follows that F = G, and therefore (9) holds as written. 

Elementary arguments now show that the problem whether 4> is (P)
integrable . is really the same as asking whether the identity map 
(B(X*),-,,)--4x* is (P)-integrable (details will follow later). But this question is 
answered affirmatively by Th. 2.7 and the criterion of Prop. 5.5. Indeed, by Th. 
3.11, (vi)<=> (i), Z=B(X) and therefore also its ,,.,-closure B(X .. ) is -,,-stable. 
Therefore Th. 2.7 says that the identity on B(X**)=Z; is continuous from the 
,,.,-topology to the £ 1(-,,)-topology (observe that 'T'm coincides with the L 1(P)
topology on £ 00 (-,,)-bounded sets such as B(X**)). So in particular it is con
tinuous for the weak topology of L 1 (P). Hence the (P)-integrability of i follows 
from Prop. 5.5. 

Also the second part of the proof of Prop. 6.3 uses the separability of X 
(namely, at the point where Remark 5.10 is applied). We shall see, however, 
that it can be salvaged by again using Th. 3.11 (this time (i) <=> (vii)). No new 
tools are needed for this. 

We shall now begin a series of developments designed to show, essentially, 
that any x• -valued measure (X arbitrary) has a w • -derivative 4> that satisfies 
the assumption (I 0). 

Let (ll,I,µ) be a probability space. Then £ 00 (µ) is a c• -algebra, so by the 
Gelfand-N aimark theorem there exists a compact space A ( = the maximal 
ideal space of L 00 (µ)) so that L 00 (µ) is isometrically algebra isomorphic to 
C(A). As Ausual we denote flie image ( = Gelfand transform) of /EL 00 (µ) in 
C(A) by f Now the map/➔// dµ is an element of C(A)°, so by the Riesz 

representation theorem there is a Radon measure µ. on A satisfying 

/f dµ = /f dµ (fEL 00 (µ)). (11) 
I] 4. 

Since the Gelfand transform is positive and isometric, and µ is a probability, 
so isµ.. Let A EI. Then XA is an idempotent in £ 00 (µ) and therefore XA is an 
idempotent in AC(A), i.e. a continuous {9, I} valued function;, Thus XA = XA for 
some clopen A CA. We have µA = µA, so in particular A is non-empty iff 
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µ.A>0. A 

We now claim that {A :A EI} is a (clopen) basis for the topology of fl, so 
that in particular fl is totally disconnected. Indeed, let 9 c fl be open, and 
pEO, both arbitrary. By Urysohn's lemma there exists anfEC(ll) with 

A A A 

0~f~l, f(p)=l, f=0onll\0. 
A 

Since 11/11 = 11/11 00 = 1 and 0~ f ~ 1 
1 

µ. a.e., the set A : = ~ 2 } satisfies 

µ.A>0. Also 

f=fXA + fX{D \A}= /XA. + /X{D \ ~-
• A - - 1 A 

Smee f(p)= 1 and l!f X{D \ A} II= llfX{D\A} 11 00 ~ 2 , we must have p EA. 
1 1 A A A 

Finally, TXA ~f, so TXA ~f and therefore A CO, because f=0 outside 0. We 

have now shown that p EA CO, and our claim is proved. 

We need two more facts that we formulate next. 

LEMMA 6.5. 
(i) A µ.-measurable subset of fl is closed and self supported ifJ it is of the form A 

for some 1 EI. 
(ii) The a-algebra Iji is the µ.-completion of the Baire a-algebra <!Ba(ll). 

A 

PROOF. (i): It is straightforward that each A is closed and self supported: use 
the fact that the sets A (4 EI) form a clopen,.basis for the topology of fl and 
our earlier remark that µ.A >0 (iff µ.A >0 ) iff A=/:= 0. 

For the converse let E c fl be flopen and self supported. By the regularity 
of µ. and the fact that the sets A fon11 a clopen basis for the topology of fl 
which is closed for finite unions (A➔A, A EI, is a Boolean algebra isomor
phism !), we have 

µ.(fl\ E)= sup {µ.A: A ell\ E}. 

Choose an increasing sequence (An) such that µ.An j µ.(fl\ E) as n➔oo. We 
claim that 

A - 0() 

fl \E = A (hence E=O \ A), where A:= LJ An. 

Since µ.A = µ.A =limp.An= limp.An, we have 

µ.A = lim µ.An =µ.(fl\ E). 
A 

n=I 

It follows from this that tf. n E = 0 . Indeed, if not, then since E is self sup-
ported, we would have µ.(A nE)>0, and this clearly contradicts 

An CA \ E (n = 1,2, ... ) and µ.An➔µ.A. 
On the other hand fl\ (A U E) has µ. measure 0, and therefore, being open, it 
must be empty. 
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(ii): Let E ca be µ. measurable. By the regularity of µ. we may construct an 
increasing sequence of compact self supportedA subsets Kn CE such that 
fi.Kn j µ.E as n-HXJ. By (i) each Kn is of the form An with An E}::. Observe that 

A OC) A 

An E~(ll) since XA is continuous. Now B 1 = U An is clearly a Baire set 
• n =I 

contained in E with µ.B 1 = µ.E. Similarly, by complementation , one finds a 
Baire set B 2 ::JE with µ.B 2 = µ.£. □ 

Now let (0,}::,µ) be a complete probability space, X a Banach space, and 
cp:O➔x• w* -scalarly bounded,, a as usual will denote the (compact) maximal 
ideal space of L 00 (µ) and /EC(il) the Gelfand transform qf fEL 00 (µ). 
Finally, let p be a lifting on L 00 (µ ). We are going to define maps cf>, j, and p( cp ), 
so that for every x E'7TXcx•• the following diagram commutes: 

A 

ef ~(x,~r 

!J p(cp) (x·,w·)-x __ _ 

p( (x,cp)) 

The important facts about these maps are: 
(i) e is Borel measurable, i.e. j,- 1 BE}:: for every B E'iB(A). 
(ii) cf> ( = the Stonian transform of cf>) is continuous when x• has its w • -

topology. Hence 
(iii) p(cp) is w•-Borel measurable, i.e. p(cp)- 1 £E}:: for every w•-Borel set 

E ex•. Also p(cp) is uniformly bounded. 

A 

(A) DEFINITION OF cf>. 

For every x EX we have, since cf> is w• -scalarly bounded, that 
(x,cp) EL 00 (µ). So (x,cp) has a Gelfand transform (x,cpfE C(A). Fix s EA and 
consider the map 

X3x ~(x,cpf(s)EIR 

Clearly this map is linear, and bounded, again by the w • -scajarly boundedness 
of cf>. Therefore it defines an element of x• which we denote cp(s): 

(x,#_s)): = (x,cpf(s) (s EA, x EX) (12) 

We claim that ~ )s continuous, for the w • -topology on x•. For this it suffices 
to show that (x,cp(·)) is continuous on A for every x EX. However, this is clear 
from (12), since (x,cpf is continuous. 

(B) DEFINITION OF p. 

Let us fix t EA and consider the map 
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A 

f ➔ f ➔ p(/) ➔ p(/Xt). 
11'1 11'1 11'1 

C{d) M(p.) R 

This is a multiplicative linear functional on C{d), and therefore equals evalua
tion in a unique point of a that we give the name p(_t), i.e. 

j(p(_t)): = p(/Xt) (t EO,/EL 00 (p.)). (13) 

This defines the map p. Taking in particular /=(x,cp), (13) becomes 

(x,cpf(p(_t)) = p(_ (x,cp)) (t) (t EO, x EX). (14) 

For any /EL 00 (p.), p(/) is measurable. Hence, by (q), jop is measurable. 
Since every continuous function on a is of the form f with /EL 00 (p.), this 
proves that p is Daire-measurable. 

" " • ,,,,-1 Let p(p.) be the p-unage of p. on the a-algebra I':={BCd:p BEI}. We 
just observed that I' contains the Baire sets. I' is also p(p.)-complete, since I 
is assumed to be µ.-complete. It follows from (13) that 

l j d p(p.) = l p(f)dp. = £t dp. (JEL 00 (p.)). 

Since If dp. = fl dµ. by the definition of µ., this shows that 

Jjdp(p.) = Jjdµ. (fEL 00 (p.)). 
i1 

Therefore p(p.) and µ. must coincide on the Baire sets of a. Hence the µ.
completion (- p(p.)-completion) of ~a(d) is contained in I'. However, by 
Lemma 6.5 (ii) the µ.-completion of ~(a) equal Iii, so in particular it contains 
~(d). Conclusion: ~d)CI', i.e. pis Borel measurable. 

(C) DEFINITION OF p(_cp). 

Fix t E 0. The map 

x ➔ (x,cp) ➔ p(_(x,cp)) ➔ p(_(x,cp))(t) 
11'1 m m 
X M(p.) R 

is bounded (since ct, w • -scalarly bounded) and linear, so defines an element 
p(_cpXt) E x·: 

(x, p(_cpXt)): = p(_ (x,cp) )(t) (t EO, x EX). (15) 

Combining (14) and (15) yields 

(x,cpf(p(_t)) = (x,p(_cp)(t)) (t EO, x EX), (16) 

while (16) and (12) imply 
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(17) 

proving that 4>,,p = p(_q,). Since p is Borel measurable and ; is continuous for 
the w • -topology on J(, p(_ q,) is w • -Borel measurable. We have now proved all 
we have claimed for q,, p and p(_ q, ), since it readily follows from the definition 
of p(_q,) that p(_q,) is uniformly bounded. □ · 

Let us note an interesting consequence of these arguments. We have 
assumed that q, was w • -scalarly bounded, i.e. for some M < oo, 

llxoef>ll 00 ~M for all x EB(X). 

This does not means that q, is µ. a.e. bounded, for the same reason we have 
mentioned before: the set where llxoq,II ~M fails may depend on x. However, 
since p(_q,) is uniformly bounded we have proved: 

COROLLARY 6.6. Every w • -sca/arly bounded q,:O➔x• is w • -scalarly equivalent 
to a bounded w• -Borel measurable function p(_q,):O➔x•. 
((x,p(_q,)) = p(_ (x,q,)) = (x, q,) µ. a.e. for every x EX) 

We can now strengthen Prop. 6.2 considerably, as follows. 

PROPOSITION 6.7. Let (O,l:,µ.) be a complete probability space, a Banach space 
and F:l:➔x• a measure satiefying IIFEII ~Mµ.E (EEl:) for some M<oo. 
Then F has a w• -Borel measurable uniformly bounded w• -derivative with the 
further property that the image measure q,µ. is w • -Radon. 

PROOF. We define q, exactly as in the proof of Prop. 6.2, using an arbitrary 
lifting p on L 00 (µ. ): 

(x,q,(t)) = P<.<l>x)(t) (t EO, x EX). (18) 

Now it follows from (18) that 

p(_ (x,cp)) = (x,cp) (x EX) 

(since "p2 = p" ). Combining this with (15) gives 

(x,p(_cp)) = (x,cp) (x EX), 

(19) 

so that cp= p(_cp). But then cp is w • -Borel measurable, since p(_q,) is (see (iii) 
above). We also have 

cp = p(_cp) = 4>,,p (see the diagram on p. 69). 

For simplicity let us assume q, is valued in B(X*). Setting 11: =ct,µ. (the w• -
Borel image measure on B(X*)), we have 

,, = #_p(µ.)) = 4>{µ ). 
This implies that,, is w• -Radon, since~ is Radon and; is continuous (for the 
w• -topology on B(X*)). □ 
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We now prove (I) in its full generality, and at the same time supplement it. 

THEOREM 6.8. For any Banach space X the following are equivalent: 
(i) 11 ~x. 
(ii) x• has the WRNP, . 
(iii) the canonical injection (B(X*),w"}-½x* is universally Pettis integrable, i.e. 

for every w• -Radon measure.,, on (B(X*),w*) i is (P)-integrable (so in par
ticular i is universally scalarly measurable). 

PROOF. 
(i) ~ (iii): Suppose /1 ~X. To prove (iii) let Z denote B(X), considered as a· 
(bounded) set of continuous functions on (B(X*),w*). Then by Th. 3.11 (v) Z 
is relatively Tp•compact in M(P) for every w• -Radon measure.,, on B(X"). Now 
by Goldstine's theorem the Tp•closure of Z can be identified with B(X**). So 
B(X .. )CM(P) for every-,,, This proves the universal scalar measurability of i. 

For the (P)-integrability of i, fix .,, and recall from Th. 3.11 (vi) that Z and 
therefore also its Tp·closure B(X**) is -,,-stable. This implies by Th. 2.7 and the 
uniform boundedness of B(X**) that the canonical map B(X**)➔L 1 (P) is Tp· 

to-norm, hence in particular Tp•to-weak continuous. Now the criterion of Prop. 
5.5 implies that i is (P)-integrable. Thus (iii) is proved. 

(iii) ~ (ii): To show that x• has the WRNP let (D,I,IL) be a complete proba
bility space and F:I➔x• a measure satisfying IIFEII <.MµE (EEI) for some 
M<oo. Let <1>:D➔x• be a w"-scalarly measurable derivative of F. We may 
assume by Prop. 6.7 that <I> is w• -Borel measurable and that its image measure 
-,,=</>IL is w• -Radon and supported in B(X*). Then by assumption (iii) above 

i: (B(X"),P)➔x• is (P)-integrable. 

Let us now factor <1>:D➔x• as follows: 

<J>:(D,IL~ (B(X"),-,,)--4 x• 
(</>1 is </>, but considered as a map into B(X") rather that X*). Define 
Sq,,:L 1 (P)➔L 1 (JL) by Sq,,(f):=fo<1>1(/EL1(P)) and Tq,,:=s;, :L 00 (JL)➔L 00 (-,,). 
The Dunford operators T+ and T; now satisfy T+ = T;oT 4>i and T+ maps into 
x• because T; does (since i is (P)-integrable). Thus we have proved that <I> is 
(P)-integrable. Also clearly its Dunford operator T 4> satisfies T +XE= FE 
(EEI) (since (T4-XE,x)= (T;oT4-,X£,x)=(XE,Sq,,oS;x)= J<x,<J>)dlL 'Vx EX). 

(ii) ~ (i): If / 1 ex then by Th. 3.11 (vii) there is a w• -Radon measure IL on 
(B(X"),w*) such that L 1(JL)~T} and Z =B(X) is not totally bounded in 
L 1 (IL). Consider the canonical injection i: (B (X"),IL)➔x•. i is w • -scalarly 
measurable and as such a w• -derivative of some measure F:I"➔x• (cf. the 
second part of the proof of Prop. 6.3 ). Any possible (P)-integrable derivative 
</> of F would be w -equivalent to i (same reference). Since IL is w• -Radon it is 
perfect (Prop. A. 4) and Prop. 5.7 now implies that S+ (equivalently: T4-) is 
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compact. Oearly S+B(X**) must include Z =B(X), which 1s not totally 
bounded in L 1 (µ), so we have a contradiction. D 

We now start working towards characterization (II) stated at the beginning 
of this chapter. First let us reformulate (iii) above in the language of Choquet 
theory. It is well known that every Radon probability p. on a compact convex 
subset K of a locally convex Hausdorff space has a unique barycenter ( or resul
tant) r" EK defined by the condition that 

f (r ") = J f(x µJp.(x) for all continuous affine functions. (20) 
K 

In particular, if K is a w • -compact convex subset of a dual Banach space x•, 
and p. a w • -Radon measure on K, then 

(x,r")= J<x,x*)dp.(x") forallxEX (21) 
K 

It is a result of Choquet that the "barycenter formula" (20) extends to the 
affine functions in '!R>1(K):= {first class Baire functions f on K}. However, 
there is a counterexample showing that it fails in general for affine Baire func
tions of the second class (cf. (66]). 

Turning to the particular case (21) again, if Xis w• -sequentially dense in 
x••, then (21) is valid for every x .. Ex•• (instead of x) since in that case 
x•• C'!R>1 (K). One would expect this to be false without the condition that 
x•• C'!R>1(K). However, if 11 ¢:X, then we shall see that the barycentric formula 
holds for all x •• EX**, even though X need not be w • -sequentially dense in 
x••. We express this by saying that every x •• Ex•• "satisfies the barycentric 
calculus", i.e. 

(r",x**>= J <x* ,x**)dp.(x") for every w• -Radon measurep.on B(X*). (22) 
B(X") 

(It is enough of course, to consider B(X*) instead of general K.) 
Another interesting fact to be proved below is that the universal scalar 

measurability of i:(B(X"),w*)➔x• by itself already suffices to conclude that 
11 ¢:X. The (universal) (P)-integrability apparently is an automatic conse
quence. Finally, the validity of the barycentric formula for all x •• implies pro
perty (vi) below. Also this property turns out to be equivalent to / 1 ¢:X. 

We summarize all this in 

THEOREM 6.9. For any Banach space X the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Th. 6.8 
are equivalent to each of the following: . 
(iv) the canonical injection (B(X*),w")-4X" is universally scalarly measurable 

and each x •• Ex•• satisfies the barycentric calculus, 
(v) i :(B(X*),w*) ➔x• is universally scalarly measurable, 
(vi) for each w• -compact subset A ex•, w• cl coA =coA (co denotes norm 
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closed convex hull). 

PROOF. 
(iii) =l> (iv): Letµ. be aw• -Radon measure on B(X*). Since we are assuming 
(iii), (P) f idµ. exists, and by definition satisfies 

B(X) 

((P) f idµ.,x .. ) = f (x*,x .. )dµ.(_x*) Vx .. EX... (23) 
B(x') B(X) 

Combining (21) and (23) yields 

(x,(P) f idµ.)= (x,r"') VxEX, 
B(X) 

so (P) f idµ.=rw Substituting this in (23) gives (22), so each x•• Ex•• 
B()() 

satisfies the barycentric calculus. 

(iv) =l> (v): trivial. 

(iv) =i> (vi): Let A ex• be w• -compact. We shall need the fact that every x• E 
w• cl coA is the barycenter of a w -Radon probability concentrated on A. To 
see this, fix x • E w • cl co A and choose a net (x:) in co A so that x: ~ x •. 
Next let JJ,a represent x: and be concentrated on A (if x: = 

n n n 
. I A;x;, A; ~O, . I A;= 1, x; EA, simply put JJ,a: = . I A;~x; ). By the w • -
1=) 1=) 1=) 

compactness of the set P(A) of w• -Radon probability measures on A, we may 
suppose by passing to subnet if necessary that JJ,a ~ µ. EP(A ). Now taking 
the limit over a in the relation 

(x,x:) = / (x,y • )dJJ,a(y *) (x EX), 
A 

we obtain 

(x,x*> = f (x,y*)dµ(y*) (xEX), 
A 

proving that x • is the barycenter of µ.. 
Suppose now that w • cl co A =I= coA. Fix x • E w • cl co A \ co A and use the 

Hahn-Banach theorem to find an x•• EX** so that 

sup x•• < (x*,x**>. 
A 

(24) 

By the preceding paragraph there is aw• -Radon probability on A representing 
x . Since x •• by assumption satisfies the barycentric calculus, we have 

f <y*,x*")dµ(y•) = (x.,x .. ). 
A 

But this clearly contradicts (24). 

(v) =l> (i): This has already been taken care of. In the second part of the proof 
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of Prop. 6.3 we showed (without using the separability of X) that if /1 embeds 
in X, theµ there exists a w• -Radon measure P on B(X*) so that 
(B(X*),P)--½X* is not scalarly measurable. [Note: (v) ¢=> (i) is also a direct 
consequence of the equivalence (v) ¢=> (i) in Th. 3.11.] 

(vi) => (i): Let us assume for contradiction that we have an embedding 
T:l 1 ➔X. Also, let S:/ 1 ➔C[0, l] be a quotient map. 

M[0, l]= C[0, lf 

C[0, l] 

S • 
~ /00=(/1)* 

~ /1 

x· 

X 

Then s• is an isometric embedding and r• a quotient map. Let 
8:[0, l]➔C[0, l]* = M[0, l] be the map that sends each t E[0, l] to the Dirac 
measure 81• Then 8 is a homeomorphism into (C[0,lf ,w*) and A 1 :=8([0,1]) is 
the set of extreme points of thew -compact convex set P:={µEM[0,l]:µ~0, 
llµll=l}. Thus P=w• clcoA 1, by the Krein-Milman theorem. But P=f=coA 1, 

since clearly coA 1 consists only of the purely atomic measure in P. Because 
S • : C[0, 1 ]* ➔/00 = (/ 1 )" is homeomorphic for both the norm and the w • -
topologies, A 2 : = S • A 1 is a w • -compact subset of ( / 1 )* with 
w•clcoA 2=f=coA 2 • Finally r•:x• ➔(/ 1 )* is a w•-w•-continuous surjection. 
Using the open mapping theorem we see that there exists a w • -compact preim
age A c x• of A 2 under r•. By the w • -w • -continuity of r•, 
r• (w • cl co A) = w • cl co A 2, and on the other hand, the norm continuity of r• 
implies T* ( co A) c co A 2 • Since w • cl co A 2 =t= co A 2, we conclude that 
w*clcoA=f=coA, contradicting the assumption (vi). D 

We still have not proved (II), although in one direction we are almost done. 
To see this, assume that K = co ext K for every w • -compact convex Kc x•. 
Then it follows that (vi) in Theorem 6.9 is satisfied (and therefore /1 9'.'.X). This 
is an easy consequence of the fact that by Milman's theorem the extreme 
points of w • cl co A are contained in A whenever A c x• is w • -compact: 

w • cl co A = w • cl co ( ext w • cl co A) = co ( ext w * cl co A) C co A Cw* cl co A. 

(Here the first equality comes from the Krein-Milman theorem, the second one 
from the assumption, while the inclusion immediately after that is a conse
quence of Milman's theorem, as explained above.) 

To prove the other half of (II) new tools are needed that we now start to 
develop. But first let us point out how simple the proof is for separable X. 
Suppose /1 9'.'.X and let Kcx• be w• -compact and convex. Let us assume for 
contradiction that co ext Kc K. Then choose x • EK\ co ext K and use the 

Hahn-Banach theorem to find an x•• EX** so that 

sup x** < (x*,x**). 
extk 

(25) 
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Now since we are assuming that X is separable, (K, w *) is metrizable, so by 
Choquet's theorem the point x • is represented by a probability measure µ car
ried by ext K, i.e. 

f (x,y • )dµ(y *) = (x,x •) 't/x EX (26) 
extK 

But x •• is a first class w • -Baire function by Th. 4.1, (l) ~ (2), and therefore, 
as we pointed out before, (26) holds with x •• replacing x. But this of course 
contradicts (25). 

We now prepare for the general case. First we need a definition. If A is a 
bounded subset of a Hausdorff locally convex space X then a slice of A is any 
set of the form 

S =S(A,x*,a):= {x EA :(x,x•) > M(x*)-a}, 

where x• EX*,a>O and M(x*):=supx•. Observe that S= 
A 

{xEA:(x,x•)~M(x*)-a} if A is convex and that by definition slices are 
always non-empty. If x EA and S is a slice containing x, then S is a weak 
nbhd of x in .A. In fact the slices containing x form a subbasis for the weak 
nbhds of x relative to A. It is an important fact that if A is convex and com
pact and x E ext A, then x has a (weak) nbhd basis (relative to A) consisting 
of slices. 

LEMMA 6.10. Let K be a compact convex subset of a Hausdorff l.c.s. X and let 
x 0 E ext K Then the slices of K containing x 0 form a nbhd basis at x 0 relative 
to K (every extreme point is "strongly extreme" in Choquet's terminology). 

PRooF. Observe first that on K the given topology of X coincides with the 
weak topology. By definition any (weak) nbhd V of x 0 in K contains a finite 
intersection of slices S; =S(K,x; ,a;) (i = 1, ... , n). Let H; be the closed half 
space {xEX:(x,x;)~M(x;)-a;} (i=l, ... ,n). Then x0 fi_H; 

n 

(i = 1, ... , n), so since x 0 is extreme, x 0 fl. co ( U H; nK). Notice that this 
i=I 

last set is compact as a finite convex hull of compact convex sets H; nK. Now 
n 

by the Hahn-Banach theorem we can separate x O from co(, U H; n K) by a 
z=I 

closed hyperplane H={x:(x,x*)=r}. Supposing that (x 0 ,x*)>r, as we 
n 

clearly may, we then have x 0 ES(K,x • ,M(x 0 )-r) c . n S; CV. □ 
z=I 

PROPOSITION 6.11. Let K be a compact convex subset of a Hausdorff l.c.s. X 
Then ext K is a Baire space for the relative (weak) topology. 

PROOF. Let (Vn) be a sequence of open dense subsets of ext K. We must show 
00 

that n Vn is dense in ext K. So let V be any non-empty open subset of ext K 
n=I 
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co 
and let us prove that Vn( n Vn):~0. We may assume Vn !, since 

n=I 
VI n · · · n Vn is dense and open for every n E 1\1. Let us now choose subsets 
Un(n = 1,2, ... ) and U of K so that each Un is open and dense in K, U is open 
in K, Un! and 

Vn = Un nextK (n = 1,2, ... ), V = Un ext K 

[If V'n is open in K with V'n n ext K = Vn, then put Un:= 
(K\ extK)U V'1 n · · · n V'n; U is defined similarly.] 

We are now going to construct inductively a sequence of slices 
Sn = S(K,x;,an) of K so that the following holds: 

f _ S I C U and • 1 

lSn+I c S'n n Un, where S'n:=S(K,xn,2an)-

To start the inductive process, choose x E V = Un ext K. By Lemma 6.10 
there is a slice S 1=S(K,xi,ai) so that xES 1 CU. Now suppose 
S 1 , S 2, ... , Sn have been constructed as required ( observe that 
S1:JS2:J · · · :JSn)- Note that S'nnUnn ext K=/=-0, since S'nn ext Kis 
open in ext K, and =/= 0 by the Krein-Milman theorem, and Un n ext K = Vn 
is dense in ext K. Now again choose any x ES'n n Un n ext K and apply 
Lemma 6.10 to this x and its nbhd S'n n Un. This yields a slice 
Sn+I = S(K,x:+1,an+I) containing X so that Sn+I CS'n n Un. This completes 
the induction. 

co_ co _ _ 

It is clear that n Sn = n S' n=I= 0, as Sn ! and each Sn is compact. 
n=I n=I 

Denote n Sn= n S' n by S. Then S is convex and compact, and K \ S is also 
convex, since Sn!- Let x be an)'. extreme point of S. We claim that x E ext K. 
Indeed, if not, then x = ~y +½ z, y=/=z, y,z EK. We must have either y tlS, 

z ES or y ES, z fl S, since both S and K \ S are convex and x E ext S. Sup
pose the former, so y tlS. But then y fl Sn for some n EN, so 
(y,x;)..;;;M(x:)-an. On the other hand (z,x;)..;;;M(x;) since z EK. It follows 
that 

co 
and therefore x tlS'n, contradicting x ES= n S'n· So we have proved that 

n =I 
co 

Sn ext K ( = ext S)=/= 0. It remains to note that S n ext Kc V n ( n Vn), by 
n =I 

construction. Hence V n ( n Vn )=/= 0 and the proof is finished. D 

We are now fully prepared for 

THEOREM 6.12. For any Banach space X each of the properties (i) - (vi) of 
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Theorem 6.8 and 6.9 is also equivalent to 
(vii)for every w• -compact convex subset Kcx•, 

K=co extK 

PROOF. We already showed that (vii) implies (vi). We now prove 

(i) ~ (vii): Let us assume / 1 <J.X and suppose for contradiction that K=/=co ext 
K for some w• -compact convex KcX . By the Hahn-Banach theorem there 
exists an X •• Ex•• SO that 

1 •• •• 
=s~x >supx. 

ciiext K. 

The Bishop-Phelps theorem even allows us to assume that x•• attains its sup 
on K, i.e. the face F:={x" EK:(x",x"">= 1} is non-empty. Put C:= w• cl F 
and let E: = ext C. Observe that x •• is < 1 on E, since En F = 0 ( any point 
of EnFwould be extreme in K, contrary to the choice of x .. ). Hence 

00 ·1 • • •• 1} EE LJ w c {x EE:(x ,x )<1--. 
n=I n 

Now E is a Baire space for the w • topology by Prop. 6.11. It follows that for 

th • /{ • • •• 1 } . • b somenEN esetw c x EE:(x ,x )<1-- contamsaw -opensu set 
n 

0 of E. Recall now that by Th. 3.11, (i) ~ (iv) the assumption / 1 <J.X implies 
that x•• E'3MB(X0 ),w 0

). In particular x••1w• cl O must have a point of w• -
continuity. This implies the existence of a w • -closed U of C with 

(intE U) n O=/= 0 and such that the oscillation of x •• on U is < 2~ (intE U 

denotes the w • -interior of U relative to E). Now observe that 

C = w• cl co E = co(w" cl co U, w• cl co(E \ U)). 

Since E \ U misses the w • -open subset (intE U) n O of E, it follows from 
Milman's theorem that w • cl co(E \ U) CC. Hence F <J. w • cl co(E \ U}, so there 
· • f th e "F • '\ •• • 1 ' • • • / 1s an x EF o e 1orm x =,u, 1 +( -l\)x2, x 1 Ew c co U, 
xi Ew • cl co(E \ U) and A>O. Since I= (x • ,x ••) = A(xi ,x ••) 
+ (1-A)(xi,x**) and (xi,x**), (xi,x*")E;;l, we shall have a contradiction 
once it is proved that (xi ,x ••) < 1. To see this, note that x 1 Ew • cl co U is the 
barycenter of aw• -Radon measureµ. concentrated on U (see the proof of (iv) 
~ (vi) in Theorem 6.9). Finally recall that by (iv) of Theorem 6.9, 

(xi ,x ••) = f (x • ,x .. )dµ.(x *). 
u 

We may conclude from this that (xi ,x •• ) < 1 - }n , since U intersects 

{ • E<* **> 1 1 } d' h cill. f •• u· I Thi x E : x ,x < - - an smce t e os ation o x on 1s <-2 . s 
n n 

finishes the proof. □ 
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NOTES Several mathematicians have contributed to the results of this 
chapter. The fact that x• has the WRNP iff /1 12'.X was proved for separable 
X by K. Musial ((551). For non-separable X the implication x• WRNP => 
/ 1 12'.X was deduced from the separable case by K. MUSIAL and C. RYLL
NARDZEWSKI ((591), using a lifting theorem for vector measures. The reverse 
implication was proved by L. JANICKA ((47]) and, independently, by J. BoUR
GAIN (unpublished, but see (58]). 

The important fact (Prop. 6.7) that p(cp) is w• -Borel measurable and that it 
induces a w• -Radon measure on B(X*) is due to D. SENTILLES ((87], see also 
(20]). A deep study of Pettis integration via the Stonian transform was made 
by D. SENTILLES and R.F. WHEELER in (88]. 

The characterizations (iii) - (vii) are all due to R. HAYDON ((381). The 
equivalence of (iii) and (v) has led L.H. RIDDLE and E. SAAB ((691) to a more 
general result where (B(X*),w*) is replaced by any compact space Kandi by 
a bounded map from K to (X*,w*) that is universally Lusin measurable. For 
more on this, see [I]. In another noteworthy development, E. SAAB has shown 
in [78] that for a dual space x• to have the WRNP it suffices that every 
Dunford-Pettis operator T:L 1 ➔x• (rather than any bounded operator) has a 
Pettis integrable derivative. This result has been "localized" by L.H. RIDDLE 
((681). See also (77], where E. Saab proves an interesting analogue of condition 
(v) characterizing w• -compact convex sets with the RNP. 

In the separable case the equivalence of (i) and (vii) is due to E. ODELL and 
H.P. ROSENTHAL ((621). The preliminary results Lemma 6.10 and Prop. 6.11 
were proved by G. CHOQUET, see [I I]. There may be some novelty in our 
proof of Prop. 6.11: we have eliminated the need for Lemma 27.8 in [11) by 
interposing the slices S' n in the construction. In connection with the barycen
tric calculus, let us mention the following result of E. ODELL and H.P. 
ROSENTHAL ((621): for any X, an element x•• EX .. belongs to <!B1(B(X*),w*) 
iff x •• = w • -limxn for some sequence (xn) CX. This result is non-trivial: it says 
that an affine function that is the limit of a sequence of w • -continuous func
tions, is in fact a limit of a sequence of w • -continuous affine functions. Let us 
write K:=(B(X*),w*) and let us denote the space of affine continuous func
tions on K by A (K). More generally we may put A 0(.K): = A (K) and define 
inductively, for any ordinal a, A a(K): = the set of pointwise limits of bounded 
sequences in U A p(K). Then A 1 (.K) = <!B1 (.K), as we have just seen. This result 

P<a 
leads to a simple example where <!B1 (.K):¥:<iB,(.K). Let us take X: =c0(f), so 
x• =/1(f), x** =/00 (f), r uncountable. Since /1 12'.X, we know from Theorem 
3.11 that each x •• E / 00 (f) belongs to <!Br(K). However, each x .. E <!B1 (.K) = 
A 1 (.K) is a w • -limit of a sequence in c0(f), and therefore must have countable 
support. This shows that <!B1 (.K):¥:<iB,(.K). Returning to the general situation, let 
us note that generally 'iBi_(.K):¥:A 2(.K). This follows from the example on p. 104 
in (66] that we have mentioned before ('iBi_(.K) of course denotes the set of 
Baire functions of the second class on K). To see this, note that functions in 
A 2(.K) satisfy the barycentric calculus. Indeed, more generally, by the Lebesgue 
theorem and induction over a, every /E UAa(.K) is Borel and satisfies the 

a 
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barycentric calculus. The question has been raised whether a Borel function on 
K satisfying the barycentric calculus must at least belong to some A a(K). Even 
this is not true. M. TALAGRAND ([931) has constructed a separable Banach 
space X and an x•• EX** so that x**lxE%(K) (K=(B(X*),w*)), x**lx 
satisfies the barycentric calculus, but does not belong to any A a(K). 

We now describe some interesting characterizations of spaces not containing 
/ 1 that were recently proved by G. GODEFROY ([321). They are related to (and 
in some sense generalize, at least in the separable case) (vi) and (vii). Let C be 
a closed convex bounded subset of a dual space x•. A subset B CC is called a 
boundary of C if for every xEX there exists an x• EB so that (x,x•)= 
&UP (x,y •). Note that if C is w • -compact, then B = extC is a boundary of C. 

y EC 
In general, however, C has boundaries that do not contain extC and may even 
miss extC altogether. Now each of the following two properties is, for separ
able X, equivalent to /1 ~X: 

(22) for every equivalent norm Ill· Ill on x• and for every boundary B of 
C: ={x* EX": lllx" Ill ,a;;;l}, we have C=coB. 

(23) every closed convex bounded set C c x• that has a boundary (i.e. is such 
that each x EX attains its sup on C) is w • -compact. 

Examples in [32] show that the separability of X is essential in both (22) and 
(23). 

Finally, coming back to the WRNP, let us mention that, just like the RNP, 
the WRNP has been localized in recent years. One calls a set K CX a WRNP
set if for every com~lete probability space(~,~,µ) every measure F:~➔X with 

"average range" {::EE~, µE>O} contained in K, has a (P)-integrable K

valued derivative. Various characterizations of WRNP sets are known ([70], 
[79], [67]). 
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Chapter VII 

KMP, RNP and strong regularity 

Introduction 
We have already mentioned in passing that a Banach space X has the 

Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) if for every complete finite measure space 
(Q,~,µ) and for every X-valued measure F:~-x which is µ-continuous and of 
bounded variation, F has a Bochner integrable derivative cp: 

FE = (B) j cpdµ (EE~). 
E 

We shall not discuss this property here, but we need the equivalent formula
tion of the RNP in terms of dentability (this may be taken as the definition). 

Let A C X be any bounded subset. Recall from Chapter 6 that a slice of A is 
a set of the form 

S ~ S(A,x• ,a):= {x EA: (x,x*> >M(x*)-a}, 

where x• EX*, llx• II= 1, a>O and M(x*): =supx•. If Xis a dual space and if 
A 

the functional defining the slice is in the predual of X, then S is said to be a 
w • -slice. A is dentable if A has small slices, i.e. if for every t:>0 there exists a 
slice S of A with diam S <t:. A fundamental result that we shall not prove here 
is that X has the RNP if! every closed bounded convex K CX is dentable. In this 
case X is called dentable. 

The definition of dentability suggests a close relationship between the RNP 
and the existence of extreme points for closed bounded convex sets. We say 
that X has the Krein-Milman property (KMP) if every closed bounded convex 
KCX equals the closed convex hull of its extreme points: K=co ext K. It is 
well known and not very difficult to prove that the RNP implies the KMP. 
The converse is open in general but has been established in a variety of special 
cases. E.g. R. Huff and P. Morris have shown that RNP= KMP for dual 
spaces. 

In this chapter we wish to prove two results that both involve the notion of 
strong regularity. We first define strong regularity and discuss it at some 
length. Thereafter the two main results will be established. The first is another 
characterization of spaces not containing /1, in term of their duals: 

(I) x• is strongly regular iff / 1 does not embed in X. 

The second result gives another reason why strong regularity is important: 
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(II) Strongly regular X with the KMP have the RNP 
(so RNP- KMP for strongly regular X). 

An easy corollary of these results will be the old Huff-Morris theorem men
tioned above that KMP- RNP for dual spaces. 

§ 1. STRONG REGULARITY 

DEFINITION 7 .1. A Banach space X is called strongly regular if for every closed 
bounded convex KCX and for every t:>0 there exist n EN and slices 
S1, ... , Sn of K such that 

diaml.(S1 + ... + Sn)<t:. (I) 
n 

If Xis a dual space and there are w • -slices S 1, .•• , Sn as above, then we shall 
say that Xis w -strongly regular. □ 

REMARK 7 .2. The above definition is not weakened if instead of ( 1) one 
n 

requires the existence of arbitrarily small convex combinations of slices . I A;S; 
1=! 

n 
with A1, ... , An >0, I A; = 1. This is because any such A1, ... , An can be 

i=I 

simultaneously approximated by rationals ~ •... , ~ (n large), and because 
n n 

k; S; = 1. (S; + ... + s0 (there is no rule against repeating slices). □ 
n n ~ 

k 

To get a feeling for what strong regularity means we now first prove some 
easy lemmas about it that will be needed later anyway. 

LEMMA 7.3. Let X be a Hausdorff l.c.s. and let KCX be closed bounded and 
convex. Then every relatively weakly open subset UC K contains a combination of 
slices, i.e. there exist n EN and slices S 1, ••• , Sn of K so that 

l n 
- IS; Cu. 
n i=I 

PROOF. Let us choose x0 EU, t:>0 and xi, ... , xk EX• so that 
V:={xEX:l(x,xj>l<t: for j=l,~··•k} satisfies (x0 +2V)nKcU. Next 
we define cI>: X➔l'f' by cI>x: = ((x,xj ))j= 1 (x EX). Then <PK= :C is a compact 
convex subset of /'f', so by a classical result of Caratheodory, C = co ext C. In 
particular 

m m 
cI>xo = I A;y; with y; E ext C, A1, ... , Am >0 and I A;= I. 

i=I i=I 
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By Lemma 6.10 applied to C with its norm topology, each y; is contained in a 
slice T; of C with diam T;<f. (i=l, ... ,m). Now put S;:=(cl>- 1T;)nK 

m 

(i = 1, ... , m). Clearly the S; are slices of Kand we claim that I X;S; CV. 
i=I 

Indeed, let x;ES; be arbitrary (i=l, ... , m). Observe that llcl>x;-y;ll<f. 
(i = 1, ... , m), since cl>x; ET;, so that 

m m m 
II IX;cl>x; - IXJl;II = llcl>(IX;x;) - cl>xoll<f.. 
i=I i=I i=I 

But this is equivalent to saying that 
m 

I< IX;x; - Xo,xj>l<f. for j = 1, ... , k, 
i=I 

m m 
i.e. . I X; x; E x 0 + V, hence . I X;S; Cx0 + V. Finally, approximating the A; 

1=) 1=) 

with rationals and repeating some S;, as indicated is Remark 7 .2, we find slices 
1 n 

S 1, ••• , Sn of Kso that- I S;C(x0 +2V)nKcU. □ 
ni=I 

CoROLLARY 7 .4. A [ dual] Banach space X is [w • -] strongly regular if ( and only 
if) for every closed bounded convex K CX and for every f.>0 there exist n EN 

and relatively w-[w • -] open subsets U 1, ••. , Un in K so that diam .l . i U; <f.. 
n 1=1 

PROOF. Given such ~ ... , Un use the preceding lemma to find m EN and 
[w* -] slices sy>, ... , S~ of K such that 

l ~ S(i) C U. (. -1 ) - "- ' ; ,_ , ... ,n 
m j=I 

(we clearly may assume, as we have done, that these combinations of slices 
have a common "length" m, cf. Remark 7.2). Now 

1mn. 1n 1mn. 
- I I s51> c - I U;, so diam- I IS5'><f.. □ 
nm j=li=I n i=I nm j=li=I 

In the next result Lemma 7.3 is used to prove a useful consequence of strong 
regularity. 

LEMMA 7.5. Let X be strongly regular and let a closed bounded convex K ex, a 
slice S=S(K,x* ,a) of K. and an f.>0 be given. Then there exist k EN and 
slices T 1, .•. , Tk of K such that 

(i) T; CS (i = 1, ... ,k), 

(ii) diam i ;~i T; <f.. 

PROOF. Consider the closed slice S(K,x •, ; ). By strong regularity there exist 
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slices S 1, ••• , Sn of S(K,x •, "2 ) so that diam 1. i S; < 2£ . Now note that 
n i=l 

each set S; n S (K,x •, ; ) is non-empty and relatively weakly open in K. Hence 

by Lemma 7.3 there exist a kEN and slices J5i) (j=l, ... ,k; i=l, ... ,n) 
of K so that 

kl_± T5i>cs;nS(K,x .. "2 ) (i=l, ... ,n). 
1=• 

Put m: = kn and enumerate the J5i) as T 1, ••• , Tm. Then 

1m 1n 1m £ 
- I T.- c - I S- so diam- I T.-<-and 
mi=I I ni=l 1• mi=I 1 2 

I m • a 
- IT; C S(K,x ,-2 ). 
m i=l 

(2) 

We now claim that at least half of the T; 's are actually contained in 
S= S(K,x-,a). To see this, let us rearrange the T; so that, for some k<,.m, 

T;CS fori=l, ... ,k, T;(/..S fori=k+l, ... ,m. 

Choose x; ET;(i = 1, ... ,m) so that (x;,x•) <. M(x*) - a for i =k + l, ... ,m. 
Then, by (2), · 

1~ .a 1~ •• a 
-;;; ;~/; E S(K,x ,2 ), so<-;;; ;~.x;,x ) >M(x )- 2 . (3) 

On the other hand 

1m • 1k • 1 m 
(- ~ X;,X )=- ~(X;,X ) +- ~ (x;x·) 

m i=l m i=l m i=k+l 

<. 1-(kM(x") + (m -k)(M(x")-a)). 
m 

(4) 

From (3) and (4) one easily obtains k;;i: ~ m. Hence 

. 1k . 1m £ 
diam - I T.- <.2diam- I T.-<2 -=£ 

k i=l I m i=I 1 2 

and we are done: the slices T 1, ••• , Tk satisfy (i) and (ii). □ 

We prove one more preparatory lemma before passing to the main results. 
It is elementary but important, and has nothing to do with strong regularity. 

LEMMA 7.6. Suppose KCB(X) is closed bounded and convex. Let x*,y* ex• 
and numbers £, a and c be given such that 

llx•II = l[y•ll=l, 0<£<1, a>O and -1<,.c<.l. 

Then if sup { (x,y •) : x ES (K,x •, ; a)} >c, there is a slice T of K such that 
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(i) TCS(K,x*,a.) and 
(ii) inf { (x,y•):x ET}> c-E. 

PROOF. Consider the following relatively weakly open set U in K, 

U:= {xEK: xES(K,x•, ;a.), (x,y•) >c}. 

Note that by assumption U=/=-0. From lemma 7.3 we obtain n EN and slices 
T1, ... , Tn of K such that 

1 n 
-~T;CU. 
n i=I 

We claim that one at least of these T; satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii). 
This is proved by simply estimating the number of T;'s for which either (i) or 
(ii) fails. Suppose Ti, ... , Tk, fail (i). Choose x;ET; (i=l, ... ,n) so that 
(x;,x•) E;;;M(x•)-a. for i=l, ... ,k1• Note that (x;,x•) E;;;M(x*) for 

i =k1 + 1, ... ,n. Then since.!. :i: X; EU, 
n i=I 

• £ I n • k1 • n -k1 • 
M(x )- -3 a.< (- ~x;,x )E;;; -(M(x )-a.)+ --M(x ), 

. n i=I n n 

and it easily follows that k I E;;; ; n. 

Next (reorder the T;'s again) suppose T 1, ••• , Tk, fail (ii). Choose O<p<l 
and then x;ET; (i=l, ... ,n) so that (x;,y•) <c-P£ for i=l, ... ,k2• Note 
that (x;,y 0 ):E;;;l for i=k2 +1, ... ,n (because KcB(X) and l[y*ll=l). Then 

1 n 
since - I x; E U we find 

n .i=I 

1 n k2 n -k2 
c< (- I X;,y.)E;;;-(c-P£) + --. 

n i=I n n 

Since O<p< 1 was arbitrary one easily obtains k2 < p-cln . Using the fact 
-c £ 

that 1-cE.;2, it follows now that 

k1 +k2 <; n+ 1 ~~~' n,;;; [; + 2!, ]•<n 
The conclusion is now evident that one at least of the T;'s satisfies both (i) 
and (ii). D 

We now embark on the project of showing that if /1 does not embed in X, 
then x• is strongly regular (the converse is fairly easy). There are some techni
cal details involved in the proof that we now take care of first. 
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(A) A (bounded) tree in a Banach space X is a (bounded) collection 
T={xn,k:n =0, 1, ... ; k = 1, ... ,2n} CX satisfying 

1 
2 (xn + l,2k -1 + Xn + l,2k) = Xn,k Vn, VI oe.;;k oe.;;2n. (5) 

Tis called a (bounded) E-tree (where E>0) if in addition 

llxn + l,2k -1 - Xn,k II = llxn + l,2k - Xn,k II ;;;a,E Vn, VI oe.;;k oe.;;2n. (6) 

A typical example of a I-tree contained entirely in the unit ball is found 
in if =L1[0,1]: 

f,,,k:= 2n X[ krl,; I (n =0, l, ... ; Ioe.;koe.;2n). 

We shall refer to this system as the standard tree in L 1. Trees may be 
regarded as particularly simple instances of X-valued martingales on [0, 1 ], 
usually called "dyadic martingales". Given a tree T={xn,k:n =0,1, ... ; 
loe.;koe.;2n}, let us define an X-valued martingale (f,.,'in)~=O on [0,1] as fol
lows: 

In:= the finite a-algebra generated by the intervals [ k; 1 , ; ], 1 :r;;;,.k oe.;;2n, 

t' 
/,,:= ~Xn,kX(k-l ,..!...). 

k=l t' t' 

It is clear that each!,, is In-measurable (n =0,1, ... ). The martingale equal
ity 

fJ,,+1dX= fJ,,dX (EEin) (n=0,l, ... ) (7) 
E E 

is an immediate consequence of (5). (In the general case of X-valued mar
tingales the integrals in (7) are supposed to be Bochner integrals. It 
suffices for our purposes to consider simple functions. Then the Bochner 
integral is the obvious one.) Observe that (f,.) is uniformly bounded iff T 
is bounded. Also, if Tis an E-tree, then, by (6), for all n =0, 1, ... 

llf,,(t)-J,,+1(t)ll;;;a.E whenever tf/.D:= the set of dyadic numbers in [0,1], 

since clearly f,,(t)-J,,+1(t) equals either Xn,k-xn+l,2k-l or 
Xn,k - Xn+l,2k for some k depending on t(t fl.D). Hence the uniformly 
bounded martingale (f,.) is almost everywhere divergent. (f,.) is also diver
gent in L 1-sense. □ 

(B) Suppose now that (f,.) is a uniformly bounded x• -valued martingale on 
[0,1], where x• is some dual space (we suppose the f,,'s are everywhere 
defined). For each t E[0, l] the sequence (f,.(t)) is bounded in x•, so has a 
w • -cluster point (Alaoglu). Define f (t) to be any such w • -cluster point. 
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We claim that the function/:(0,l]➔X• so defined is w"-scalarly measur
able. To see this, consider for any x EX the real-valued uniformly 
bounded martingale 

(fn):1=1 := ((x,f,,(·))):1=o• 

By the martingale convergence theorem (fn) converges pontwise to some 
(measurable) function .r outside some A-null set Nx depending on x. Take 
any t fl.Nx. Since / (t) is by definition a w • -cluster point of (f,,(t)), 
(x,/(t)) is a cluster point of ( (x,J,,(t)) ):1=o• On the other hand ( (x,J,,(t))) 
converges to ,r(t). Hence 

,r(t) = (x,/(t)) (t fl.Nx). 

We have now proved thew• -scaiar measurability off □ 

(C) Our last preparatory remark concerns a method of generating certain x• -
valued bounded linear operators defined on a Banach space Y, given a 
uniformly bounded system of x• -valued operators defined on finite
dimensional subspaces of Y. This device is often referred to as a "Linden
strauss compactness argument". Let Y be a Banach space that is the closed 
linear span of some sequence (yk ). Suppose that for each n EN a bounded 
linear operator Tn:[ykll=i➔x• is given with IITnlloe.;I. We claim that 
there exists a linear operator T:Y➔x• with IITlloe.;l such that Tis a 
"cluster point" of the sequence (Tn) in the following sense: for all finite 
sets {z1, ... ,zp}CY1:=sp(yk) and {x1, ... ,xq}CX and for every t>O 
there exists n EN so that 

l<xj, Tz; -Tnz;)l<t (i=l, ... ,p;j=l, ... ,q). 

This is simple. Fyst extend each T.o in some (not necessarily linear) 
manner to a map Tn:Y1➔x• so that TnB(Y1)CB(X"). E.g. define 

N ·-{TnJ ifyE[yk]f=I, 
T ,,y · - 0 otherwise. 

Then identify each Tn in the obvious way with a point of B(X*)8(Y,>, and 
equip this space with the product of the w • -top.9logies. Observe that 
B(X*)8(Y,) is compact. Any cluster point T of Tn CB(X*)8<Y,>, when 
regarded again as a map from B(Y1) to B(X"), obviously extends to a 
bounded linear map T:Y➔x• with the required properties. □ 

We put the last preparatory result in the form of a proposition. 

PRoPosmoN 7.7. Let /:(0, l]➔x• be w• -scalarly measurable and uniformly 
bounded and suppose that /1 does not embed in X Then 

l 

fun f frndA = 0. 
n➔OO O 
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I 
((rn) denotes the sequence of the Rademacher functions; tfrndA is the "w* -

integral" i.e. the unique element of x• satisfying 
I I 

(x, f frndA) = f (x,f>rndA for allx EX; 
0 0 

existence of this w • -integral is clear from the proof of Prop. 6.3, (ii) ~ (i).) 

PROOF. If the conclusion is false there exists an £>0 and a subsequence of (rn) 
(which we continue to denote by (rn)), so that 

I 

II f f.rndXII > £ (n = 1,2, ... ). 
0 

Choose elements Xn E B (X) so that 

I 

f (Xn,f>rn dA>£ (n = 1,2, ... ). (8) 
0 

Now by the assumption that 11 ~X and by Theorem 4.1, (4) ~ (1), we may 
assume by passing to a further subsequence that (xn) is weakly Cauchy. This 
implies that the uniformly bounded sequence ( (xn,f>) is pointwise convergent 
on [0,1], and therefore L 1-convergent by Lebesgue's theorem. Let cp be the L 1-

limit. Choose n0 EN so large that 

llcJ,-(xn,f>lli < ; for n;;;.no. 

Then for all n ~no we have 

I I I 

f <xn,f>rndX,;;;, j cJ,rndX + ll(xn,f>-cplJi < f cJ,rndA + ; . 
0 0 0 

I 
Finally observe that Jim fcprndX=0, since rn~ in L 2 (or by direct argu-

n-+006 

ment). Hence we have a contradiction with (8). D 

THEOREM 7.8. Suppose that 11 does not embed in X and let Bex• be aT' 
bounded set. Then for every t:>0 there exist n EN and non-empty relatively w -
open subsets U1, ... , Un CB such that 

1 n 
diam - ~ U; ,;;;, £. 

n i=l 

PROOF. Fix £>0 For simplicity let us assume that B CB(X*). Let us suppose 
for contradiction that for any finite collection of non-empty relatively w • -open 
subset U1, ... , Un CB we have 

. 1 n 
diam- ~ U; > £. 

n i=l 
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We now define inductively elements Xn EX and non-empty relatively w• -open 
Un,k (n =0, l, ... ; k = 1, ... , 2n) in B so that for all n and k, 
(i) llxnll = 1, 
(ii) Un +t2k-l U Un +l,2k C Un,k, 
(. "") 1 "" [ inf • • ] ill -;; ':'. • (Xn+J,X )- . SUD (Xn+J,X ) >£. 

2 k - I X E U,+l,2"-1 X E U:+1,2" 

x 0 and U0,1 may be chosen arbitrarily. For the inductive step, suppose 
Xo, ... ,Xn and Um,k (m=0, ... ,n; k=l, ... ,2m) have been properly 
chosen. Then since by assumption 

diam _l_ ( Un 1 + ... + U.n 2•) > £, 
2n ' ' 

there exist xk,Yk E Un,k (k = 1, ... ,2n) so that 

II~ f (xk-yk)II >t. 
2 k=I 

Now choose Xn + 1 E X with llxn + 1 11 = 1 so that for some 8>0, 

f ~[(Xn+J,Xk) - (Xn +l,Jk)] > e+28. 
k=I 2 

If one defines; for k = 1, . . . , 2n, 

U, { • • • l.' 
n+l,2k-l:= X E Un,k: (Xn+l,xk-x )<u}, 

Un+l,2k:={x* E Un,k: (Xn+1,x•-yk)<8}, 

then (ii) and (iii) are clearly satisfied. 
Next we are going to define an operator T:L 1 ➔x• with II Tll..;;; l so that 

Tf,,,k Eco Un,k (n =0, l, ... ; k = 1, ... ,2n), (9) 

where (f,,,k) is the standard tree in L 1 and co denotes w• -closed convex hull. 
For this we use the device discussed in (C) above. Observe first that L I is the 
closed linear span of its standard tree. It therefore suffices to define linear 
operators Tn:sp{fm,k: m =0, ... ,n; k = 1, ... , 2m}➔x• with IITn 11..;;;l and 

Tnfm,k Eco Um,k (m =0, ... ,n; k = 1, ... ,2m) (n = 1,2, ... ). 

To define Tn we start by putting 

Tnfn,k: = any element of Un,k (k = 1, ... , 2n). 

Since J,,, 1, ••• ,J,,, 'l' are linearly independent and all fm,k 
(m =0, ... , n; k = 1, ... , 2m) are convex combinations of J,,, 1, ••• ,J,,, 'l', this 
choice determines a linear Tn on sp ifm,k :m = 1, ... , n; k = 1, ... , 2m }. Since 

1 1 _ 
fn-1,k =1fn,2k-l +1fn,2k (k=l, ... ,2n 1), 

it follows from (ii) above that 

Tnfn-1,kE; Un,2k-1+; Un,2kCcoUn-1,k (k=l, ... ,2n- 1). 
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Using "backward" induction from n to 0 yields 

Tnfm,kE co Um,k (m =0, ... ,n;k =1, ... ,2m). (10) 

Finally, it is a trivial exercise to show that II Tn II E;; 1 for each n = 0, 1, ... ( recall 
that we have assumed B CB(X*)). A Lindenstrauss compactness argument 
now produces the required T ((10) evidently implies (9) for the "cluster point" 
1). 

The tree definition and the linearity of T show that {Tf,,,k:n =0, l, ... ; 
k = 1, ... , 2n} is a bounded tree in x•, which therefore corresponds to a uni
formly bounded x• -valued dyadic martingale (gn) on [0,1), as explained in (A) 
above. Specifically, we have 

t' 
gn= I Tf,,,kX(k-l,...!...1 (n=0,l, ... ). 

k=I t' t' 

As we have seen in (B), defining g(t) to be any w • -cluster point of (gn(t)), 
yields a uniformly bounded w • -scalarly measurable g :[0, l]➔x•. It is also 
immediate from (9) that 

- k-1 k g (t)E co Unk whenever IE[--,-] and tf/.D. ' 2n 2n 
(11) 

This last fact will lead to a contradiction with Prop. 7.7. Indeed, for every 
n =0, 1, ... we have by the definition of rn, and by (11) and (iii), 

I 

f (Xn+I, g)rn+1d>..;;;;. 
0 

1 r . 
2n+I ~ [ 2k-2mtc_1 (Xn+1,g(t)) - 2k-~up2k (Xn+1,g(t))] 

k -1 tE(r'°''r'°']\D tE(r'°''r+')\D 

2· 

;;;;. 2n~I I [. inf (Xn+1,x•) - . SUP (Xn+1,x•)]> 2t:. 
k=I X EU.+1,2k-l X Elf.+1,2k 

I 
So lllg.rn+1dXII>; (n =0,1, ... ), contradicting Prop. 7.7. D 

CoROLLARY 7.9. x• is strongly regular ifJ 11 does not embed in X 

PROOF. Corollary 7.4 and the preceding theorem immediately imply that x• is 
w• -strongly regular if /1 does not embed in X. Suppose now that /1 does 
embed in X. Then by Prop. 4.2 ((1) ~ (8)), x• contains a copy of L 1. Since it 
is clear that strong regularity is inherited by subspaces and is invariant for iso
morphism, it now suffices to show that L I is not strongly regular. To prove 
this let F be the positive face of B (L 1 ), i.e. 

F:= {xEL1 :x~O and llxll=l}. 

Clearly Fis closed bounded and convex. We show that F has no small combi
nations of slices. Suppose S;=S;(F,x;,a;) (i=l, ... ,n) are slices of F 
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M(x;) = swx; = ess supx; (i = 1, ... , n). 
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Clearly, therefore, it is possible to find, for any a>O, so in particular for 
a:= . min a;, disjoint subsets E 1, ••• ,En of [0,1] of positive measure so that 

l =J, ... ,n 

x; > M(x;)-a on E; (i = 1, ... ,n). 

For each i = 1, ... ,n now choose A;, B; CE;, A; nB; = 0 so that M;, ">-..B;>O. 
Then 

~- XA,, x1. XB, ES; (i=l, ... ,n), 
I I · 

so 

1 n 1 1 n 1 1 n 
- ~-XA,, -~-XB, E - ~S;. 
n i=I M; n i=I ">-..B; n i=I 

However, 

1 n 1 1 n 1 
II-~ -XA, -- ~ -XB,11 =2, 

n i = I M; n i = I ">-..B; 

so we have proved that diam ..!.. . :i: S; = 2 ( obviously 2 is an upper bound). 
n 1=1 

This holds for any choice of n EN and slices S 1, •.• , Sn of F, so the proof is 
finished. D 

§ 2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF K.MP AND RNP FOR STRONGLY REGULAR SPACES. 

We begin by establishing some notation. Let F again be the positive face of 
B(L 1): 

F:= (JEL 1 :po and llfll=l}. 

The bidual (L 1)°* =(L 00 )* consists of the finitely additive signed bounded 
measures on the a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [O, 1] which van
ish on the ideal of the A-null sets. Alternatively, if D is the Stone space of 
([0,1], A) (cf. Chapter 6), each µE(L 00 )* may be regarded as a Radon measure 
on D. This is sometimes convenient, as measures are easier to handle than 
finitely additive Il_!easures. 

For every µEF(:=w*c/Fin (L 1)**), every i~O and every finite partition 
P = { A 1, ••• , An} of [O, 1] into sets A; of positive A-measure, we introduce the 
sets 

n 
Vp,E(µ):= (JEF: ~ lµA; - f jdAI o;;;;i}, 

i =I A, 

- - n 
Vp,E(µ): = {,, EF: ~ lµA; - PA; 1-s;;i }. 

i =I 
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n 
Since the simple functions _ ~ a; XA; are dense in L 00 , it is clear that the sets 
~ t=I ~ ~ 
Vp,/µ) for £>0 form a w • -nbhd basis ofµ relative to F, and that Vp,,(µ) is the 
w• -closure of Vp,,(µ), as the notation already suggests. _ 

Now let T:L 1 ➔X be a bounded linear operator. For any µ,EF we define 
the following two numbers: 

Pr(µ):= inf{diam TVp,,(µ):£>O and PE'3'}, 

where '3' denotes the set of all finite partitions of [O, I] specified above, and 

dr(µ): = d(T .. µ,,X). 

(Here T** µ,EX .. ; X is regarded as a subspace of x•• and d is the norm dis
tance in x•• .) It is trivial but important to observe that always 

(12) 
• 

Indeed, choose a net <fa) in F so that fa~JL and fix P E'3' and £>0. Then 
there exists an ao so that 

la E Vp,,(µ) for a;;;,,ao. 
Hence, since r•• is w • -w • -continuous and the norm of (L 1 )** is w • -1.s.c., 

dr(µ)~ II T** µ, - Tf a.11 ~ lim II Tfa -TJ a.11 ~ diam TVp,,(µ). 
a-+OO 

This proves (12) since Vp,,(µ) was arbitrary. 

The first of the two basic propositions on which the main result rests, makes 
use of the following technical lemma. 

LEMMA 7.10. Let P E'3', £;;;,,0, µ,i,µ,2 EF and i\1 ,i\2 >0 with i\1 +i\2 = 1 be given. 
Then 

- - -
i\1 Vp,,(µ,) + i\2 Vp,,(µ2) = Vp,, (µ,µ1 +i\2JL2). (13) 

- -
PROOF. We first prove (13) for £=0. Observe that Vp, 0(µ) consists of all vEF 
that coincide with µ, on the sets of the partition P = { A 1, ••• , An } . Hence the 
inclusion 

- - ~ 
i\, Vp,0(µ1)+i\2 Vp,o(JLi)C Vp,o(i\1JL1 +i\2JL2) 

is trivial. The reverse inclusion is equally easy: if PE Vp,o (i\1µ,1 +i\2JJ,i) and if 
µ,:=i\1µ1 +i\2µ,2, then vA;=µA; for i=l, ... ,n. Define v/j=l,2) by 

n µ,-A-
v1A := ~ ~v(A nA;) (j=l,2;A C[0,11). 

i =I µ, I 

Then clearly v1A;=µ,1A; (j=I,2;i=l, ... ,n), so v1EVp, 0(µ1) (j=l,2). It is 
also evident that i\1v1 +i\2v2 =v. 
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The general ~ i>O follows immediately once the following formula is 
proved for all µEF: 

Vp,,(µ) = [Vp, 0(µ) + iB((L 00 )°)]nF. 

The inclusion Vp,,(µ):J[Vp, 0(µ)+iB((L 00 )°)]nF is trivial if one recalls that 
the norm of (L 00 )" is the variation norm. For the proof of the reverse inclusion 
it is convenient to identify (L 1)* =L 00 with C(O) and (L 1)** =(L 00 )* with 
M(O). Then we are dealing with countably additive measures, so that the 
Hahn-Jor<,!an deco,!Ilposition theorem may be used unrestrictedly. For the 
proof of Vp,,(µ)c Vp,o (µ)+£B((L 00 )°) it clearly suffices (by a translation) to 

n 

show that every measure ,, satisfying ;;1JP(Ai)l:s.;;i can be written as 11=p+a 

with p(Ai)=O (j=l, ... ,n) and oEt.B((L 00 )°). This we now do. Let 11 be as 
described and put P/=11IA; (j=l, ... ,n). If 11Ai=11/ Ai - 11T Ai>O, define µi 
by 

hence 

ll11i-µill= vf Ai - 11T Ai= vAi' 

If vAi:s.;;O we similarly define µi so that 

µiA;=O (i=l, ... ,n) and llvi-µill=-vAi' 
n -

Putting µ,': = i; 1 µi we now have µ' E Vp, 0 (0) and 

n n 

llv-µ'11 = ~ llvi-µill = ~ JvAil..;;; i, 
i=I i=I 

so 

v = µ'+(v-µ')E Vp,o(O)+iB((L 00 )°), 

as required. D 

We are now ready for the first of the two basic propositions. 

PRQPOSITION 7.11. !:,et T:L 1➔X be a bounded lin_ear operator and put C: = TF, 
so C = (TF)~ = T .. F. Suppq_se also that X n ext C = 0. Then for every x E ext 
C (If any) there exists a µ E F so that 

T** µ=x and Pr{µ)>O. 
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~ ** •• -
PROOF. Let x E ext C be arbitrary. Since x fl. ext C, there are x 1 , x2 EC 

with xi* =t=x;* so that 

I •• I •• 
X = 2X1 + 2 X2. 

Since CnX=C, the assumption that xE ext C entails x;* fl_X (i =1,2). Now 
- •• •• · d 1 1 F (12) chooseµ; EF so that T µ; =xi (z = 1,2) an putµ: =2 µ1 + 2 µi. rom 

we now obtain 

Pr(IL;)~ dr(IL;) > 0 (i = 1,2). 

Finally, (13) implies that 
I I 2 Vp,€(µ1) + 2 Vp,((µ2) C Vp,((µ) 

for all £>0 and all PE~. From this it easily follows that 
I I 

Pr(µ)~ max(2 Pr(µ1), 2 Pr%)), 

and therefore Pr(µ)>0. □ 

. What we are after is to construct a bounded _linear operator T:L 1 ➔X 
(under suitable assumptions on X) so that any µEF with Pr(µ)>0 must have 
its r•• -image outside X. The conclusion that can then be drawn from Prop. 
7.11 is that the closed bounded convex set C introduced above has no extreme 
points, so that X fails the KMP. This T will be constructed inductively on 
increasing finite-dimensional subspaces of L 1• The next fundamental proposi
tion enables us to arrange step by step for "pushing r•• µ out of X''. 

PROPOSITION 7.12. Let KCX be closed bounded and convex, let S 1, ... ,Sm be 
slices of K and let X=(X1, ... ,Am)ERm be given with A1, ... ,Am>0 and 

m 
. ~ A'J· = 1. Also let E = {x 1, ••• , xk} be any finite set in X Define 

J =I 

m 

T(A): = inf diam ~ Aj Tj, 
j=l 

where the infimum is taken over all m-tuples (T1, ... , Tm) of slices of K such 
that TjCSj (j=l, ... ,m). Then for every £>0 a choice (T1, ••• ,Tm) as 
above is possible so that 

m 
(i) diam .~ A'l· T1- <T(X)+£, 

J =I 

(ii) d(xi, j~/j Tj) > ~ T(X)-€ (i = 1, ... ,k). 

PROOF. Fix € so that 0<£< I. Let us assume without loss of generality that 
K CB(X). Using the definition of T(A) we may choose slices S'j csj 

m 
(j = 1, ... ,m) satisfying diam -~ A'J·S'1-<T(X)+€. Thus (i) will hold for any 

J =I 
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choice of ½ CS'i (j = 1, ... ,m). The problem is to satisfy (ii). For this 
Lemma 7 .6 will be needed. 

Supposing that S'i = S(K,xj,aj), put 

Ri=S(K,xj, :ai) (j=l, ... ,m). 

m 

Since diam -~ A;R1-~T(>..), there exists by the Hahn-Banach theorem ay• EX* 
J =I , 

with llr' II= I so that 
m 

sup{(x-x',y*) :x,x'E ~ >..iRi}>T(>..)-t:. 
j=I 

(We may clearly assume that T(>..)-i>O, since otherwise (ii) holds trivially.) 
This inequality in particular implies, upon replacing y • by -y • if necessary, 
that 

• . m _ m • • T(>..)-E 
sup{ (x,y ) . x E ~ >.._;Ri} - ~ >..isup y > (x 1 ,y ) + 2 . 

j=I j=I R1 

Now choose any numbers ci such that ci<supy* (j = 1, ... ,m) and 
R1 

~ • T(A)-E 
~>..ici> (x1,Y ) + 2 . (14) 
j=I 

Applying Lemma 7.6 for each j = 1, ... ,m (with E:/2 rather than t:), we find 
slices½ of K contained in S'i=S(K,xj,ai) so that 

infy* >ci -i/2 (j =I, ... ,m). (15) 
½ 

It now follows from (14) and (15) that for each choice of zi E Ti (j = 1, ... ,m) 
we have 

m m m 

( ~>..izi,y*> = ~>..lzi,y*> > ~>../ci-t:/2) 
j=I j=I j=I 

- m - • _T(&_ 
-i;I>..ici £12> (x I ,y )+ 2 E. 

This shows that 

m _T(& -
d(x 1, i;/i 11)> 2 t:. 

Suppose now that for some n<k we have found slices ½ CS'i 
(j =I, ... ,m) so that 

m _T(&_ ·-
d(X;, j;IA_;Tj)> 2 t: (z-1, ... ,n). 

Then we repeat the argument above with ½ and Xn + 1 replacing S'i and x 1, 

respectively, to find slices T'i of K such that T'i C ½ (j = 1, ... , m) and so 
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that 

m , .!{hl_ -
d(xn+1, j;/j T j) > 2 i. 

Of course also 

m , m ~ ._ 
d(x;, IAjTj)~d(x;,IA/0)> 2 -Eforz-1, ... ,n, 

j=1 j=1 

so the proof is completed by induction. D 

We now come to the main result. 

THEOREM 7.13 Let X be a separable Banach space that is strongly regular but 
fails the RNP. Then there exists a bounded linear operator T:L 1 ➔X and an 
a>O such that (with the notation estabfl,shed in Prop. 7.11) 
(i) d(x•• ,X'l.~afor every x .. E !Xt C, 
(ii) dT(p.)~2 PT()l.) for every µEF. 

PROOF. Since X fails the RNP there exists a closed bounded convex non
dentable subset KCX, which we may assume to be in B(X). Let a>O be such 
that every slice of K has diameter > 2a. Furthermore let (xk) be a dense 
sequence in X and let us put En:= {x1, ... ,xn} (n =1,2, ... ). 

STEP 1 We shall construct a "bush" of slices of K in a rather complicated 
manner. It seems advisable to first start the (inductive) construction before 
describing the general procedure. 

To begin let us choose slices S 1, .•• , Sm, of K such that 

1 m, 

diam - I sj <2- 1, 
m1 j=1 

(this is possible by strong regularity) and put 

~ 1 :={l, ... , mi}, M 1: =m 1• 

The slices S 1, ••• , Sm, are not yet our definitive choice for the elements of the 
first level of the bush. The final choice, to be called T 1, •.. , Tm, , will be con
structed from S 1, ••• , Sm, by another inductive procedure. Let us denote by 
FM, the positive face of B(llt, ), i.e. 

FM,:= {A=(A.,).,eo, :A.,~0 and ~A.,= l}, 
wE!l1 

and let us determine a ~-net 

{A1•1, .•. , A1'P'} of FM, (A1•i = (A~).,eo,; i = 1, ... ,p1), 

Next let us put 
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'T(X1·1):= inf diam ~ XL R.,, 
wEO, 

where the infimum is taken over all M 1-tuples (R 1, ... , RM,) of slices R., of 
K such that R., cs., (wED1). In virtue of Prop. 7.12 we may choose slices 
SL CS., (wED1) so that 

diam(~ XL SL)< 'T(X1·1) + i- 1 
wEO, 

and 

d(x,E1)> ~'T(X1·1)-r1 forallxE ~ XLSL. 
wEO, 

After this we repeat this procedure to define slices st c SL ( w E O 1 ) so that 

diam ( ~ Xt St)< T(X1·2) + 2- 1 
wEO, 

and 

d(x,Ei)>½'T(X1·2)-2-1 forallxE ~ Xtst, 
wEO, 

where now we have put 

'T(X1·2): = inf diam ~ xt R.,, 
wEO, 

the infimum being taken over all R., csL (wED1). We continue this procedure 
p 1 times, arriving at slices Sf,,1 (wED1). These will be our final choice for the 
elements of the first level of the bush we are constructing: 

T., := Sf,,1 (wED1). 

We now describe the inductive procedure in general. We shall construct a 
sequence (mn) of natural numbers, and (putting 
On:={l, ... ,mi}X{l, ... ,m2} X · · · X {l, ... ,mn}, and Mn:= card Dn= 
m 1 · · · mn, FM.:= positive face of B (l!t. )), for each n E 1\1 

a2-n-net{Xn,I, ... ,xn,p,}ofFM. (Xn,i=(X~).,ea.;i=l, ... ,Pn) 

and for each w E Dn slices 

S.,:= s~ :J SL :J ... :J sf; =: T., of K such that 

S<.,',j) CT.,, (w'EDn-1;j=l, ... ,mn), 

diam-1- ~ S<.,',j) <rn (w'EDn-1), 
mn j=I 

diam ~ X~ S~ < T(Xn,i) + rn and 
wEO. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 
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(i=l, · · · ,Pn) 

d(x E) > _l'T(An,i)-2-n for all x E ~ ").._i Si 
, n 2 ..t::,. "' "'' 

(19) 
wED, 

where 

'T("A.n,i): = inf diam ~ A~ R., , 
wED, 

the infimum being taken over all slices R., cs~-1 (wEOn). 
We have already seen how m1,01,M1, {"A.1·1, ... ,"A.1·P,} and 

S., = s2 ::JS t ::J · · · ::J SP,,,1 = : T., ( w E 01) are defined. Suppose now that the 
construction has been carried out for I, 2, ... , n - 1. Then first, using Lemma 
7.5, we determine mn EN and for each w'EOn-1 slices S(w',j) = S~w',j), 

j = 1, ... , mn so that 

S(.,',j} CT.,, (i=l, ... ,mn) 

and 

d . I ~ S 2-n 1am - ..t::,. (w',j) < 
mn j=I 

(observe that mn is chosen independently of w'; this is clearly possible). Next 
we put 

On:=On-1 X {I, ... ,mn}andMn:=cardOn=m1 ...... mn 

and choose a 2-n-net {"A.n, 1, ... ,An,p,} for FM, ("A.n,i=("A.~).,ED,, i= 

I, ... ,Pn). Putting 

'T("A.n, 1 ): = inf { diam ~ >-..t R., : R., CS.,} 
wED, 

we now select slices St CS., ( w E On) so that 

diam ~ >-..t st < 'T("A.n, I) + rn 
wED, 

and 

d(x,En) > ~ 'T("A.n, 1)-rn for allx E ~ >-..t St 
wED, 

(using Prop. 7.12). 
Suppose now that S~ ::JSt ::J · · · ::JS~ (wEOn) have been selected as stated, 

for some i, 1,s;;;i<pn. To define s~+I (wEOn) put 

T("A.n,i+I):= inf{diam ~ "A.~+I R., :R.,CS~} 
wED, 

and use Prop. 7.12 again to select s~+J c S~ (wEOn) so that 

diam ~ A~+Js~+I < T(An,i+I) + rn 
wED, 
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and 

This completes the definition of S~ (wEOn, i = 1, ... ,Pn)- Finally we put 
T., : = Sf; ( w E On) and the construction is finished up to n. 

STEP 2 We shall now define the operator T:L 1-x. It will be convenient to 
represent the measure space ((0, 1],A) in the following manner. Let 

00 

A:= II {l, ... ,mn}- On each set {l, ... ,mn} consider the measure that assigns 
n=I 

weight - 1- to every point and let ma on a be the product measure. Needless 
mn 

to say the completion of (A,m 4) is measure algebra isomorphic to ((0, l],A). If 
for each w=(k1, ... ,kn)EOn we define 

A.,:= {(ni)f=1 Ed:ni=ki forj=l, ... ,n}, 
00 

then clearly the functions X/J.,, (wEO:= U On) span a dense subspace of 
n =I 

L 1(m4). So it suffices to define Ton this subspace. This we do by selecting 
arbitrary elements x., ET., (w EO) and putting 

T(MnXt,.J:= lim M;;JkMn ~ x,i,, (nEl\lwEOn), (20) 
k➔oo ,/,ED';;H 

where n~ +k denotes the set of all elements of On +k whose first n coordinates 
equal those of w. 

There are two points that need to be checked. The first is that for each w E 0 
the limit of the sequence in (20) exists. To see this we fix n EN and wEOn and 
we compare two s~ccessive terms: 

_ 1 [ I m.H+1 [ } m.H+i ]] 
M;; !k +2Mn ~ X,i, = Mn +kMn ~ --- ~ -~ X(cj>,i,j) , 

,/,ED:+>+i cj>E!l:H mn+k+I i=I mn+k+2 ;=I 

M;;!k+IMn ~ Xp = M;;!kMn ~ [ I m.ir X(cj>,i)l · 
pED:+k+I cj>E!l:+k mn +k + I i = I 

Now observe that (16) implies that T(w,j) CT., (w EOn -1 ,j = 1, ... , mn), so 

l m.H+1 [ l m.H+2 l l m.H+1 l m,H+1 
~ --- ~ X(</>,i,j) ,--- ~ X(</>,i)E--- ~ T(cj>,J) 

mn+k+I i=I mn+k+2 j=I mn+k+I i=I mn+k+I z=I 

1 m11+Jr+I 

for every cpEO~+k- Since diam --- ~ T(</>,i)<2-(n+k+l) by (17), and 
mn+k+I i=l 

card O~+k = M;;!kMn, it follows that 

IIM;;!k+2 Mn ~ X,i, - M;;!k+1 Mn ~ Xpll<r<n+k+I), 
tt,En:+k+l pEn:+A:+I 
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and so the existence of the limit in (20) follows. 
The second point that needs to be checked is that the definition (20) is "con

sistent", i.e. that for every wE~n, 

1 m..+1 

T(MnXA_.) = -- ~ T(Mn+I ~.)· 
mn+I j=I 

Written out, this means 

lim M;Jk ~ x,i,=-1-~' [lim M;Jk+I Mn+I ~ x</>] 
k➔OO ,/,ED:.. mn + I j = I k➔OO <j>E~t!., 

But this is clearly true, because we have just checked that the limits involved 
exist, and because 

It is now evident that (20) can be extended to define a bounded linear 
operator T:L 1 (me,.)➔X with norm IITll~l (this is because KCB(X) by 
assumption). 

Let us finally take note of the crucial fact that the formula 1\w',j) CT w' 

(w' E~n -1 ,j == 1, ... , mn), and definition (20) of T imply that 

T F w c T w, hence T** F w c T w ( w E ~) , 

where Fw:={JEF: £fdµ = l} and 

F w = W • cl F w = {µE F: µ{Aw)= 1 }. 

STEP 3 We now show that T satisfies the requirements (i),(ii). 

(21) 

PROOF OF (ii): Let us fix µEF and n EN and consider the partlt10n 
Pn:={Aw: wE~n} of A. By the construction in Step 1 there exists a An,i EFM, 
(for some i, l~i~pn) so that 

~ iµ(Aw) - A~I ~ rn. (22) 
wEr!, 

Note that (21) implies 

TVp.,o{µ)C ~ µ(Aw) Tw C ~ µ(Aw)S~. (23) 
wEr!, wEr!, 

Recall now from Lemma 7 .10 that 

Vp.,z--(µ) = WP,,o{µ)+rn B(L 00 (me,.)°)]nF. (24) 

From (22), (23) and (24) we obtain 

TVp.,r{µ)C ~ µ(Aw)S~ + rn B(X) 
wEr!, 



C ~ A~S~ + 2.2-n B(X). 
..,en_ 

Hence (18) implies 

diam TVp_,r(p.):s;;;. 'T(An,;) + 5.i-n, 

and so a fortiori 

pi{p.):s;;;. 'T(An,i) + 5.i-n. 

On the other hand it follows from (19) and (25) that 
1 . 

d (x,En);;;;,2 'T(An,,) - 3.i-n for all x E TVP.,r (p.) 

and therefore also, by the convexity of TVP.,r (p.), 
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(25) 

(26) 

d(x**,En);;;;, ~ 'T(An,i)-3.i-n for all x** E(TVp_,r(Jl.)r. (27) 

Now since n EN was arbitrary and (xk) is dense in X, (26) and (27) yield, 
00 

since T**µ.E n (TVp r(Jl.)r, that 
n =l ., 

1 
dT(p.);;;;, 2 pi{p.). 

PROOF OF (i): Let x•• E ext C= ext T° F. Fix n EN. We claim that .. .. -
x = T µ. for some µ. E F ..,_,, where Wo E On . 

tndeed, 9bserve that the sets F.., ("'EOn) are w• -compact and convex and that 
F= co{F..,:"'EOn}. Hence 

C = T** F = co{T** F..,: "'EOn}-

x •• being extreme in C, we must then have x •• = T** µ. with µ. E F'..,. for some 
"'<> E On, proving our claim. 

Next, using the construction in Step 1 again, we can select a An,i with 
I:s;;;.;,s;;;.pn such that 

~ lµ.(A.,) - A~l,s;;;. 2-n. 
1o>EO. 

It then follows that A~;;;;,1-i-n, since µ.(A.,_)=l. Every slice of K having 
diameter exceeding 2a, the definition of 'T(An,i) now leads to the conclusion that 

'T(An,i) > (I-i-n)2a. 

Exactly as in the proof of (ii) above, we now obtain 

d(x** ,En)> ~ 'T(An,i)-3.i-n for all x** E (TVp.,r(p.))~. 

Therefore, n EN being arbitrary, it follows that 

d(x**,X);;;;,a 
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and the proof is finished. D 

COROLLARY 7.14 If X is strongly regular, then X has the RNP ijJ it has the 
KMP. Moreover, in this case the KMP is separably determined, i.e. X has the 
KMP ifJ every separable subspace of X has the KMP. (This is unknown in gen
eral.) 

PROOF. Since the RNP implies the KMP for every Banach space, it suffices to 
prove that if X fails the RNP then there exists a separable subspace of X that 
fails the KMP. Now the RNP is well known to be separably determined, so 
there exists a separable Y CX without the RNP. Of course Y is still strongly 
regular. It is now immediate from Prop. 7.11 and Theorem 7.13 (applied to Y) 
that the set CC Y (see Prop. 7J 1) has no extreme points. Thus Y fails the 
KMP. D 

COROLLARY 7.15. Let x• be any dual space. Then x• has the RNP ijJ x• has 
the KMP. Again, the KMP is separably determined 

PROOF. We distinguish two cases. 
CASE I: / 1 does not embed in X. Then by Corollary 7.9 x• is strongly regular, 
so the preceding Corollary applies. 
CASE II: /1 embeds in X. Then by Prop. 4.2 ((1) ~ (8)) L 1 embeds in x•. It is 
well known and easy to prove that the positive face F of B (L 1) has no extreme 
points. So L I fails the KMP. But then L I also fails the RNP (we have even 
proved in Cor. 7.9 that F has no small combinations of slices!). Since L 1 is 
separable and both the KMP and the RNP are isomorphic invariants and are 
inherited by subspaces, we have now proved the assertion in case II: x• fails 
both the RNP and the KMP, and the KMP fails even for a separable sub-
space. D 

Let us recall that X is called an Asplund space if every separable subspace 
Y c X has a separable dual. It is known that Xis Asplund iff x• has the RNP. 
The table below summarizes the situation for dual spaces. The class of spaces 
which are not Asplund but in which /1 does not embed, includes such cele
brated examples as the James tree space JT, the James function space JF, and 
the James-Hagler space JH. We already know a great deal about this class of 
spaces, e.g. that its elements are characterized by weakened forms of the KMP 
and the RNP. However, we have as yet discussed no concrete example. The 
next chapter will fill this gap. 
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KMP RNP KMP for WRNP 
w*compact 
convex sets 

X Asplund + + + + 
11 <J.X 
and - - + + 

X not Asplund 
11 ex - - - -

NOTES The concept of strong regularity, although first defined explicitly by 
w. SCHACHERMAYER in [83), was already implicit in the work of J. BOURGAIN 
([6], [71). In fact the main result in § 1, that x• is strongly regular iff /1 <J.X, 
can already be found in [6). All of§ 2 is due to W. ScHACHERMAYER ([83D. 
Corollary 7.15 is an old result of R. HUFF and P.O. MORRIS ([42)). Of course 
their original proof is quite different. Recently H.P. ROSENTHAL ([76)) has 
given an integrated presentation of the work of J. BOURGAIN in [7] and that of 
W. ScHACHERMAYER in [83). Some of the preliminary lemmas in § 1 were 
taken from [76). Finally let us observe that Cor. 7.14 reduces the famous (and 
still open) problem whether the KMP implies the RNP to the question whether 
the KMP implies strong regularity. 
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Chapter VI II 

The James tree space 

In this final chapter we settle a point that was left open so far, namely we 
show that for dual spaces the weakened forms of the RNP and the KMP we 
have discussed previously (see the diagram on p. 103) are indeed different from 
the original ones. We do this by giving a concrete example of a separable 
Banach space whose dual is non-separable, but in which / does not embed. 
There are several such examples and none of them is simple. We choose here 
the so-called James tree space JT, because the analysis of this space is easiest. 

The James tree space is rooted in the classical James space J. Therefore we 
first recall the definition of J and its properties as far as we need them. The 
space J consists of all real sequences x =(x1) such that 

,up [J. Ct.\]T 
is finite, where the sup is taken over all increasing finite sequences 
k 1 <k 2 < · · · <kn + 1 in N. The norm llx 11 is defined to be this supremum. 
The completeness of J is readily verified by standard arguments. Furthermore 
the unit vectors (en) form a monotone boundedly complete basis. If (e:) 
denotes the corresponding sequence of coefficient functionals, then 

00 

J*=[e:]~= 1EBRe*, where e• is defined by (x,e•):= -~/l (xEJ). Note that 
n+m J- 00 

11;n x1 1➔0 as n➔ oo, by the finiteness of llxll, so that 1;/l converges. Also 
n 

11;/Ji=~llxll for all nEN, and therefore lle*ll~l. In fact lle*ll=l because 

(en,e •) = 1 = lien II (n EN). Since (en,e •) = 1 for all n EN and 1im (en,e:) =O 
n ..... 00 

for all m EN, it follows that 

1im (en,x•) exists for every x• EJ* = [e:J~=I EB Re• 
n ..... 00 

and that 

1im (en,x•)=O iff x•E[e:J~=I (x*EJ*). 
n ..... 00 

We now come to JT, the James tree space. Put 

T: = {(n,k): n =O, 1, ... ; k= 1, ... , 2n}. 

(1) 
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If one thinks of the elements of T as arranged in the following pattern, 

(0,1) 

(1,1)~ ~(1,2) 

/ "' / "" (2, I) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) 

it will be clear why we call T a tree. lbis arrangement also suggests a natural 
partial order on T. A point (n,k)ET has two immediate successors, namely 
(n + 1,2k -1) and (n + 1,2k). We now say that p<q (p,q ET) iff there are 
points p 1, ... ,Pm E T so that p 1 =p, Pm= q and pj + 1 is an immediate succes
sor of pj (j = 1, ... , m -1 ). Any such finite sequence {p 1, ... ,Pm} is called a 
segment of T. So p and q are comparable iff they lie in a common segment. A 
branch will be a maximal totally ordered subset of T. Evidently a branch is of 
the form 

{(O, I), (l,k1), (2,k2), ...... , (n,kn), ...... } 

where knE{2kn_ 1-l,2kn-d (n=l,2, .. ; ko:=l). Observe that the set of all 
branches has cardinalitl c. Sometimes we shall call the set 
{(n, I), ... , (n, 2n)} the n' level of the tree and shall refer to points (m,k) 
with m<n, resp. m>n as lying above resp. below the nth level. 

Now let JT be the set of all real functions x on T such that 

llxll:= sup[± [ ~ x(n,k)]
2]½ <oo, 

j = I (n,k)ES1 

where the sup is taken over all l E 1\1 and all sets of pairwise disjoint segments 
S 1, ... , S1• The proof that II· II is a norm and that JT equipped with this norm 
is complete, is standard, so we omit it. Note that JTCc0(T). 

Another easily verified fact is that the unit vectors en,k EJT, defined by 
en,dn',k'):=8n,n' 8k,k' ((n,k),(n',k')ET), form a normalized monotone 
boundedly complete basis of JT, when enumerated in lexicographic order. By a 
well-known result JT is then isometrically isomorphic to the dual of the closed 
linear span in JT* of the corresponding sequence of coefficient functionals 
* JT* Th JT y* h Y [ * l, JT* H JT* y** en,kE . us ~ , were := en,k.H,n,k)eTC . ence ~ . 

One should also note that under this last identification the identity embedding 
Y CJT* corresponds to 'TTy, the canonical embedding of Yin y**. 

Using the basis (en,k~n,k)ET (lexicographically ordered) we shall often 
represent elements x EJT as 

00 2· 

X = ~ ~ tn,k en,k, with tn,k ER. 
n=Ok=I 
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We now discuss _several types of projections on subspaces of JT. All these 
projections are built alike, so we first explain the general principle involved 
here. Let A be any subset of T and let us define PA on the span of the en,k by 

PA [I f ln,k en,k] : = I I ln,k en,k 
n k =I n (n,k)EA 

Oearly P~ =PA, but generally PA is not bounded. E.g. suppose A intersects a 
segment 

S = {(n,kn), (n + l,kn+d, ... , (n +2p, kn+:q,)}. 

in the "odd" points: 

Ans= {(n +2i -1, kn +2;-1): i = l, ... ,p }. 
00 r· 

Define x = I I In• k' en' k' by 
n'=I k'=I ' ' 

{
-1 if (n',k') ES \A, 

tn',k' = I if (n',k') ES nA, 
0 if (n',k') fl. S. 

It is now a simple matter to verify that llx II= (2p +I)½, but IIPA x II = p. Now 
A may clearly be so chosen that the above situation occurs at different loca
tions in T for arbitrarily large p. Then PA is unbounded. 

However, if A is such that for every segment S the intersection A n S is 
again a segment, then PA has norm I. This is so because for every finite 
number of pairwise disjoint segments S 1, ••• , S1, and for every x EJT, 

f [ I (PAxXn,k)l
2 = f [ I x(n,k)l

2
:,;;;;; llxll2• 

j = I (n,k)ES1 j = I (n,k)EA nS1 

We list now several special cases where the condition that A intersects seg
ments in segments is obviously satisfied. Therefore all projections below have 
norm I. 
(i) for each fixed (n,k) ET the map 

00 r· 
X = I I tn',k' en',k'--"71n,k en,k 

n'=O k'=I 

is a norm 1 projection. An immediate consequence is that lle;,k II= I (since 
llen,kll= I). . 

00 r 
Writing x = n'!o k~ 1 tn',k' en',k' for the generic element of JT, the following 

formulas define noun 1 projections: 
00 r 

(ii) P nX: = I I tn',k' en',k' (n = 0, I, ... ), 
n'=n k'=I 

00 

(iii) Pn,kX: = I I tn',k' en',k' ((n,k)ET), 
n'= I (n',k');-.(n,k) 
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(iv) PBX:= I tn',k' en',k'. 
(n',k')EB 

Here B is any branch of T, and the summation is in the order B inherits from 
T. It is important to note that also the projections I -Pn, I -Pn,k and J -PB 
have norm I (on the basis of the same general principle). It is also an interest
ing fact that for each (n,k)ET the range Pn,kJT is isometric to JT, while for 
each branch B the range PBJT is isometric to the classical James space J. (The 
maps that realize these isometries are the obvious ones.) 

We now wish to show that for every x EJT and every n EN, 
r 

11Pnx112 = I 11Pn,kxll2. (2) 
k=I 

Again, the reason for this is best explained in more general terms. 

LEMMA 8.1. Let finitely many finite subsets A 1, •.. ,Ap of T be given subject to 
the condition (which implies disjointness) that each segment S of T intersects at 

p 
most one A; (not necessarily in a segment). Put A:=. U A;. Then for every choice 

,=I 

of scalars tn,k we have 

II · I tn,k en,k 11 2 = f II I ln,k en,k 11 2 • (3) 
(n,k)EA i = I (n,k)EA, 

PROOF. Let S 1, ..• , Sq be any pairwise disjoint segments. Then by assump
tion for every j E { I, ... , q} there exists an i (j) E { I, ... ,p} so that 
A n Sj = A;v> n sj, hence A; n sj = 0 for i=f=i (j). From this it follows that 

f [ I ln,k] 
2 = f f [ I tn,k] 

2 ~ 
j = I (n,k)EA nS1 j =I;= I (n,k)EA, nS1 

~ f II I ln,k en,k 11 2 , 
i = I (n,k)EA, 

where as usual a sum over an empty set is to be interpreted as 0. This proves 
~ in (3). 

To see the converse, for each i E { I, . . . , p } let S\ , . . . , S~, be pairwise dis
joint segments that intersect A; (and therefore are disjoint with A \A;, i.~. 
A n S~ = A; n s~. j = I, ... , q;). Let us consider a pair of segm~nts s11,, s1: 
(l~j1~q;,; l~ji~q;,) with i1=f=i2• Now the intersection S:=~1: n_s1: may 
be non-empty but A n S = 0, since otherwise at least one of s1; , s1: would 
intersect more that one A;. Now either s1; \Sor s1: \S (or both) is a seg
ment, as one easily sees. Suppose s1; \ S is. Then we may replace s11

1 by 
s1; \ S, to get disjointness with s1:. Repeating this argumenJ. a finite number 
of times, we arrive at pairwise disjoint segments S~ (i = I, .. : ,p; 
j = I, ... , q;) which h~ve the s~e intersection with A as the original s1, so 
that in particular A nS~ = A; ns~ (i =I, ... ,p; j =I, ... ,q;). Now we get 
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± f [ ~ tn,k] 
2 

= ± f [ ~ tn,k] 
2 

= 
i=lj=I (n,k)EA,ns; i=lj=I (n,k)EA,ns; 

= f f [ ~ tn,k]
2 ~ JI ~ tn,k en,k112 • 

i=lj=I (n,k)EAns; (n,k)EA 

This proves ;a. in (3) and we are done. D 

Evidently (2) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.1, since the sets 
{(n',k'): (n',k');;a.(n,k) }, k = 1, ... , 2n, satisfy the condition. 

We are now going to define a map V on JT* which is the key to the struc
ture theorem we are about to prove. Let x • EJT* and let B be any branch of 
T. Recall that PBJT is isometric to the classical space J and that by our earlier 
remarks on J, fun (en,Y •) exists for each y • EJ (where (en) denotes the unit 

n➔OO 

vector basis of J), and vanishes iffy• E [e:J~=I (see (1)). It follows from these 
facts that 

(Vx*)(B):= fun (en,k,x*> exists for everyx• EJT* and every branchB. (4) 
(n,k)EB 

Denoting by f the set of all branches B, (4) then defines a map V:JT* ➔IRr. 
Clearly Vis linear. But much more is true: 

THEOREM 8.2. The operator V defined by (4) is a quotient map from JT* onto 
/2(f). Furthermore, ker V = Y (: = [e:,d). Hence /2(f)- y** !?Ty Y. 

PROOF. We break up the proof in several assertions that we shall state as we 
go along. The first one is easy. 

(i) V maps JT* into /2(f) and its norm as an element of L (JT* ,/2(f)) is ~ 1. 

PROOF OF (i): Let B 1, •.. , Bq be any finite number of distinct branches. Then 
for some n E 1\1 these branches do not intersect on or below level n, i.e. the sets 
Bpn{(n',k'): n';;a.n} (p=l, ... ,q) are pairwise disjoint. Now pick any ele
ments (np,kp)EBP with nP;;a.n (p =l, ... ,q). Then by Lemma 8.1 we have 

II f tpen,,k,112 = ft; for all t1, ... ,tqEIR. 
p=I p=I 

This means that [en,,k, ]p = 1 is a q-dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal 

basis { en,,k, } p = 1 • Hence 

f (en,,k, ,x • >2 = llx • he.,,k,J 11 2 ~ llx • 11 2 for every x • EJT*. (5) 
p=I 

Now for each p let (np,kp) tend to infinity along the branch BP- Then, taking 
limits in (5) we get, by the definition of V, 

f (Vx*)(Bp)2 ~ llx*ll2 (x* EJT*). 
p=I 
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Since this inequality is true for any choice of distinct branches B 1, ••• , Bq, we 
have shown that Vx • E /2(f) and II Vx • 11 ~ llx • 11 (x • EJT* ). □ 

(ii) Vis a quotient map onto i2(f). 

PROOF OF (ii) Since we already know that II VII~ 1, it suffices, by the open 
mapping theorem, to show that each finitely supported element of /2(f) with 
norm 1 is of the form vx• with llx•ll~l (actually, then llx*ll=l). So let 

{ B 1, ••• , Bq} be any finite subset of r and let t 1, ••• , tq ER satisfy t t; = 1. 
• • • p-

We are looking for an x E JT , llx II :i;;; 1, so that 

• _ {tp if B = BP for some p E { 1, ... , q}, 
(Vx )(B) - 0 otherwise. (6) 

Again let us choose n EN so that the sets BP n {(n',k'): n';;;;i,n} (p = 1, ... , q) 
are pairwise disjoint. We now define x• on the span of the en,k by 

( f f tn',k' en',k' ,X •): = f fp [ ~ tn',k'l 
n'=Ok'=I p=I (n',k')EB, 

n<.n'"'-m 
The verification of (6) is now straightforward, so all that needs to be checked 
is that llx • II~ 1. But this is immediate: 

I f tp [ ~ ln',k'l I :i;;;( f t;)½ [ f [ ~ tn',k'l 2] ½ 
p=I (n',k')EB, p=I p=I (n',k')EB, 

n<.n'.;;;m '----v---1 n<.n'<.m 
=I 

m t'' 

~ II ~ ~ ln',k' en',k' II. 
n'=O k'=I 

The last inequality here is evident from definition of the norm in JT, since the 
sets {(n',k')EBP:n~n'~m}, p=l, ... ,q are pairwise disjoint segments. 

□ 

Now let N be the kernel of V, i.e. 

N: ={x• E JT*: lim (en,k,x•) = 0 for all B Ef}. 
(n,k)EB 
n➔OO 

It is clear that YCN, by (1). The proof of the reverse inclusion is less obvious. 
First we need to prove the following fact. 

(iii) lim ( max IIP:,kx • 11] = 0 for every x • EN. 
n➔oo l<.k<.t' 

PROOF OF (iii) Suppose not. Then there exist x • EN, t:>0 and a sequence of 
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IIP:kx*ll>t (i=l.2 .... ). 
"' 
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(7) 

We now first prove that the number of mutually incomparable elements among 
the (n;.k;) is bounded. Indeed. let us suppose that (n;.k;). i = 1 •... • J are 
mutually incomparable and let us use (7) to choose finitely supported elements 

X; EPn kJT with llx;II = 1 and (x;.x•) > f (i = I •... • J°). 
"I 

It is now easily seen that the condition of Lemma 8.1 is satisfied for A;: = 
supp x; (i = 1 •... • J). Consequently we may conclude from (3) that 

11 :±x;II = J½. sojt~ ( f x;,x') ~ llx*IIJ½. 
i=I i=I 

This proves that J ~ II~ 112 . 

It is convenient now to introduce a notation for the set of all successors of 
an element (n.k) ET. So let us put 

T(n.k): = {(n'.k')E T: (n.k)~(n'.k')} 

Observe that mutual incomparability of (n 1.k 1) ••••• (np.kp) means that the 
sets T(n;.k;). i = 1 •... • p are pairwise disjoint. This is so because the prede
cessors of any given element from a segment. i.e. a totally ordered set. 

Now. returning to the sequence ((n;.k;)) defined as in (7). let 
{ (n;, .k;, •......• (n;, .k;,)} be a system of mutually incomparable elements of maxi
mal cardinality p. Put n0 := maxn; . Then 

J 
j=I, ... ,p 

p 
{(n;.k;): n;;;;e,:n 0 } C U T(n;.k; ). (8) 

J J 
j=I 

p 
Indeed. suppose (n;.k;)f/. U T(n;.k;) and n;;;;e,,n 0 • Then {(n;.k;). (n; .k;, •...• 

j =I J J I 

(n;, .k;,)} would consist of mutually incomparable elements (by the above cri
terion). contradicting the maximality of p. Now clearly (8) implies that for 
someJE{l •...• p}. T(n;j.k;) intersects the sequence ((n;.k;)) in an infinite 
set. i.e. {(n;.k;): (n;.k;)~(n;j.k;)} is infinite. We claim that it is also totally 
ordered. For otherwise replacing ( n;j • k;) in { ( n;, • k;, • . . . • ( n;, • k;,)} by two 
mutually incomparable successors. would yield an incomparable system of car
dinality p + 1. again contradicting the choice of p. 

The upshot of all this is that by passing to a subsequence if necessary. we 
may suppose that ((n;.k;)) is totally ordered. This means that there is a unique 
branch B0 containing all (n;.k;). Let us reorder the (n;.k;) so that n;<n;+ 1 

(i = 1.2 •... ) 
We observe next that 

_lim l[y • - P:,,k,Y * II = l[y * II for every y • EJT*. 
/➔00 

(9) 
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To see this, recall first that II/ -Pn,,k, II = III• - P:,,k, II= I, so that 
_fun l[y*-P:,,k,,y*llo;;;;;l[y*II. Now fix 8>0 and picky Esp {en,k:(n,k)ET} so 
1➔00 

that l[y II= I and (y,y •) > l[y * 11-8. Then for sufficiently large i we have 

(y,y•-P:,,k,Y•) = (y-Pn,,k,y,y*) = (y,y*) >l[y*ll-8. 

Since 8>0 was arbitrary it follows now that _fun l[y • - P:,,k,Y • II ~ l[y • II, hence 
1➔00 

(9) is proved. As a particular case of (9), we get for every i = 1,2, ... that 

IIPn,,k,x• II= ;Iim IIP:,,k,x• - P:1,k1 P:,.k,x• II= ;Iim IIP:,,k,x• - P:1,k1x• II. 
)➔00 · )➔00 

Using (7), we may therefore pass to a further subsequence and assume that 

IIPn,,k,x• - P:,+,,k,+,x*II >t: for all iEN. (10) 

Since fun (enk,x•) = 0 (recall that x• EN), 
(n,k)EB0 ' 

n➔00 

it follows from the fact that P8JTf;;;;..f and from (1) that 

Pi.x* E [e:,kkn,k)EBo· 

This implies that for sufficiently large i we have 

ll(P:,,k, - P:,+,,k,+1 )Pi.x* II< t:/2 (11) 

(approximate Pi0 x• with a finite linear combination of the e:,k), For simpli
city let us assume that (11) is valid for all i EN. Now let us define 

V: = (P* - p• ) - (P* - p• )P* (i - I 2 ) , n1,k; n1+i,k1+ 1 n1tk, n1+i,k1+ 1 Bo , , ... · 

The notation u; is justified since the right member is clearly the adjoint of the 
projection 

U.-·=(P k -P k )-PB (P k -P k ) 1 • n,, , ni+., 1+I O n,, ; n1+1, 1+1 

from JT onto the subspace of all elements of JT supported by the set 

A;:= T(n;,k;)\ T(n;+ 1,k;+i)\B0 (i = 1,2, ... ). 

It is easy to verify the condition of Lemma 8.1 that each segment S of T inter
sects at most one of the above A;. [Sketch of proof: the only way a segment S 
can "enter" A; is by passing through (n;,k;). But (n;,k;)EB0 , so that S then 
must have been in B0 all along.] By dualizing (3), we now get, for any JEN, 

11:± lf;x*ll2 = f lllf;x*ll2• (12) 
i=l i=l 

Observe, however, that on the one hand, by (10) and (11), 

lllf;x*II>; (i=I, ... ,J), 

while on the other hand, 

(13) 
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so that 

II f li; x • 112 ,e;; 16 llx • 11 2 • (14) 
i=I 

Thus, putting (12), (13) and (14) together, we have 

J · ~ ,e;; 16 llx * 112 • 

This is contradictory for large j, so the proof of (iii) is finished. □ 

We now come to the most delicate part of the proof, which is to show that 
NC Y. We assume that YCN and derive a contradiction. First we choose a 

=I= 
8>0 so small that 

3.5 < 4(1-8)2. (15) 

Next we pick-x* EN so that 

d(x*,Y) > 1-8 and llx*ll=l. (16) 

Since lim llx • - P:x • 11 = llx • 11 (this is proved just as (9)), we may choose 
n➔OO 

mEN so that 

llx* - P:,x• II> 1-8. 

Finally, we choose t:>0 so that 

2m+2t:2 <(I-8)2. 

(17) 

(18) 

We are now going to choose elements x,y EJT with llxll = l[yll = 1 and satisfy
ing 

Pm)1=0 and x =Pqx for some large q>m, 

so that 

(x+y,x*> ;;.i: 2(1-8). 

This last inequality implies 

llx+yll ;;.i: 2(1-8). 

However, the choice of x and q will be made in such a way that the norm 
definition in JT makes this last inequality impossible. 

The choice of y is easy. Simply use (17) to select a y EJT so that 

l[yll=l,Pmy=Oand<y,x*)>l-8. (19) 

The choice of q and x is more subtle. First we show 
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(iv) There exists a q Ell\! with q>m and an x EJT with 

llxll=l, x=P9x, (x,x•) >1-8 

and 

PROOF OF (iv) Since x• EN, (iii) enables us to choose q>m so that 

(20) 

IIP;,1x •II:,;;;; f (j = 1, ... , 29). (22) 

Note now that (16) implies 

IIP;x• 11 = llx• -(x* -P;x 0 )II> 1-8, since x• - P;x• E Y. 

Hence, dualizing (2) we get 
'l' 
~ IIP;,1x*ll2 = IIP;x 0 11 2 >(1-8)2. 
j=I 

Now for each j E { 1, ... , 29} let us choose x1 EJT so that 

llx11I = 1, P9,1x1 = x1 

and 
'l' 2• 
~ • •2-~ •2 i:-2 ~ (x1, P9,1x ) (- ~ (x1,x ) ) >(l -u) . 
j=l j=I 

We now put 

and claim that 

l 2• • 
x:= -C ~ (x1,x )x1 

j=I 

satisfies (20) and (21 ). 
Indeed, by (2) again, and because llx)I = 1, j = 1, ... , 29, we have 

1 'l' l 2' 
!Ix 11 2 = - 2 II ~ <x1,x • )xi 11 2 = - 2 ~ <x1,x • >2 = I. 

C j=I C j=l 

Furthermore, by (23) and the definitions of x and C, 

._1t *2- !:' 
(x,x ) - C J";;;I (x1,x ) - C > 1-u. 

(23) 

Finally x1 =P9,1x (j = 1, ... , 29) implies that x =P9x, and also, by (22), that 

l<x1,x*>I = l<P9,1x1,x*>l=l<x1,P;,Jx•)I,;;;;;£ (j=l, ... ,29). 
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Hence 

IIPq,jxll= b ll(xj,x">xjll E.; ~ < 1~ 8 (i=l, ... ,29). 

This completes the proof of (iv). □ 

x-Px 
Since lim P nX = 0, and therefore lim II / II = x, 

n-+oo n➔oo X - nX 

(iv) will also hold with x replaced by 11; =:::II for sufficiently large n >q. So 

we may assume without loss of generality that, in addition to (20) and (21), 
also P,x =0 for some p>q. 

As we observed before, the choice of x and y implies llx +yll;;.i: 2(1-8), so, 
by (15), 

llx +yll2 ;;.i: 4(1-8)2 > 3.5. 

We now finish the proof by showing 

(v) llx +yll2 < 3.5. 

PROOF OF (v) By the choice of q,m and p we have 

X +y = f f tn,k en,k 
n=0k=I 

and also, tn,k=O whenever m<n<q. Since x +y is finitely supported, its 
norm is attained, so there exist pairwise disjoint segments Sj (i = 1, ... ,/), all 
of which may be assumed to intersect the support of x +y, so that 

llx +yll2 = f [ ~ ln,k]
2

. 
j=I (n,k)ES1 

We now divide the Sj into three groups, according as they contain elements 
(n,k) with n ;;.i,q or with n E.;m, or both. Let 
S'1, ••• ,S'r be the segments Sj that contain both elements (n,k) with n;;.i,q, 
and with n E.;m; 
S"1, ••• ,S"I" the segments Sj that contain no element (n,k) with n;;.i,q; 
S"' 1, ••• , S"'r,, the segments Sj that contain no element (n,k) with n E.;m. 
In the diagram below a segment from each group is sketched. We also indi
cate that the supports of x and y are located between the levels q and p, and 
above level m, respectively. 

Now we have /' [ l 2 /" [ l 2 /"' [ l 2 llx+yll2 = ~ ~ tn,k + ~ ~ tn,k + ~ ~ ln,k 
j=I n,k)ES/ j=I n,k)ES;" j=I n,k)ES/" 

-. A' + A" + A"'. (24) 
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p 

First note that 

A"' ~ llxll 2 = 1. (25) 

Next observe that the elementary inequality (a+/3)2~2(,x2+/l2), a,/3EIR, 
implies 

I' I' 

A'~2( ~ ( ~ ln,k)2 + ~ ( ~ ln,k)2) 
, j=I (n,k)ES/ j=I (n,k)ES/ 

=:2( A'_ + A'+ ). (26) 

Now since the segments appearing in A'_ and A" do not intersect the support 
of x, we have 

2A' - +A"~ 2(A' _ +A")~ 2 l[yll 2 = 2. (27) 

Next observe that since each S'1 must pass through level m, the total number 
I' of the S/ is ~2m. Let us enumerate the points where the S/ cross level q as 
follows: 

(q,k1)ES/, l~j~/'(~2m) 

Now we use (21) to get 

I' I' t" 
A'+ = ~ ( ~ ln,k)2 ~ ~ IIPq,k;xll 2 ~ 2m. 2 . (28) 

j=I (n,k)ES/ j=I (1-8) 
(n,k);;;,,(q,k;) 

Putting together (25), (27) and (28), and using (18), we finally get what we 
want: 

llx +yll2 ~(2A' - +A")+2A' + +A"'~2+2m +I. t" 2 + 1 <2+0.5+ 1 =3.50 
(1-8) 
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COROLLARY 8.3. JT* is non-separable and 

JT** ~ JTG112(f), 

so in particular 11 does not embed in JT. 

PRooF. We have observed earlier that card f=c. Hence 12(f) is non
separable. Since we have just shown that JT* maps onto i2(f), Jr• is non
separable also. [Alternatively, one can easily show that the functionals 
xiEJT• (BEf) defined by (x,xi)= I x(n,k) (xEJT) satisfy llxill=l 

(n,k)EB 

and llxi, -xi, !!;;a. V2 whenever B 1,B2 Ef are distinct. This suffices to prove 
non-separability of 1r• .] 

Recall now that Y = N. Therefore 

l 2(f)-::::::.JT* IN~ Y .. l'TT Y 

(where 'TT: Y ➔ Y.. is the canonical embedding ). If '1T1 : y• ➔ y••• denotes the 
canonical embedding, then, as we have seen before, 'TT• o'TT1 = 1 y•. Since ker 
'TT• = ( 'TT Y)l., this immediately implies that 

y*** ~'TT1 y• ffi('TT Y)l.. 

Finally, using that ('TT Y).1. ~ (Y .. !'TTY)•~ /2(f) and y• ;;;;JT, we get 

JT .. ~ JT (B / 2(f). 

Now there are many ways to see from this that 11 does not embed in JT. The 
easiest is to observe that card JT** =c = card JT and to apply Theorem 4.1, 
(1) ~ (3). D 

NOTES What we have called the "classical" James space J, was invented by 
R.C. JAMES ([45)). It is beyond the scope of these notes to discuss it in detail 
and to make clear why it is of such fundamental importance. A leisurely dis
cussion of J and its properties can be found in [16). The James tree space JT is 
of more recent vintage ([46)). Its main impact at the time was that it refuted 
the conjecture that / 1 embeds in every separable space with non-separable 
dual. But ever since its invention it has been a source of inspiration in many 
different problem areas. James deduced the fact that /1 (j.JT from the much 
stronger assertion that JT is hereditarily /2• The proof of this is quite compli
cated (for a detailed discussion, see [16)). We have followed here the presenta
tion of J. LINDENSTRAUSS and C. STEGALL ([51)). Their Theorem 8.2 has many 
other interesting consequences (cf. [51)). There is also a discussion in [51) of 
the so-called James function space JF, another example of a separable space 
with non-separable dual in which /1 does not embed. A third such example is 
the James-Hagler space JH, due to J. HAGLER ([34)). Each of these three exam
ples is interesting in its own right. In many respects they differ considerably 
and they deserve to be studied in detail. And in fact they are (see e.g. the 
recent paper [84)). 
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DEFINITION A. 1. A finite measure space (O,I,µ) is called perfect if for every 
measurable function/:O➔R and for every set ECR such that/- 1EEI, there 
exists a Borel set BCE with ff I B)= ff IE). □ 

If the completion of (O,I,µ) is perfect, then so is (O,I,µ), trivially. We shall 
see shortly that the converse is also true. Anyway, if (O,I,µ) is complete, then 
Def. A.I can be stated as follows: (O,I,µ) is perfect iff for every measurable 
/:O➔R the maximal a-algebra I':={ECR :r1EEI} for which f is I-I'
measurable, provided with the image measure P: = f(p.), is the P-completion of 
'ffi(R) (: = the Borel sets in R). 

The next few propositions describe the most important examples of perfect 
measure spaces we shall encounter. 

PROPOSITION A.2. Suppose (O,I,µ) is perfect and A EI. Then (A,IA,JLA) is per
fect, where 

PROOF. Suppose that f :A ➔R is measurable and E CR is such that 
1-1 EEIA. There is ngthing to prove if E =R. If not, choose aER \E and 
extend f to a function /:O➔R by putting 

- {f(t) if tEA, 
/(t): = a if t (tA. 

Since f_~ pieasura!?!~\ and (O,I,µ) is perfect, there _e~sts a Borel set B £If such 
that µif B) = µif E). But obviously r I B = f B and r I E = f E, so 
JLAU-- 1 B) = JLAU-- 1 E). □ 

PROPOSITION A.3. A measure space (O,I,µ) is perfect ifJ its µ-completion 
(O,I,.,µ) is perfect. 

PROOF. Sufficiency is trivial, as we already observed above. So now assume 
that (O,I,µ) is perfect and let/:O➔R be I,.-measurable and let ECR be such 
that 1- 1 E EI,.. It is easy to see (and well known) that there is a I-measurable 
g:O➔R so that/ =g µ a.e., hence JL(U-- 1 E)a(g- 1 E))=O. So we can choose A 
so that 
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A El:, A c<,1 E)n(g-l E) and 1£,4 = ff I E)=µ{g- 1 E). (1) 

By Prop. A.2 (A,l':,4,µ.,4) is perfect. So if g,. denotes the (l':,4-measurable) res
triction of g to A, then (since gi 1 E = A El':,4) there is a Borel set BCE so that 
µ.,4(gi 1 B) = µ.,4(gi 1 E), i.e. µ.((g- 1 B)nA) = µ.((g- 1 E)nA). Using now that 
f =g µ. a.e., and (1), it easily follows from this that ff 1 B) = ff 1 E). □ 

PROPOSITION A.4. Let O be a Hausdorff topological space and letµ. be a finite 
Radon measure on 0. Then (0, ~O),µ.) is perfect. 

PROOF. Suppose /:O➔R is measurable and ECR satisfies r 1EE'ff,(0). By 
regularity there exists for each n EN a compact Kn er IE so that 

ff 1E)-µ.(Kn)< ! . Moreover; by Lusin's theorem, we may assume thatflx. 

is continuous, so that fKn is compact, hence Borel. It is now evident that 
00 

B:= U fKn is Borel and satisfies BCE, ff 1B)= µif- 1E). □ 
n=I 

We often say thatµ. is perfect when the measure space (0,l':,µ.) is understood. 
The next result shows that the property of measurable functions /:O➔R that 

characterizes perfectness of (O,l':,µ.), remains true for functions f valued in 
more general 'measure spaces. First, some definitions must be recalled. 

Let O be a set, l': a a-algebra of subsets of 0. Such a pair (0,l':) is often 
called a measurable space. We shall say that (0,l':) is countably generated if 

00 

there is a sequence (An) in l': that generates l':, i.e. l':= a( U An), We call the 
n=I 

measurable space (O,l':) separated if for every pair x,y EO with x*y there 
exists an A El': containing precisely one of x and y. A simple example of a 
separated countably generated measurable space is a subset A of [O, 1] with its 
Borel a-algebra: (A, ~(A)) (cf. Lemma D. 11 (ii)). This is essentially the only 
example, as we now show. 

LEMMA A.5. Let (O,l':) be a separated, countably generated measurable space. 
Then there exists a subset A C[O, l] and an isomorphism (in the obvious sense) 
between (O,l':) and (A,~A)). 

PROOF. Let (An)Cl': be a sequence that generates l': and define ct,:0➔[0,1] by 
00 

cp(x):= l': rnXA (x) (xEO). We claim that l':=ct,- 1(~). Indeed, cp- 1('ff,)Cl': is 
n=I • 

trivial, since ct, is clearly measurable. On the other hand cp- 1(~) (which is a a-
00 

algebra) contains each An (exercise), and therefore l':=a( U An)- Next let us 
n=I 

show that ct, is injective: if cp(x)=cp(y) for some x,yEO, then for each 
A Ecp- 1(~) we have xEA iff yEA. But cp- 1('ff,)=l': and the sets of l': separate 
the points of 0, by assumption. So we must have x =y. [Note: we have shown 
that (0,l':) is countably separated since the injectivity of ct, means that the An 
(n = 1,2, ... ) separate the points of 0.] The assertion of the lemma is now clear 
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if we put A: =q,(0). D 

The example of a separated countably generated measurable space (O,~) 
that will suffice for all our applications is a Hausdorff topological space O with 
a countable base, provided with its Borel a-algebra ~-

PRoPosmoN A.6. Let (01, ~ 1) be a separated countably generated measurable 
space and let (O,~,µ) be perfect. Then for each measurable f:0➔01 (measurable 
here means ~-~1 -measurable) and for each EI C 01 such that r IE I E~ there 
exists a B1 E~1 with BI CE I and µ,(f- 1 B 1)= µ,(f- 1 E 1 ). 

PROOF. Let cp:01 ➔[O, l] be the isomorphism defined in the proof of lemma 
A.5. Putting E: =cpE I we have (cpoj)-1 E= r 1 EI• By the definition of perfect
ness there is a Borel set BCE with µ((cpoj)- 1 B) = µ((cpoj)- 1 E). Now 
cp-1 B=:B 1 satisfies B 1 E~1 , B 1 CE 1 and 

µ,(f- 1 Bi)= µ((cpoj)- 1 B)= µ((cpoj)- 1 E)= µ,(f- 1 E i). 0 

We now state a consequence of perfectness that is needed in the proof of 
Fremlin's Th~rem and in several other places as well. 

PROPOSITION A.7. Let (O,~,µ) be perfect an let (01,~1) be a separated count
ably generated measurable space (e.g. 01 = Hausdorff topological space with a 
countable base, and ~ 1 = ~01)). Let f:0➔01 be measurable and let us define 
v:= f(µ) on ~ 1. Then for every subset E 1 C01 we have 

{j'-1 •(f-1 • IL-v E1)= v.E 1 and µ Ei)= v E 1. 

Consequently, for every function g :01 ➔R we have that 

g of is µ-measurable iff g is v-measurable. 

(2) 

(3) 

PROOF. It suffices to prove the first equality in (2); the second then follows by 
complementation. The inequality µ.(J 1E 1);a.v.(E 1) is trivial: if B1 CEi, 
B1E~1 is such that vB1=v.E1, then 1 1B1E~ and f- 1B1Cf- 1E1, so 
µ.(J 1E1);a. ff 1Bi)= vB1 =v.E1. 

For the proof of µ. (f- 1 E 1 )..;;; v. E I perfectness is needed. Choose B E ~ so 
that BC1 1E 1 and µB=µ.(J 1E 1). Consider the measure space (B,~B,ILB), 
which is perfect by Prop. A.2, and let fB:B➔01 be the (~B-measurable res
triction off to B. Since Ji 1E 1 =BE~B, there exists by Prop. A.6 a set 
B 1 CE 1, B 1 E~1 such that 

ILB (Ji I B1)= ILB(/i 1 E 1)= µB = µ.(j- 1 E 1)

The conclusion now follows easily: 

v.E 1 ~vB1 = µ,(f- 1 Bi);;,. P.B(/i 1 B1) = µ.(1 1 E 1). 

The last statement (3) is obvious: if B c R is Borel then g-1 B =:E I is v-
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measurable iff (go/)- 1 B = r 1 E 1 is µ-measurable, by (2). D 

We conclude with an example showing that not all finite measure spaces are 
perfect. 

ExAMPLE A.8. Let (O,I,µ) be a finite measure space and let Eco be a subset 
that is not necessarily µ-measurable. Then E generates a measure space 
(E, IE,J.'E), as follows: 

IE:={A nE :A eI},µE(A nE):= µ(A nF) for A EI, 

where F is any set satisfying 

FeI, ECFandµF=µ"E. 

(Note that this definition reduces to that in Prop. A.2 if E eI; observe also 
that 1-'E is independent of the choice of F.) 

Now suppose in addition that (O,I) is separated and countably generated 
and that E is not µ-measurable. We claim that (E, IE,J.'E) is not perfect. 
lncleed, if it were, then by Prop. A.6 applied to the measurable identity map 
E~ there would exist a BCE with BeI so that µEB= µEE. But then 
µ" E= µEE= µEB =µB ~µ.E, so we have a contradiction. □ 

REMARK A.9. If (O,I,µ) is also perfect (besides being separated and countably 
generated) then, by Prop. A.2 and Ex. A.8, (E, IE,µE) is perfect iff E is µ
measurable. 

NOTES Perfect measure spaces were first defined by B. V. GNEDENKO and 
A.N. KOLMOGOROV in [31], and studied by v.v. SAZONOV ([81]). For more 
recent information, see [49]. 
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Let T be a topological Hausdorff space. A Radon measure on T is a finite 
nonnegative Borel measure µ. which is regular in the sense that 
µ.A= sup{µ.K:KCA compact } for every Borel set A CT. (We shall have 
almost no need to consider signed or complex or even infinite Radon meas
ures, so it is convenient to restrict the term Radon measure to finite non
negative measures unless specified differently.) ~" denotes the µ.-completion of 
~(T), the Borel a-algebra on T. 

For a Radon measure µ. on T consider the union of all open µ.-null sets 
0 c T. The regularity of µ. easily implies that this union is itself a null set. The 
( closed) complement of this largest open null set is called the support of µ. and 
denoted suppµ.. If BE~(T) then we define JJ.B by JJ.n(A): =µ(A nB), A E~(T). 
Since ~(B)={A nB :AE~T)}, JJ.B is a Radon measure on B, often called the 
restriction ofµ. to B. Bis called self supported if B = supp JJ.B, in other words if 
µ.(OnB)>O whenever OCT is open and OnB=t::0. JJ.B can also be (and 
often will be) considered to be a Radon measure on T. As such it may have a 
larger support. 

Let T I an T 2 be Hausdorff spaces and let q,: T 1 ➔ T 2 be continuous. Then q, 
is Borel-measurable so if µ.1 is a Radon measure on T I then the image measure 
JJ.2: =q,µ.1 can be defined, first on ~(T2), and then on ~,., the usual way: 
JJ.2 B2: = µ.1 («t>- 1 B2) for B2 E~,.,. Observe that µ.2 is also Radon since q, maps 
compact sets to compact sets. 

Now let us take T I and T 2 compact Hausdorff and let q,: T 1 ➔ T 2 be a con
tinuous surjection. We denote by C(T;) (i = 1,2) the Banach space of continu
ous real-valued functions on T;, with the sup norm. The map 
«1>* :C(T2)➔C(T1) defined by 

«1>*(f2):= ho<J> (f2EC(T2)) 

is a linear isometry into. Therefore its adjoint q,**:M(T1 )➔M(T2) is a quo
tient map (Here we identify M(T;), the set of signed Radon measures on T;, 
with the dual space C(T;)*, via the Riesz representation theorem; under this 
identification the variation norm of JJ,; EM(T;) corresponds to the dual norm 
of C(T;)* .) 
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4> •• w • -w • -continuous quotient map 

cf,. 
C(T1)3ct,'(Ji)= Ji ocf,--Ji EC(T2) ,p • isomorphism into 

cf, 
Ti----- ,p continuous surjection 

Since the closed unit balls of M(T1) and M(T2 ) are w• -compact (Alaoglu's 
theorem) and cf,•• is a w• -w• continuous quotient map, cp** maps the closed 
unit ball of M(T1) onto that of M(T2). In particular for every Radon proba
bility P-2EM(T2) there is a µ.1EM(T1) with 11µ.ill=l. and cp**µ.1 =µ.2. The 
obvious fact that cf,• maps 1 r, (: = the function on T I that is identically equal 
to 1) to lr2 implies that µ.2(T2)= µ.1(T1)= 1, so that µ.1 ;;;;..o, hence a Radon 
probability. Of course cf,** µ1 is precisely what we have called cf,µ1 (the image 
measure) before. We have therefore shown that each Radon probability P-2 on 
T2 is the image of a Radon probability µ.1 on T 1 (T1,T2 compact). 

We now prove a fact that will be used sometimes in these notes: given P-2, 
the Radon probability µ1 can be so chosen that cf,• is an isometry onto when 
considered as a map from L 1 (P-2) to L 1 (µ1 ). 

PROPOSITION B.1 Let T 1,T2 be compact Hausdorff spaces and cj,:T1 ➔T2 a con
tinuous surjection. Then every Radon probability Pi on T 2 is the cp-image of a 
Radon probability µ1 on T 1 such that cp* :L 1 (111)➔L 1(µ.i) is an isometry onto. 

PROOF. Clearly cf,* is an isometry into, whatever the choice of µ.1. The point of 
interest is the surjectivity. For this we consider the set P I of all Radon proba
bilities µ1 with cj,µ1 = Pi (111 is fixed). Clearly P I is w • -compact and convex. We 
claim that if we choose µ1 E ext P 1 ( observe that ext P I i= 0 by the Krein
Milman theorem) then cf,* is onto. Suppose not. Then there exists a non-zero 
gEL 00 (µi)=L 1(µ1)" such that 

j g·cf,*(f)dµ.1 = j g·(focj,)dµ.1 =0 '1fEL 1(µ1). (1) 
T, T 1 

We may assume -1 ~g~ l. Let us write 
l l 

µI = 2 (1 + g)µ.1 + 2 (l -g)µ.1 (2) 

(1) states that the measure gµ.1 has cp-image 0. Hence each of the (non
negative!) Radon measure (1 +g)µ.1 has cp-image µ2. Also each of them is a 
probability, since f gdµ1 = /r(lr2 ocf,)dµ.1 =O, by (1). Thus (I+g)µ.1 EP1 and 

(2) contradicts the fact that µ1 E ext P 1 . □ 
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REMARK B.2. The result is intuitively clear. Consider e.g. the special case where 
1-"2 is a discrete measure. Let { t 2 } be an atom of 1-"2 and suppose that 
B 1 : = cf> - l { t 2 } is not a singleton. Then all functions ,p* fare constant on B 1• So 
if cf>* is to be surjective, every µ,1 -measu~able function should be constant µ,1 

a.e. on B 1 . This can be achieved by concentrating (p.1 )B, in one point, say 
11 EB1 :(p.1)B, = 1-"2{!2}·8,,. 

NOTES All material here is standard, except Prop. B.l, which was observed by 
M. TALAGRAND in [92]. 
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Let T 1 and T 2 be compact Hausdorff spaces and let µ,1 and µ,2 be Radon 
probability measures on T I and T 2 , respectively. We shall denote by 6]1 , ~ 
the respective Borel a-algebras and by ~,.,, ~,., their µ,1-, respectively JJ-2-
completions. On 'il,1 X ~ (: = the product a-algebra) we consider the product 
measure µ,: = µ,1 X µ,2. Let ~,. denote the µ,-completion of 'iB1 X ~. Obviously 
~,. equals the µ,-completion of ~,., X ~,.,. There is also the a-algebra 'ii, of the 
Borel sets of T:=T1 XT2 (with the product topology). We have 'i1,1X%C'i1, 
but it is known that in general 'ii,~~,.. An example of this situation can be 
found in [27]. However, continuous functions on Tare measurable with respect 
to 6]1 X 'iB2 so we may consider the positive linear functional 

f ➔ ff dµ, (feC(T)). 
T 

By the Riesz representation theorem there is a Radon measure P.R on ffi 
satisfying 

ff d P.R = ff d µ,. (1) 
T T 

It is easy to see from the uniqueness clause in the Riesz representation 
theorem that 
(i) P.R coincides with µ, on 'iB1 X 'iB2 

(apply (1) to functions depending on one coordinate only, to show that 
P.R(B 1 XT2) = µ,{B 1 XT2) and P.R(T1 XB2)= µ,{T 1 XB2) for all Borel sets 
B1 CT1,B2 CT2); 

(ii) P.R is uniquely determined by µ, 
(the corresponding functional is uniquely determined byµ,, see (1)). 

Thus P.R is the unique Radon extension of µ, from 'iB1 X 'iB2 to 'iB, or from ~,. 
to ~,.., if ~,.. denotes the P.R-completion of 'iB. 

We now derive an explicit formula for P.R. Notation: for B CT I X T 2 and 
t 1 eT1, B,, :={t2eT2 :(t 1,ti)eB} and similarly B,, :={t1 eTi:{t 1,t2)EB} for 
!2 ET2. 

PROPOSITION C. 1. For every B eGi,, 

P.R(B) = f JL2(Bti>dµ,1(t1) = f P.1(B,,)dJL2(t2). 
T, T, 
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PRooF. By symmetry it suffices to prove the first formula. Let us consider the 
collection 

ZJ: = {BE~: j µ,i(Bt,)dµ 1(t 1) is well-defined} 
T, 

(by "well defined" we mean that B,, is µ,i-measurable for µ1 a.e. t 1 and that 
t 1--'>µ2(B,,) is µ1-measurable). 

Observe that 
(i) Zi is a Dynkin system (i.e. TE~0 ; A,BEZ> and A CB implies B \A E~0 ; 

00 

An EZJ (n = 1,2, ... ) and An j implies U An E~o). 
n =l 

(ii) ~o contains the compact sets (for B compact B,, is compact, hence Borel 
and t 1--'>µ,i(B,.) is u.s.c. ( = upper-semi-continuous) hence Borel). 

Since the compact sets generate the Borel a-algebra and are closed for 
(finite) intersections, a well-known theorem ([12], Th. 1.6.1) states that 
~o = GJi. It is now clear that 

µ'(B):= j µ,i(B1,)dµ1(t1) (BEGJi) 
T, 

defines a Borel measure extending µ. 
We must show that µ'=µR. For this it is enough to prove that µ'K = µRK 

for compact K. In fact it suffices to show that 

µ' K ;;;;i: µR K 'v compact K 

Indeed, since µ!T = µR T, it then follows that 

µ'(T \ K) ~ µR (T \ K) 'v compact K. 

(2) 

Suppose for contradiction that µ'(T\K)<µR(T\K) for some compact K. 
Then by the regularity of µR there is a compact L CT\ K so that 

µ'L ~µ,'(T\K)<µR L ~µR(T\K), 

contradicting (2) with K = L. 
For the proof of (2) observe that the u.s. continuity of t 1 --'>P-2 (K,,) and the 

regularity of µ1 easily imply ( exercise!) that 

µ'K=inf{µ,'B:B:JK, BE'il\1 XGJii} (3) 

(we may even restrict the infimum to the finite unions of open rectangles con
taining K.). Since µRB= µ'B for all BE':1\1 XGJii we conclude from (3) that 
µRK~µ'K and the proof is finished. D 

REMARK C.2. The above discussion can be extended to finite products 
µ1 X · · · Xµk of Radon measuresµ; on compact T; (i = l, ... ,k). The existence 
of the unique Radon measure (µ1 X · · · Xµk)R on T:=T1 X · · · XTk extend
ing µ1 X · · · Xµk follows exactly as before. To show that it is given by a 
Fubini type formula as in Prop. C.1, it is best to use induction, observing that 
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the formula 

((p.1 X · · · Xµ1)R X (p.1+1 X · · · Xµk)R)R = (pl X · · · Xµk)R (4) 

holds for all /,kEN with l~/<k. □ 

COROLLARY C.3. Let T; be compact Hausdorff andµ; a Radon probability on T; 
(i=l, ... ,k). IJX;CT; satisfiesµ;X;=l (i=l, ... ,k)then 

(p.1 X · · · Xµk)i (X1 X · · · X Xk) = 1. (5) 

In particular (p.1 X · · · Xµk)* (X 1 X · · · X Xk) = 1. 

PRooF. We use induction on k. Formula (4) takes care of the induction step 
from k to k + 1 (k;;.2), so it suffices to prove the result fork =2. Let B be any 
Borel set in T I X T 2 disjoint with X I XX 2 . Then the formula in Prop. C. 1 
immediately yields µRB = 0. □ 

NOTES The fact that the completion of the product a-algebra of two Radon 
measures may not contain the Borel sets was proved by D.H. FREMLIN in [27]. 
Corollary C.3 (fork =2) appears in [92], with a very sketchy proof. 
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Appendix D 

Polish spaces and analytic sets 

DEFINITION D.l. A topological space is called Polish if it is homeomorphic to 
a separable complete metric space. □ 

It is known that a subspace of a Polish space Tis Polish iff it is a G8 in T. 
We only need: 

LEMMA D.2. Every closed subspace and every open subspace of a Polish space T 
is Polish. 

PROOF The first assertion is obvious. Let O be open in T and let d be a com
plete metric for T. We define 

p(t,t'): = d(t,t') + I d(t.i\ 0) d(t')\ 0) I (t,t'EO). 

Clearly p is a metric on O and it is readily seen that a sequence (tn) CO con

verges ford to a point tEO iff this is the case for p, since,_ d(t.i\ O) is d

continuous on 0. So the d- and p- topologies on 0 coincide. To see the com
pleteness of (O,p), let (tn)CO be p-Cauchy. Then (tn) is d-Cauchy since d-,;;;;,p, 
so d-lim tn = t for some t ET. If we can show that t E 0, then p-lim tn = t, by 

our earlier observation. But this is simple: if tflO then d(tn,i\O) _oo, and 

this is incompatible with lim p(tn,tm)=0. □ 
n,m➔ oo 

EXAMPLE D.3. For theoretical reasons the space NN of all sequences of natural 
numbers is an important example of a Polish space. Of course each factor N 
has the discrete (metric!) topology and NN the product topology. For each 
choice of n 1 , • • • , nk EN let us define 

A(n 1, ••• ,nk):= {(m;)ENN :m;=n; for i =l, ... ,k}. 

The sets A (n 1, ••• , nk) form a countable base for the topology of NN . □ 

The reason for introducing NN is the following fact. 

PROPOSITION D.4. Each non-empty Polish space Tis a continuous image of NN. 

PROOF. Let d be a complete metric on T. We shall define inductively subsets 
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F(n 1, ••• ,nk) of T indexed by finitely many n1, ••• ,nkEN so that the fol
lowing conditions hold: 
(i) F(n 1, ... , nk) is closed and non-empty, 

(ii) diam F(n 1, ••• ,nk)~ ! (k = 1,2, ... ), 
00 

(iii) T= U F(n 1) and, more generally, 
n,=I 

00 

(iv) F(n 1, ••• ,nk-1)= U F(n 1, ••• ,nk-l,nk) for every choice of 
n,=I 

n 1, ••• ,nk-I EN. 
The possibility of defining such sets is immediate from the fact that each 

closed subset of T is a countable union of closed subsets with diameter ~t: 
(t:>0 arbitrary). 

We now define f :NN ➔ T as follows. Given (nk)f = 1 E NN we take / ((nk)) to 
00 

be the unique point in n F(n 1, ••• , nk)- Properties (i), (ii) and the complete-
k = I 

ness of d imply that such a unique point exists for any choice of (nk)f = 1. 
00 

Moreover, the singletons n F(n 1, ... , nk) cover T, by (iii) and (iv), so that f 
k=I 

is surjective. Finally, to see the continuity off, note that, by (ii), the oscillation 

of /is~! on the nbhd A(n 1, ... ,nk) of any given (nk)ENN (k=l,2, ... ). 

□ 

DEFINITION D.4. A subset of a Polish space T is called analytic if it is a con
tinuous image of some Polish space S. □ 

It will become apparent in a moment that every Borel subset of a Polish 
space is analytic. There are analytic sets which fail to be Borel, however (we 
shall not prove this), but if both A and its complement are analytic, then A is 
Borel. Before proving these assertions we collect some elementary facts about 
analytic sets in the next lemma. 

LEMMA D.5. 
(i) every closed and every open subset of a Polish space is analytic, 

00 00 

(ii) if A 1 ,A 2, ... are analytic subsets of a Polish space T then n Ak and U Ak 
k=I k=I 

are also analytic. 

PROOF. (i) follows trivially from Lemma D.2. 

(ii): for every kEN let Sk be Polish and fk:Sk➔Ak a continuous surjection. 
00 

Then S: = II Sk is Polish. Let D be the subset of S consisting of all (sk)f =I 
k=I 

00 

with/1(s 1) = fi(s 2)= ...... Then Dis closed in S, so Polish itself. Now n Ak is 
k=I 

the image of D under the continuous map that sends (sk)f =I ED to the com-
mon value/1(s1) = fi(s2)= · · ·. 
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To prove the assertion about unions, let /k and Sk be as above. Now let us 
form the disjoint union S' of the Sk. Then S' is Polish. [Sketch of proof: let 
dk be a complete metric on Sk, k = 1,2, ... , and assume each dk has values <l. 
Then defined on S' by d(x,y):= dk(x,y) if x,yESk for some kEN, and =1 

CX) 

otherwise.] The map f :S'- U Ak that agrees with/k on Sk (k = 1,2, ... ) is con-
k=I 

tinuous and surjective, so the proof is finished. □ 

We are now prepared for 

PROPOSITION D.6. Every Borel subset of a Polish space Tis analytic. 

PROOF. Let & be the collection of all subsets A c T such that both A and 
T\A are analytic. By Lemma D.5 (i) & contains the closed (and the open) 
sets. By definition, if A E& then T\A E&. Finally, whenever AkE& 

CX) CX) CX) 

(k = 1,2, ... ), then U Ak and T\ U Ak = n (T\Ak) are both analytic by 
k=1 k=1 k=I 

CX) 

Lemma D.5 (ii), so U AkE&. We have now proved that & is a a-algebra con-
k =I 

taining the closed sets, so & contains the Borel sets and we are done. □ 

REMARK D.7. It will become clear in a moment that actually & = <iB: if A and 
T \ A are both analytic, then A is Borel. □ 

Let us note the following consequence of Prop. D.4 and the definition of 
analyticity: 

COROLLARY D.8. Every analytic set is a continuous image ofNN. 

The result mentioned in Remark D.7 is a corollary of the following "separa-
tion theorem" for analytic sets. 1 

PROPOSITION D.9. If A 1,A2 are disjoint analytic subsets of a Polish space T, 
then A 1 and A 2 can be separated by Borel sets, i.e. there exist disjoint Borel sets 
B1,B2 CT such that A 1, CB1 and A2 CB2. 

PRooF. The proof is based on the following simple observation: if (En);:"= 1 
and (Fm)~= 1 are two sequences of subsets of T such that for each pair 
(n,m)ENXN the sets En and Fm (are disjoint and) can be separated by Borel 

CX) CX) 

sets, then so can U En and U Fm. Indeed, by assumption there exist for each 
n=1 m=I 

pair (n,m) Borel sets Cn,m,Dn,m with 

Cn,m nDn,m = 0, En CCn,m, Fm CDn,m· 
CX) CX) CX) CX) 

Then C: = U n Cn m and D: = n U Dn m are Borel and satisfy 
n=lm=I ' n=lm=I ' 
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00 00 

C n D = 0, LJ En CC, LJ Fm CD. 
n=I m=I 

Now recall that by Cor. D.8 there are continuous maps f,g: NN➔T so that 
f (NN) =A I and g(NN)=A 2. Let us suppose for contradiction that A I and 
A 2 cannot be separated (by Borel sets). Let A (n 1, ... , nk) be defined as in 
Example D.3. Then 

00 00 

A1 = Uf(A(n1)), A2 = U g(A(m1)), 
n,=1 m,=I 

so by the above observation there are n1,m1 EN so that 

j(A(ni)) andg(A(m 1)) cannot be separated 

Repeating this argument we can define inductively sequences (nk),(mk)ENN so 
that for each k EN, 

j(A(n 1, ••• ,nk)) and g(A(m 1, ••• ,ink)) cannot be separated (l) 

Observe now that by the disjointness of A I and A 2 we have 

f ((nk)) =/=-g((mk)). 

Let U1,U2 be disjoint nbhds of these respective points in T. Then by the con
tinuity off and g we must have 

f(A(n,, ... ,nk))cU,, g(A(m1, ... ,mk))CU2 

for sufficiently large k EN (recall that the sets A (n 1, .•• , nk) form a nbhd 
basis of (nk) in f\lN; similarly for (md). This contradicts (l). □ 

COROLLARY D.10. Let T be Polish and let A CT have the property that both A 
and T \ A are analytic. Then A is Borel. 

PROOF. If B 1 , B 2 are Borel sets separating A and T \ A, then A = B 1. □ 

The final result we need is that analytic sets behave well under Borel maps. 
Some trivialities must be dealt with first. 

LEMMA D.l l. Let T 1, T2 be separable metrizable spaces. Then: 
(i) ~(T1 XT2)=~(T1)X~(T2) (where <ifi(T1)X~(T2) denotes the product o

algebra). More generally, 
00 00 

<ifi( II TJ = II <ifi(T;) when T;(i = 1,2, ... ) is separable and metrizable. 
i=I i=I 

(ii) For any A CT1, ~(A)={B nA :BE<ifi(T1)}. 

(iii) If f:T1➔T2 is Borel-measurable then its graph G(f) belongs to ~(T1 X T2). 

PROOF. (i): The inclusion ~(T1)X<ifi(T2)C~(T1 X T2) is true for any topologi
cal spaces T 1 and T2. The other inclusion holds e.g. whenever T 1 X T2 is 
Lindelof, since then every open O c T I X T 2 is a countable union of open 
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rectangles. The extension to countable products is immediate. 
(ii): This assertion holds for arbitrary topological spaces T 1 • Consider the 
identity embedding i:A➔T1 • Then i-1'iB(T1)={BnA:BE'iB(T1)} is a <1-

algebra containing the open subsets O nA of A ( 0 c T 1 open), hence 'iB(A ). On 
the other hand { B CT 1 : i - 1 B = B nA E 'iB(A)} is a <1-algebra containing the 
open subsets of T 1 , hence 'iB( T 1 ). This proves the assertion. 
(iii): consider the map F: T 1 X T 2 ➔ T 2 X T 2 defined by 

F(t1,t2): = (j(t1)h) (11 ET1, !2 ET2) 

By (i) F is ~(T1 X T2) - ~(T2 X T2) measurable. let D be the diagonal in 
T2 X T2. Then Dis closed, hence Borel, so p-l D = G(f)E'iB(T1 X T2). D 

PROPOSITION D.12. Let T 1, T 2 be Polish and let f: T 1 ➔ T 2 be Borel measur
able. If A I C TI and A 2 C T 2 are analytic then fA I and f- 1 A 2 are analytic. 

PROOF. 

a) By lemma D.11 (ii) the restriction FA, :A 1 ➔ T 2 is Borel measurable, so 
G({A,)E'iB(A 1XT2), by Lemma D.11 (iii). Again by Lemma D.11 (ii) we may 
now write G({A, )= (A 1 X T2)nB with B E'iB(T1 X T2). Since it is immediate 
the finite and even countable products of analytic sets are analytic, A I X T 2 is 
analytic, and so is (A 1 XT2)nB=G(fA,), by Prop. D.6 and Lemma D.5 (ii). 

Hence there is a Polish space S and a continuous surjection g from S onto 
G ({A,). Composing g with the continuous projection p 2 from T 1 X T 2 onto T 2, 

we conclude that (p2og)S = p2 G({A.) = fA 1 is analytic. 
b) For the second assertion we observe that by similar arguments 
G (j) n (T 1 X A 2) is analytic, and therefore also p 1 G (j) = f- 1 A 2, where p 1 

denotes the projection from T 1 X T 2 on T 1• D 

COROLLARY D.13. Let T 1,T2 be Polish and f :T1 ➔T2 Borel measurable. Put 
S: = JT1. Let g:S➔R be real-valued function. Then 

g is Borel iff gof is Borel. 

PROOF. Necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency suppose gof is Borel. Let 
BE~(R) be arbitrary. Then 1-1B=f(gof)- 1B. Since (gof)- 1B is Borel, 
hence analytic, f(gof)- 1B=g- Bis analytic by Prop. D.12. A similar argu
ment shows that S\g-1B=f(gof)- 1(R\B) is analytic. Now the separation 
theorem D.9 says that there are Borel sets B 1,B2 CT2 so that 

B1 nB2 = 0, g- 1BCB1, S\g- 1BCB2. 

This implies that g- 1 B = B 1 n S, so g- 1 BE 'iB(S), by Lemma D.11 (ii). D 

NOTES The above material represents the absolute minimum needed for a full 
understanding of the main text. Much more about analytic sets can be learned 
e.g. from [12], [10] and [50]. 
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Appendix E 

First class Baire functions 

We consider here the class 6Ji1 (T) of the Baire functions of the first class. 
The defining property of these functions is that they are pointwise limits of 
sequences of continuous functions. Below we list several other properties that 
are equivalent to this for Polish T, but generally different under less severe res
trictions on T. The following theorem amply covers our needs. 

THEOREM E. l. Let T be a topological space. Consider the following properties for 
functions f :T ➔R: 
(i) fe6Ji1(T), i.e. f is a pointwise limit on T of a sequence of continuous func

tions. 
(ii) r I F is a G ll in T for every closed F CR, or equivalently, r 1 0 is an Fa in 

T for every open OCR. 
(iii) f e"ii,(T), i.e. for every closed LC T the restriction Jk has a point of con

tinuity. 
(iv) For every closed non-empty LC T and for all numbers a</3, L n {j<a} and 

L n {j> /3} are not both dense in L. 
We have the following implications: 

(i) ~ (ii): always true. 
(ii) ~ (i): if Tis a metric space. 
(iii) ~ (iv): always true. 
(iv) ~ (iii): if T is hereditarily Baire, i.e. if every closed subspace of T is a Baire 
space. 
(iii) ~ (ii): if T separable metric. 
(ii) ~ (iv): if Tis hereditarily Baire. 

In particular 6Ji1(T)C6Ji,(T) whenever Tis hereditarily Baire (so e.g. when Tis 
compact or complete metric), and 6Ji1 (T) = "ii,(T) whenever Tis Polish. 

PROOF. 
(i) ~ (ii): let OCR be open and suppose f =-rp-lim J,.,J,.:T➔R continuous 

(n = 1,2, ... ). Put Fn: ={teR:d(t,R \ O);;a..!. }, where dis the usual metric on R 
n 

(n = 1,2, ... ). Then it is easily checked that 
00 00 00 r 1O = LJ LJ n J;;1 Fn and this is an Fa. 

n=lm=lk=m 

00 

(ii) ~ (i) (for T metric): let us first observe that a sum I .f,. with 
n =I 
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00 

I ll.fnll 00 <00 and all.fn belonging to ~ 1(T), also belongs to ~ 1(T) (exercise). 
n=l 
Secondly, there is no loss of generality in supposing that f is bounded, say 
valued in (0,1), since R is homeomorphic to (0,1). Now fix n EN and consider 
the sets 

k k+l Ak: = {-<f} and Bk:={!<--} (k =0, ... ,n -1). 
n n 

00 

All Ak and Bk are Fa-sets by assumption. Fix k and write Ak = 1~/k,I, Fk,I 
00 

closed. Then uk: = I 2-1XF, is in ~ 1 (T) since each XF, is (exercise) and by o, /=I •.1 .,, 
00 

the first observation. Similarly we may write Bk=1~/'k,I, F'k,1 closed, and put 
00 

g'k:= I 2-1XF, . Now (uk>0}=Ak, {g'k>0}=Bk. The function /=1 .. , o, 

fic: = ! , is also in ~ 1 (T) and satisfies 
gk g k 

fic=0 on T\Ak, fic=l on T\Bk, and 0<fic<l elsewhere. 

Now clearly .l(/1 + ... + .fn) approximates f on T to within .l and is in ~ 1 (T). 
n n 

It follows that f, as a uniform limit of functions in 'i:B1 (T) is also in 'i:B1 (T) (a 
uniform limit of a sequence may be represented as a sum of a series of the 
form I.fn, Ill.fnll<oo, so our first observation applies). 

(iii) ~ (iv) and (iv) ~ (iii) (for T hereditarily Baire) are proved in Lemma 3. 7. 

(iii) ~ (ii) (for T separable metric): let us fix an open set OCR and an £>0 
and let us put 

GE:= {tET: d(f (t), R \ O);;;ai:€} (d the usual metric on R). 

We shall prove that there exists an Fa-set FE CT satisfying 

GE CF( andfF( co. (1) 

This suffices because taking € = .l, n = 1, 2,. .. it should be clear that 
n 

00 00 00 r 1O= U Gun= U Fun, and U Fun is an Fa-
n=! n=I n=l 

For the proof we shall define inductively a strictly decreasing transfinite 
sequence of closed subsets (Ka)a._,.. for some countable ordinal ao, with 
K.._ = 0 and such that whenever a(ao and tEKa \Ka+I then the oscillation 
off on Ka in t is <£. More precisely this means that there exists a nbhd V, of 
t so that 

lf(ti) - f(t2)I<€ for all ti.ti E Kan V,. 

Start with K0 : = T. Suppose the Ka have been defined for all a</3, P a fixed 
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ordinal. If /J is a limit ordinal, then define Kp: = n Ka. If /J=a+ 1, then 
a<{J 

define 

Kp: ={tEKa: V nbhd V, oft 3 t1,t2 EV1 nKasuch that lf (t1)-J(t2)l;;;;a,£}. 

Observe that Kp is closed and Kp CKa since Kp surely does not contain any 
=fa 

of the continuity points of Jlx.. By the separability of T there is a countable 
ordinal ex with Ka= 0. Let ao be the first such ordinal. We now have 

T = LJ (Ka \Ka+1)-
a<a. 

By definition each tEG( n(Ka \Ka+d has an open nbhd V, so that 
lf(t1)-/(t2)l<t whenever t 1,tiEV,nKa. In particular it now follows from 
the definition of GE that 

f(V, nKa)CO. 

Now define 

Ha:= U{V,nKa :tEGEn(Ka \Ka+1)} (cx<exo). 

Ha is a relatively open subset of the closed set Ka, hence an Fa. Finally put 
F(:= U Ha. Then F( is an Fa since ao is countable, and evidently satisfies 

a<a. 
(1). 

(ii) ~ (iv) (for T hereditarily Baire): 
suppose 0 =I= L c Tis closed and for contradiction suppose 

L n {f::o;;;;;cx} = L n {/;;;;a,/J} =L for some numberscx</l 

Now Ln{f::o;;;;;cx} and Ln{/;;;;a,/J} are both G8 subsets of L. Since they are 
dense in L, so is their intersection, since L is Baire by assumption. But this 
intersection is empty. Contradiction. □ 

NOTES The main part of Theorem E.1 is due to R BAIRE ([3]), see also [50] 
and [37]). For a thorough discussion of properties (i) - (iv) and many more, see 
[8]. 
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DEFINITION F.l A collection l!f of subsets of a set Xis called a filter on X if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(Fl) if A CB ex and A el!fthe Be<ff, 
(F2) if A,B el!f then A nB e<ff, 
(F3) 0 ~~ D 

If '!}j and ~ are two filters on X we say that '!}j is finer that ~ ( or ~ coarser 
the '!}j ) if ~ C '!}j • A basis for a filter l!f is a subfamily ~ of l!f such that every 
A el!f contains a set Be~. Put differently, ~ is a basis for l!f iff l!f consists of all 
"supersets" of sets in ~-

For a non-empty collection ~ of subsets of X to be a basis for a (unique) 
filter l!f on X, it is necessary and sufficient that the following hold: 

(FB 1) for all A,B E~ there is a CE~ such that C CA nB, 
(FB2) 0 ~~-

For any collection lii of subsets of X that satisfies the finite intersection pro
perty (FIP), i.e. all of whose finite intersections are non-empty, the collection 
~ of all finite intersections satisfies (FB 1) and (FB2) and thus is a basis for a 
filter ~ We say that lii generates <ff, or is a subbasis for ~ 

A filter that is maximal, i.e. not properly contained in any finer filter, is 
called an ultra.filter. An easy application of Zorn's lemma shows that any filter 
is contained in some ultrafilter. 

A filter l!f is called free (or non-principal) if nl!f= 0. An ultrafilter on Xis 
either free or of the form <J\:= {A CX:xeA} with xeX. The ultrafilters <J\ 
are called fixed ( or principal). 

The following well-known property characterizes ultrafilters. 

PRoPosmoN F.2. A filter l!f on Xis an ultra.filter iff A U B el!f implies that either 
Ael!forBe~ 

PROOF. Suppose A UBel!f but A ~<ff, B~~ Then every Cel!f intersects A. 
Indeed, if not, then Cn(A UB)= CnB CB, and so we would have Be<ff, con
tradicting the assumption. But now { C nA : Ce 'Y} is a basis for a filter finer 
than~ Actually it is strictly finer than '!;'because it contains A. So l!f is not an 
ultrafilter. 
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Conversely, suppose the condition holds and that § is a filter finer that '?f. If 
A e§ then X\A Et§ so X\A Et'?f. But then by the assumption A e<:f, so we 
have proved that §C'?f. Hence <Fis an ultrafilter. D 

REMARK. F.3. The last half of the proof shows that the following formally 
weaker condition is already sufficient (and of course necessary) for <F to be an 
ultrafilter: for every A ex either A e'F or X\A e'?f. D 

We say that a filter <F on a subset S of a topological space T converges to 
teS (notation: lim 'F=t of <F➔t) if every neighborhood of t contains a set 
A E '?f. Clearly this is equivalent to saying that <F is finer that the filter of all 
neighborhouds oft intersected with S. If Tis Hausdorff (which we shall sup
pose for the rest of this section) then limits are always unique. We say that 
t e Tis a cluster point of <F if t e n { .A :A e'!f}. 

Topologies can be described in terms of filters. To see this let us first note 
the following simple fact. 

PRoPosmoN F.4. If 'Fis a filter on a subset S of a topological space T, then a 
point t E T is a cluster point of 'F ifJ there exists a filter § on S finer than 'F (hence 
also an ultrafilter § on S refining '§) that converges to t. 

PROOF. Clearly the limit of any filter is a cluster point of that filter and of any 
coarser one, so the sufficiency is obvious. Now let t e T be a cluster point of a 
filter <Fon S. Then every neighborhood U oft intersects every A e'?f. Therefore 
the sets { U nA: U neighborhood of t, A e'!f} form a filter basis ~- Evidently 
the filter § on S generated by ~ is finer that <F and converges to t. □ 

PRoPOsmoN F.5. Let S be a subset of a topological space T. Then t ES ifJ there 
exists a filter (or ultrafilter) 'Fon S that converges tot. 

PROOF. Sufficiency is clear again. On the other hand if teS then {UnS:U 
nbhd of t} is a filter basis generating a filter <F on S that converges to t. The 
same is true for any ultrafilter on S finer that '?f. D 

A convergent filter has a unique cluster point, namely its limit. An ultrafilter 
has at most one cluster point, since by Prop. F.4 it must converge to any of its 
cluster points. There may not always be a cluster point, but of course in a 
compact space there always is. Hence 

PRoPosmoN F.6. An ultrafilter on a subset of a compact space converges. □ 

Continuity of maps has the following formulation in terms of filters. 

PROPOSITION F.7. Let T 1, T2 be topological spaces and let f:T1 ➔T2 be a map. 



Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) f is continuous in t E T 1, 

(ii) for every filter 'ff' on T 1, 'ff'➔t implies f(GJJ➔ f (t1 
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(iii) for every ultra.filter 'ff' on T 1 :'ff'➔t implies f (GJJ➔ f (t) (f (GJJ denotes 
{f(A):A E§}). 

PROOF. 
(i) ~ (ii): if 'ff➔t, then 'ff' is finer that the nbhd filter at t. This implies the 
assertion. 
(ii) ~ (iii): clear. 
(iii) ~ (i): if f is not continuous at t there exists a nbhd V off (t) such that 
f(U)n(T2 \ V)~0 for all nbhds U oft. Thus J 1(T2 \ V) intersects every U, 
so the sets J 1 (T 2 \ V) n U form a filter basis ~- let 'ff' be any ultrafilter 
refining~- Then 'ff'➔t, whereas f (GJJ➔f (t) fails. D 

Occasionally we shall consider limits of indexed sets { t,: t EJ} in a topologi
cal space T. If 'ff' is a filter on J we write lim t, = t to mean: for every nbhd U 

'!f 
oft there is an A E'ff' such that {t,:tEA} c U. 

Let us note the following: 

REMARK F.8. 
(i) If T is compact and 'ff' is an ultrafilter on I then lim t, always exists by 

'!f 
Prop. F.6, since { {t,:iEA }:A E§} is easily seen to be a basis for an 
ultrafilter on T (use the criterion of Remark F.3). 

(ii) If tE{t,:iEJ} then there is an ultrafilter 'ff' on I such that lim t, = t. 
'!f 

Indeed, if§ is an ultrafilter on {t,:iEJ} that converges tot (cf. Prop. F.5), 
then any ultrafilter 'ff on I refining {{tEJ:t,EA}:AE§} satisfies the 
requirement. 

(iii) If tis a cluster point of {t,:iEJ}, i.e. tE{t,:t,~t}, then there is a free 
ultrafilter 'ff' on J so that lim t, = t: let 'ff' be any ultrafilter refining 

IE'if 

{ { iEJ :t, EU\ { t}}: U EU}, where U is a neighborhood basis of t. □ 

NOTES Elementary facts about filters can be found in [5]. For their applica
tion in Banach space theory, see [40] and [90]. 
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Let (O,~,µ) be a finite measure space. Each element of L 00 (µ) is an 
equivalence class of functions in M(µ). So by the axiom of choice there exists 
a selection map that singles out one element of M(µ) from each class. It is not 
at all clear that this selection can be made in a "consistent" manner, i.e. so 
that the selection map has nice properties such as linearity, etc. The so-called 
lifting theorem states that this is possible provided the measure space is com
plete. 

Let us first agree on some notation. Throughout this section (Sl,~,µ) will be 
a complete finite measure space. 0L denotes the a-ideal of µ-null sets. We shall 
write f g for "/ =g µ a.e.", and A=.JJ, resp. A ~B for µ,(Aa/J)=O, resp. 
µ(B\A)=0. The complement O\A of A is denoted as Ac. Finally, Mb(µ) is 
the space of bounded µ-measurable functions, which is a Banach space when 
equipped with the sup norm. 

THEOREM G.1. (The lifting theorem) 
Let (O,~,µ) be any complete finite measure space. Then there exists a map 
p:Vt) (µ)-Mb(µ) (called a lifting on L 00 (µ)) with the following properties: 
(i) p(f)Effor every fEL 00 (µ), 
(ii) p is linear and multiplicative, 
(iii) p (1) = 1. □ 

Let us observe that these properties imply: 
(iv) p is positive, i.e. if po µ a.e., then p(j)';?!:0 everywhere. 

[Proof: f ("vj)2, so p(f)= p(Vf)2 by multiplicativity.] 
(v) pis order preserving, i.e. J:r.;;_g µ a.e. implies p(j),,.;;.p(g). 

[Proof: use (iv) and the linearity of p.] 
(vi) p is an isometry from L 00 (µ) into Mb(µ). 

[Proof: since p(f)Ej, it is clear that llp(f)ll';;I:llfll 00 • On the other hand 
+ f ,,.;;_ 11/11 00 µ a.e., so by (v), (iii) and the linearity of p, 
+p(j) = p(+J):r.;;_p(Jl.fll 00 )= ll.fll 00 p(l)=ll.fll 00 everywhere. Therefore 
llp(f)II,,.;;. llflloo-1 

(ii) !f i :Mb(µ)-L 00_(µ~ is the _canonical m~p an~j:A!b(µ)-Mb(µ) is defined. as 
p: = poi, then p is an idempotent, 1.e. p = p. Clearly an alternative 
definition of a lifting on L 00 (µ) would be a map p:Mb(µ)-Mb(/L) satisfy
ing, (i), (ii), (iii) as well as f g~p(j) = p(g ). 

Suppose now that we have a lifting p on L 00 (µ). Let A E~. Then pCx.4)= 
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p~)= P<x.4)2 is a {O, I }-valued µ-measurable function. Hence 

P<x.4) = Xp(A) for a unique p(A) E ~- (1) 

The map ~3A➔p(A)E~ so defined clearly has all the properties enumerated 
in the next definition. 

DEFINITION G.2. Let m be a o-algebra so that CDLcmc~. A map p:m➔m is 
called a set lifting on m if the following properties hold for all A,B Em: 
(a) p(A )===-4, 
(b) A_B ~p(A)=p(B), 
(c) p(A nB) = p(A)np(B), 
(d) p(AC) = p(Af. □ 

Further properties follow from these, such as: 

(e) p(A UB) = p(A)Up(B). 
[Proof: p(A UB) = p((AC nBc)c) = p(AC nBcf = (p(Ac)np(BC)f 
=(p(Af np(Bff = p(A)U p(B).] 

(f) p(0)= 0 and p(Q)=Q. 
[Proof: taking B =Ac in (c) and then using (d), yields p(0)= 0; p(Q)=Q 
now follows from ( d), taking A = 0 . ] 

For later use let us also record the following triviality: 

(g) §: = p(m) is an algebra and for F 1 ,F 2 E 6J we have 

F1 <!.F2 ~F1 CF2, so F1-F2 ~F1 =F2. 

[Proof: p(0)= 0 together with (b) implies p(N)= 0 'vNECJL Now com
bine this with (e).] 

Another simple but useful fact is: 

(h) §: = p(m) has a maximal element (with respect to inclusion). 
[Proof: by (g) any element of 6J with maximal µ-measure is maximal. So 

00 00 

choose EnE6Jso thatµ( U En)= sup {µ(E):EEGJ} and put E:=p( U En)-
n=I n=I 

Then clearly E E6J and its µ-measure is maximal.] 

The following result now reduces the existence problem for liftings to that 
for set liftings. 

PROPOSITION G.3. Let p:~➔~ be a set lifting. Then there exists a unique lifting 
p:L 00 (µ)➔Mb(µ) so that 

P<x.4) = Xp{A) VA E~. 
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PRooF. It should be obvious how to proceed. First we define p on the dense 
n 

subspace of L 00 (p.) consisting of the simple functions f = ; ; 1 a;XA, by 
n 

p(j):= ;;1a;Xp(A,) We leave it to the reader to verify that this definition does 

not depend on the way the simple functions are represented. Next, one should 
check that on the subspace of the simple functions, p satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii), 
and therefore also (iv), (v) and (vi). Finally, as a bounded linear densely 
defined map, p can be uniquely extended boundedly to all of L 00 (p.). The 
extension preserves multiplicativity, and also (i): 

if!,, L 00 (µ,))f and P(fn) Mb(µ,))g:=p(f), then 

llf -glloo ~ llf - In lloo + llf,,-p(f,,)lloo + llp(f,,)-gll➔O, 

SO g=p(j)Ej □ 

We have now reduced the problem of constructing a lifting on L 00 (p.) to that 
of constructing a set lifting on ~- The latter will be produced by a Zorn type 
extension argument, familiar from the proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem. We 
shall first prove that if m: is a sub a-algebra of ~ with me m: and if p is a set 
lifting on m:, then, given any A E ~ \ m:, p can be extended to a lifting on the 
a-algebra generated by A and m (Lemma G.7). Next we consider the collection 
e of all pair (m,p), where mis a a-algebra satisfying mcmc~, and pis a set 
lifting on m, and we order this collection in the usual way. If now we can show 
that every chain in e has an upper bound in (?, then we are done. But here a 
slight technical difficulty arises. Given an increasing countable chain (mn,Pn) in 
e (this is the only interesting case, Lemma G.8), we shall define a map p:m:➔m, 

00 

where m:: =a( U mn), so that Pl~ = Pn (n = 1,2, ... ). Unfortunately, this pis not 
n =I " 

in general a set lifting, because ( d) may fail. The following lemma is needed to 
00 

show that a slight modification of p (which does not affect its values on U mn) 
n=I 

will make it a set lifting. 

DEFINITION G.4. Let m be a a-algebra with mcmc~. A map p:m:➔m is called 
a lower density on m if (a), (b), (c) and (f) are satisfied 
[an upper density would satisfy (a), (b), (e) and (f)]. □ 

Thus a lower density is a set lifting iff ( d) holds. 

LEMMA G.5. Let m: be a a-algebra so that mcm:c~. If p1 :m➔m is a lower 
density on m, then there exists a set lifting p:m➔m: satisfying 

(2) 

PROOF. For any wE~ consider 
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~w):= {AEm:wEp1(A)} 

If wEp1(A)np1(B), A,BEm, then "'E p1(A nB), by (c). This means that 
A nBE~w) whenever A,BE~w), so that ~w) is a filter base (note that 
0 El~"'), by (f)). Now let U(w) be any ultrafilter on Q refining ~w) and let us 
define 

p(A):= {wEQ:AEU(w)} (AE~. 

Observe that by definition we have 

WEP1(A~A E~w) and wEp(A)~A EU(w) (4) 

From this (2) and the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) for p all easily follow: 

(d): Using Remark F.3, we have 

wEp(A)~A EU(w)~Ac ElU(w~wElp(Ac). 

This proves that p(A f = p(A c). 

(2): Since ~w)CU(w), (4) immediately implies that p1(A)Cp(A). The other 
inclusion in (2) follows by complementation, using ( d). 

(a): It follows from (1) for P1 that both P1(A)::=A and P1(Acr=(Act=A. 
Therefore p(A )::=A, by (2). 

(b): Similarly, A_B implies, by (a) and (b) for p1, that p1(A)=p1(B)::=A and 
p1(Ac)c=p1(Bct::=A. Hence (2) yield p(A)-p(B). 

(c): wEp(A nB)~A nBEU(w~A EU(w) and BEU(w) ~wEp(A) and 
wEp(B~ "'Ep(A)np(B), so p(A nB)=p(A)np(B). □ 

REMARK G.6. In the situation of Lemma G.5, let m0 be a CJ-algebra such that 
me mo cm and suppose that P1 I~ is a set lifting on m0• Then P1 I~= Pl~. This 
is immediate from (2), since for A E m0 we have p1 (A)= p1 (A ct. □ 

After these preliminaries we now finally start the actual proof of the lifting 
theorem. The next two lemmas are the basic ingredients. 

LEMMA G.7. Let m be a CJ-algebra such that mcmc~. Suppose that pis a set 
lifting on m and that A E~ \ m. Then there exists a set lifting p' on 
m': =CJ(mu {A}) extending p. 

PROOF. We first need to establish a suitable way of representing the elements 
of m'. To this end, we put '!f:=p(~ (recall that '!tis an algebra) and define 

&1:= {EE'!f.EnAcEm}, &i:= {EE'!f:EnAEm}. 

We claim that both &1 and $i contain maximal elements A 1, resp. A 2• It 
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suffices to prove this for t;;1, since the proof for &i is identical. The argument is 
00 

the same as for (h). All that needs to be observed is that p( U En)nAcE~ 
n =1 

whenever En[)AcE~for each nEN. _ _ 
Now p!;!-t A: =(A UA 1) \A 2 and note that A ::::=A, since A \ A CA 1 nA c E~ 

and A \A =A 2 nA E:l)L The assumption that ~c2! and the fact that A::::=A 
imply that 2!'=0{2!,{A }). Therefore we have 

2!' = {(C nA)U(D nAc): c,D E2!}. 

We are now ready to define p' on 2!' by 

p'((C nA)U(D nAc)): = (p(C)nA)U(p(D)nAc) (C,D E2!). 

The special nature of our choice for A will now be used to show that the 
definition of p' is independent of the chosen representation. Indeed, if 

~ ~c ~ ~c . 
(CnA)U(DnA )=(C1 nA)U(D1 nA ), with C,C1,D,D1 E2!, 

then 

(p(C)nA)U(p(D)nAc) = (p(C1)nA)U(p(D 1)nAc). 

To see this, observe first that _ _ _ _ 
C=p(C), C1=p(Ci) and C1 nA_CnA imply p(C)nA-p(C1)nA. Hence 

µ((p(C)dp(C1))nA) = µ((p(C)dp(C1))nA) = 0. 

This means that p(C)dp(91)E&i, and therefore p(C)dp(9i)CA 2, by the maxi
mality 2f A2 in &7.._But A nA 2 = 0, so (p(C)dp(C1))nA_~ 0 or, eqaj~alently, 
p(C)nA =p(C1)nA. Similarly one proves that p(D)(JA =p(D 1)nA , using 
this time the maximality of A I in t;;1 and the fact that Ac nA 1 = 0. 

It is immediate from the definition of p' that p'lw = p, so it remains to prove 
that p' satisfies (a), (b), (c) and (d). All these verifications are straightforward, 
so we omit the details. Let us only note here that the argument giv~n above !O 
show that p' is well-<!efined, in fact proves (b): µ a.e. sets (CnA)U(DnA) 
and (C1 nA)U(D 1 nA) have the same p'-image. □ 

The second basic step in the construction is given next. 

LEMMA G.8. Let ~C2!1 C2!2 C · · · C2!n C · · · be an increasing sequence of 
sub-a-algebras of I and let set liftings Pn on 21n be given so that Pn + 1 lw. = Pn 

00 

(n = 1,2, ... ). Then there exists a set lifting p on 2!: = a( U 21n) so that Plw. = Pn 
n =I 

(n = 1,2, ... ). 

PROOF. By Lemma G.5 and Remark G.6 is suffices to define a lower density 
on 2£ extending each Pn· To this end, for each n EN let us denote the algebra 
Pn(2!n) by~- We now define, for all A E2!, kEN and O<r< 1, 

§l(A,k,r):= {EE~:µ(A nF)-;;.rµ(F) for all FE'Skwith FCE}, 
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p(A,k,r):= U ~A,k,r)[:= U{E:Ee~(A,k,r)},:= 0 if~A,k,r)= 0.], 

p(A):= n U n p(A,k,r)[= n lim p(A,k,r)i 
O<r<lneNk;;.n O<r<lk➔oo 

We will show that p is a lower density on 2l extending each Pn. 
Observe first that each of the families ~A,k,r) has a maximal element. The 

argument for this is that of (h) again. What needs to be checked here is that 
00 

Pk( U En)E~A,k,r) (for fixed A,k and r) whenever En E~A,k,r) for each 
n=I 

00 

nEN. This is seen as follows. For every FCpk( U En) with Fe'f¼ write 
n=I 

n-1 oo 

Fn: = F n (En \ /d, 1 Ej) and note that F }d, /n. Now it follows that 

Clearly this maximal set is precisely p(A,k,r), so that in particular this proves 
that p(A,k,r)E~A,k,r)C'f¼ C2l. 

Also p(A)E2l. To see this observe that the families ~A,k,r), and therefore 
also the sets p(A,k,r, ), for fixed A and k, are evidently a decreasing function 
of r. Hence the first intersection in the definition of p(A) may be restricted to 
rational r. 

We note next that whenever A e'?f,,, then for every Ee~A,k,r) with k~n 
we must have E@A (otherwise O=µ.(An(E\A))~rµ.(E\A)>O). It is also 
clear that A E~A,k,r) in this case, and therefore E CA, by (g). Hence 
p(A,k,r)=A for k~n. Since this is true for all O<r<l, it follows that 
p(A)=A =pn(A). Hence we have shown that Pl~.= Pn (n = 1,2, ... ). 

What is left to be proved now is that p satisfies properties (a), (b), (c) and 
(t). 

PROOF OF (t): this is clear by what we have said above: 

p(0)=pn(0)= 0 and p(Sl)=pn(Sl)=Sl (neN). 

PROOF OF (b): if A=1J, then clearly ~A,k,r)= ~B,k,r) for all k and r, and so 
p(A)=p(B). 

PROOF OF (c): let k EN and O<r< 1 be arbitrary. We claim that for all 
A, BE2l, 

r+l r+l 
~A,k, -2-)n ~B,k,-2-)C ~A nB,k,r). 

Indeed, let E belong to the left member, and let FCE, Fe'f¼. Then 

µ.(A nB nF)= µ.(A nF) + µ.(B nF) - µ.((A UB)nF) 

~ r; 1 µ.(F) + r ; 1 µ.(F) _ µ(F) = rµ.(F). 

(5) 
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So Ee'fR.(_A nB,k,r). A direct consequence of (5) is now that 

r+I r+I 
p(A,k,-2-)n p(B,k,-2-)C p(A nB,k,r). 

Since this inclusion is true for all k and r, it readily follows that 
p(A)np(B)cp(A nB). The reverse inclusion p(A nB)cp(A)np(B) follows 
trivially from the fact that for fixed k and r the families 'fR.(_A,k,r) are increas
ing functions of A e2!, so that also p(A) is increasing in A. 

PROOF OF (a): this is somewhat complicated. We introduce the auxiliary func
tion 

p'(A):= U n U p(A,k,r) [= U lim p(A,k,r)] (A e2{). 
O<r<lnENk;;a.n O<r<I k->oo 

Observe that p'(A)e2! for all A e2!, since U can be restricted to the ration
O<r<I 

als again, by monotonicity. Also note that 

p(A)= n lim p(A,k,r)C U lim p(A,k,r)= p'(A) (A e2{). 
O<r<I K->oo O<r<I k->oo 

Actually both p(A) and p'(A) are µ a.e. equal to A. More precisely we will 
show that for all A e2!: 

(a) p(A)Cp'(A)~A (and therefore also p(Ac)Cp'(Ac)cAc), 

(fi) p(A)Up'(AC) = D. 

From (a) and (P) the proof of (a) is immediate. 

PROOF OF (a) We already know that p(A)Cp'(A). So suppose for contradiction 
that µ(p'(A) \A)>0 for some A e2!. Then by the definition of p'(A), for some 
0<r<l we have 

µ ((lim p(A,k,r))\A) =:a>0. 
k->oo 

00 

Fix t>0. Now since 2£= a( U 2fn), we can choose an n0 eN and a Be2ln so 
n =I 0 

that 

µ(Btl((lim p(A,k,r))\A)<t. 
k->oo 

[Proof: let 2£' C2! consist of all sets A e2! such that for every t>0 there exists a 
00 00 

Be U 2fn such that µ(AtlB)>E. Then 2£' is a a-algebra and contains U 2fn. 
n=I n=I 

Hence 2£' = 2£.] In particular this implies 

µ(A nB n lim p(A,k,r))<t and µ(B n lim p(A,k,r));;;,,a-t. (6) 
k->oo k->oo 

Now let k;;;,,n 0 be arbitrary. Since B eSXk, we have Pk(B)e6Jk, so it follows 
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from the fact that p(A,k,r)E<3l{A,k,r) that 

µ(_A nB np(A,k,r)) = µ(_A npk(B)np(A,k,r));;;,, rµ.(_pk(B) np(A,k,r)) 

= rµ.(_B ll p(A,k,r). 
m-1 

Writing Cm:= Bn[p(A,m,r)\ U p(A,k,r)] (m;;;,,no) and noting that CmEm:m 
k=n, 

for m;;;,,n0 , we then find 
00 00 00 

µ(_A nB n[ u p(A,k,r)]) = ~ µ(_A nck);;;,, r ~ µ(_Ck) 
k=m k=m k=m 

00 

=rµ.(_B n [ U p(A,k,r)]). 
k=m 

Taking the intersection over all m;;;,,n 0 we now get 

µ(_A nB n lim p(A,k,r));;;,,rµ.(_B n lim p(A,k,r)). 
k->oo k➔oo 

Combining this with the inequalities (6) yields 

Choosing E>O small enough, this is a contradiction. 

PRooF OF (P) This proof is direct. The main point is to show that 

p(A,k,r)' Cp(A c,k, 1-r) for all kEN and all O<r< 1. (7) 

Fix kEN and O<r<l. Since p(Ac,k, 1-r) is the maximal element of 
<3l(Ac,k,l-r), it suffices to show that p(A,k,r)'E<3l(Ac,k,l-r). We already 
observed that p(A,k,r)'E<ffk> so we must show that for every FCp(A,k,r)' with 
FE<fftc we have 

µ(_Ac nF);;;,, (1-r)µ(F) 

or, equivalently, that 

µ(_A n F) ..;;; rµ.(_F). (8) 

Now fix FE<ffk, FCp(A,k,r)' and use Zorn's lemma to choose a maximal 
sequence (En) of pairwise disjoint subsets of F such that 

En E<ffk and µ(_A nEn) < rµ.(_En) (n = 1,2, ... ). 
00 

Put E: = p( U En). Then EE <ffk and we claim that 
n=l 

00 

~=u~~R 00 
n=I 

Indeed, if not then µ.(_F\E)>O, so since F\Efl_'3l(A,k,r) (since 
00 

Fcp(A,k,r)c), there would be an E 0 CF\ U En with µ(Eo)>O and EoE<ffk 
n =I 

satisfying µ(_A nE0 )<rµ.(_E0 ). But this contradicts the maximality of (En), so 
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00 00 

(9) is proved. Now (8) follows: µ{A nF)= I µ{A nEn)<r I 
n =l n =l 

P<.En)=rµ{F). The proof of (P) can now be finished quickly, using (7): 
00 00 

p(AY = u n u p(A,k,rY 
O<r<ln=lk=n 

00 00 

C U n U p(Ac,k, 1-r) = p'(A), 
O<r<ln=lk=n 

so p(A)Up'(AC) = 0. D 

We now put Lemmas G.7 and G.8 together to produce the 

PROOF OF THEOREM G.l. 
We have seen previously that it suffices to construct a set lifting on I. To this 
end let us consider the collection e of all pairs (2!,p), where 2l is a a-algebra 
with ~c 2l c I, and p is a set lifting on 2!. e is not empty, since clearly 2l = ~ 
admits a set lifting. We partially order e as follows: 

(2l,p)E;;;(2!',p') iff 2!C2!' and p'l91 =p. 

We now verify that e is inductive, so that Zorn's lemma can be used to pro
duce a maximal element in e. 

Let <?o={(2lup,):,e/} be a chain in e. There are now two cases to be con
sidered: 

CASE 1. <?o has no countable cofinal subfamily. In this case clearly 2!: = U 2!, is 
1e/ 

a a-algebra. If we now define p:2!➔2! by p(A): =p,(A) whenever A e2l,, then p 
is a set lifting on 2!, so then (2!,p)ee and evidently is an upper bound for <?o. 
CASE 2. <?i, has a countable cofinal subfamily {(2!,.,p,.):neN}. Clearly we may 
assume that this is an increasing sequence. Now Lemma G.8 provides a lifting 
p on 2!:=o( U 2!,.)= a(U 2l,) which extends each p,_. Hence (2!,p) is an upper 

neN 1e/ 

bound for <?o in e. 

Now let (2!,p) be a maximal element in e. Then 2l=I by Lemma G.7, so we 
are done. D 

REMARK G.9. It is interesting to note that for lE;;;p<oo, LP(}') never admits a 
lifting, except in the trivial case when (O,I,µ) is purely atomic. Even linear lift
ings do not exist. 

To be more precise, let (O,I,µ) be a complete non-purely atomic finite meas
ure space and fix l<p<oo. Then there exists no map p:LP(j.t)➔M(}') satisfy
ing 
(i) pif)e/for every /ell(}'), 
(ii) p is linear, 
(iii) p is positive, i.e. po µ a.e. implies pif)~O everywhere, 
(iv) p(l)= 1. 
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Firstly, there is no loss of generality in supposing that (U,~,µ) is atomless, 
for if U1 is an atomless part of U, then if p were a lifting on V(µ), the "restric
tion" of p to V(U1 ,µj0,) would be a lifting on V(Ui,µj 0,). So suppose (U,~,µ) 
is an atomless probability space and let p be as above. Then for each n E"11 we 
can choose a partition { E7 , ... , E~} of O so that 

EjE~ and µ(Ej) = l_ (j=l, ... ,n). 
n 

If we put Aj:={wEU:l>(XE;)(w)=l}, then Aj-Ej (j=l, ... ,n) and there
fore it is evident that 

oo n 

µ( n U A 11 ) = 1. 
n=I j=I J 

oo n 

Now pick any w0 E /~ 1/j,_1 Aj and consider the positive, and therefore 

bounded linear functional 

V(µ)3f ~ p(f)(wo). 

By the choice of w0 , for each n EN we have p~)(w0 )= 1 for some 
}nE{l, ... ,n}. But then 

l=~.)(wo)= cI>~)~ll«l>II IIXE;, llp = ll«I>lln- 11P➔0 

as n➔oo, so we have a contradiction. □ 

NOTES For [0,1] with the Lebesgue measure the lifting theorem is due to J. 
VON NEUMANN ([61]). Apparently he also found a proof for the general case 
but never wrote it down. D. MAIIARAM ([52]) provided one, reducing the gen
eral case to that of an infinite product of unit intervals. A little later A.I. and 
CJ. TuLcEA ([43]) gave a proof that avoided the use of any isomorphism 
theorem a la Maharam. They worked directly on the abstract measure space. 

To those familiar with martingales the statement of Lemma G.8 (the most 
non-trivial item in the proof) will suggest a martingale approach. In fact, if one 
is interested only in linear, positive and isometric liftings (and does not care 
about multiplicativity), then a relatively simple martingale proof is possible, 
see e.g. P.A. MEYER ([54]). The reason Meyer's proof does not directly pro
duce multiplicative liftings is that conditional expectation operators obviously 
fail to be multiplicative. A.I. and CJ. Tulcea got around this difficulty, essen
tially by combining the martingale approach with an extreme point argument 
to get a multiplicative lifting. Finally T. TRAYNOR ([94]) succeeded in eliminat
ing all sophistication from the proof by translating these ideas into pure meas
ure theory. We have followed his presentation here, because we actually need 
the multiplicativity (in Ch. 6) and because Traynor's proof is in fact not much 
longer than that of the Tulceas. 
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